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FROMt SAC, MILWAUKEE (100-15 674) CP)

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/VINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION

/^VVAW/WSO). IS - WAW/VSO. OOt CHICAGO.

THE VVAW WAS FORMED IN 1967 BY VIETNAM VETERANS. THE NAME

OF THIS ORGANIZATION WAS CHANGED TO VVAW/WSO IN 1973, TO INCLUD

NON-VETERANS. IT HAS SPONSORED NUMEROUS ANTI -GOVERNMENT CfjCL

DEMONSTRATIONS, SOME RESULTING IN VIOLENCE. RECENTLY, THIS

ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN CLOSELY AFFILIATED WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY

UNION (RU) •

THE RU, FOUNDED IN EARLY 1968 IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY

. EA, IS A MILITANT SEMI-COVERT MARXIST -LEN IN 1ST REVOLUTIONARY

.GANIZATION IDEOLOGICALLY ORIENTED TOWARD THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC

' CHINA (PRC) AND THE TEACHINGS OF CHAIRMAN MAO TSE-TUNG.

THE DEMONSTRATION SPONSORED BY CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION AND

SUPPORTED BY THE RU WAS OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI
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ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1975. APPROXIMATELY 20 INDIVIDUALS GATHERED IN

FRONT OF THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION (VA) REGIONAL OFFICE AT 342

NORTH WATER STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, AND STARTED A PICKET

LINE AT APPROXIMATELY 8i 35 AM. THE PICKET LINE CONSISTED MAINLY

OF CHANTING VARIOUS ANTI VA SLOGANS. THIS DEMONSTRATION WAS IN

SUPPORT OF DENNIS (TED) STREIT, A VIETNAM VETERAN WHO WAS APPEARING

BEFORE VA BOARD IN AN ATTEMPT TO NULLIFY A FIFTY PERCENT CUT IN

HIS DISABILITY. THE PICKET LINE BROKE UP AT APPROXIMATELY 9t25 AM

AND EVERYONE ENTERED THE VA BUILDING TO ATTEND THE HEARING.

A SOURCE WHO HAS SUPPLIED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST,

WAS CONTACTED ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1975, AND ADVISED THAT DEMONSTRATION

WAS ORDERLY WITH NO CONFRONTATIONS TAKING PLACE AND NO ARRESTS

MADE.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

RE MILWAUKEE NITEL TO DIRECTOR, AUGUST 28, 1975.

IS DETECTIVeMBMHHBMI
MILWAUKEE PD.

IN VIEW THAT NO CONFRONTATIONS OR ARRESTS WERE MADE, NO LHM

BEING SUBMITTED.

END.
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Synopsis? The California-Nevada Regional Office of the WAW/WSO
is located at 255 E. Williams St., San Jose, Calif.
San Francisco Bay Area WAW/WSO chapters expelled from
the organization in the spring of 1975. San Francisco
Bay Area chapters* activities set forth.
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DETAILS : AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Information in this report is not classified except
where marked.

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier
Organization (WAW/WSO) will be abbreviated throughout this
report as WAW/WSO (see appendix)
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LOCATION

The California-Nevada Regional Office of the
WAW/WSO is located at 255 E. Williams Street, San Jose,
California.

9/8/75 '*=>£-

^7J)
II. ACTIVITIES

A. Regional Conference

The WAW/WSO held a Regional Conference in San Jose
on May 31, 1975. This was an Anti- Imperialist Caucus Regional
Conference, meaning all those chapters in California who did
not agree with the National Office or with the Revolutionary
Union (RU) (see appendix) were present. Workshops were formed
and reported on, such as Indo-China Reconstruction, Chapter
Coordinators, Vets Organizing, and Political Prisoners. It
was stated to those present that the split with the RU is
permanent and nothing would be gained or worth it to attempt
to attend the WAW/WSO National Steering Committee (NSC) meeting
in Milwaukee in July, 1975.

6/26/75
bZ-

A WAW/WSO Regional Conference was held on July 26,

1975, in Berkeley, California. The regional chapters made
reports to those present.

1. East Bay Chapter

It was reported that the East Bay chapter for the last
six months has focused on educationals , both external and
internal, and passed out leaflets in the GI area of work.

2. Santa Cruz Chapter

They have focused on community work, however, decline
in chapter participation has resulted in a breakdown in the
committee's effectiveness and lack of direction in the organization
problems in the staffing of the office. The chapter has had
four re-evaluation sessions.

3.

Mid-Peninsula Chapter (Palo Alto Area)

It was reported that this is a new chapter and has
been working with the "Drug Collective" in the Palo Alto area.
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4. San Jose Chapter

It was reported that this chapter has worked in
the legal defense area, but the main problem is isolation from
the community.

5. San Francisco Chapter

The San Francisco chapter has worked to raise funds
for the reconstruction of Vietnam. The chapter lacks mass
work because of a lack of recruitment.

6.

South Bay Chapter (Los Angeles Area)

This chapter reported it has found it hard to recruit
in the community.

It was stated to those present that the organization
is in a transition split due to the internal problem and the
liberation of Indo-China. It was also stated that the organi-
zation needs to reconstruct and reorganize.

B. Sub-Regional Meetings

8/1/75 yz~
b~lj>

A WAW/WSO Sub-Regional Conference was held in
Berkeley, California, March 16, 1975. The East Bay chapter
reported that the chapter has gone to a committee structure
and that the political education committee is fairly active,
however, many of the other committees are stagnant.

The San Jose chapter reported they have gone to

the committee structure. They have a Marxist-Leninist study
group and the chapter has been involved in a coalition against
racism, but pulled out when the coalition was taken over by
the RU.

The San- Francisco chapter reported that it is
reorganizing.

The Santa Cruz chapter is attempting to recruit
in the schools and colleges in the community. The chapter
has worked closely with the United Farm Workers and is also
working with the coalition in the community against ageism,
sexism and racism. It was stated to those present that the
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Regional Office is broke and also that a summary of chapter
activities and practice report would be sent to the National
Office and that representatives would be sent to the National
Conference to be held in Chicago in April, 1975, dealing
with the principles of unity.

An Anti-Imperialist Caucus report was read to those
present. This report came out against the RU, as well as its
sympathizers. All RU and sympathizers were excluded from the
Anti-Imperialist Caucus conference, (frf

During this meeting, there were constant references
of conflict with the RU within the chapters. J#)

3/21/75
b"?J)

A WAW/WSO sub-regional meeting was held in Marin
County, California, on May 11, 1975. RU members were invited,
but none showed up. A Regional Office report was read to
those present and it stated that internal funding has collapsed;
also, that there was no doubt the FBI is very interested in
the split in Northern California of the WAW/WSO with the
National Office and the RU.

(J8$

A working paper statement by the expelled WAW/WSO
chapters explaining their position and why the split was read
to those present. A copy of the statement will be sent to the
various organizations in the Bay Area and across the country,
as well as to the National Office.

^|5/19/75 ^
C. General WAW/WSO

Source advised on June 5, 1975, that an Anti-Imperialist
Caucus (AIC) meeting was scheduled for June 27-30, 1975, at
St. Louis, Missouri, by those chapters of the WAW/WSO who
do not support the RU leadership of the National Office. The
meeting will attempt to solidify the AIC WAW chapter's position
regarding their desire to rid the WAW/WSO of the RU control.

6/5/75 bz.
bib

The main theme developed at the Caucus was the desire
of the members present to form a new national organization
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whose purpose would be to take up an armed revolution against
the U. S., which would be communist supported but not controlled
by the RU. The new organization formed as a result of the Caucus
would continue to operate under the temporary title of the
National Anti-Imperialistic Forces (NAIF) until a new name could
be decided upon. The Caucus decided to use the radical newspapers
"White Lightning" and "Seize the Time" to help bring about the
formation of this new organization.

The constitution and a formal name for the new
organization will be drawn up by the California Chapter with the
assistance of the St. Louis and New York Chapters. The proposed
constitution and the new name for the organization will then
be furnished to the members of the chapters that were present
at the Caucus and also to the chapters that sent their support
but were not present.

The representatives at the Caucus distributed various
pieces of literature explaining the reasons that the VVAW/WSO
chapters in the U. S. are no longer functioning in view of the
takeover of the National Offices of the VVAW/WSO by members
of the RU. The representatives present spoke out strongly
against the RU and indicated that the VVAW/WSO would cease
to exist as an organization by the end of 1975.

The Caucus adopted a temporary name of the NAIF
to use to represent the groups present. The Northern California
Chapter, the St. Louis Chapter and the St. Paul, Minnesota
Chapter did not adopt the new name and stated they would continue
to call themselves the WAW/WSO.

8/5/75 £>*1^

Source advised June 2, 1975, that a WAW/WSO National
Steering Committee meeting would be held July 3-8, 1975, at
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

6/2/75

*=njfc
D. Chapter Meetings

The East Bay chapter had 17 meetings between February 20,
1975 and July 24, 1975.

7/30/75;
6/12/75;
5/1/75

;
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At the WAW/WSO meeting on March 6, 1975, there was
a discussion regarding the financial report and demonstrations
at the Leamington Hotel against the Bird Air Company who
fly supplies to Cambodia under contract with the U. S. Air Force.

3/10/75
S2-

At the WAW/WSO meeting on March 20, 1975, it was
stated that the "Defense Committee" wants members of the chapter
to volunteer their time to go around and check out backgrounds
of the jurors selected to hear cases of the "13" arrested at
the Saigon Consulate during a recent demonstration.

3/24/75
bV)

At the WAW/WSO meeting on April 16, 1975, it was
stated that the Southern California chapter of the WAW/WSO
had ousted Northern California chapters of the WAW/WSO. The
Southern California organization is made up of members of the
RU, while the Northern California chapters are anti-RU in
leadership. The Northern California chapters will write some
articles to expose their "reactionary” actions that were taken
by the Southern California chapters.

4/18/75

At the WAW/WSO meeting on May 1, 1975, there was an
election of chapter coordinators. (J8^

[s/2/75

At a WAW/WSO meeting July 24, 1975, discussion
centered around the work done at the National Conference held
in St. Louis by the WAW/WSO chapters that had split from the
chapters remaining loyal to the ideological line of the RU.
The main concern of this conference and subsequent concern of
each of these chapters is to regenerate nationwide activity of
a mass democratic anti-imperialist organization. (£4^

7/30/75
*»“U>

A source made available on April 30, 1975, a leaflet,
not dated, from the East Bay chapter of the WAW/WSO. The
leaflet stated in part as follows:
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WAV.'/’.';' 0 is a :.-p.ss anti-imperialist organization with a base and focus
around vets and bis. In the Hay Area ’/VAW/V/SO has organized demonstra-
tions ah the VA, 'i'he .Acrier^ n a-..-; *iuildiug and Union Square around Tour
oasic demands: UKI72R3AL URCORDITIOLAL ALKBSTi, BUD ALL AID xO fKISu
AND LOJ: RGl, SliiOIS XIPL DISCHARGE BOH ALL V3XS, DBCEIiX BBl.’BBIxS rOR
ALL V3XS.

Recently a struggle nas developed within the organization around
the role ox the RU (revolutionary union) , a cadre organ., within.
VVAV/rtfJ’O (a mass organ.). VYAW/V/SO (Last Bay) docs not view the RU as
an e:.e:.j of the people, but we have many points ox contention around
their Line.

. Recently, the southern Calif, sub-region of WAV?/V'S0 (approx.
5 chapters, 50 people), which is very close to the HU decided to expell
the entire iorthem dub-region. This action was undemocratic, illegal
by organizational working papers and thoroughly unprincipled. Since
the expulsion Hu forces use the endorsement of the southern sub-region
to represent itself as Vv A'.v/V/SO in the Bay Area, this shows no respect
for ' f

VAV.'/.;‘S0 chapters ia this area which have engaged in anti-imperial-
ist struggle here for several years.

The ?.u forces ‘ main tactic used against TVAb/V-SO (northern Calif.)
is la charge non-implementation of a new Rational Program, specifically
not cciug enough work around the veterans Administration and* ensuring
iccen*. benefits for all vets, even though the postior. of the Rational
Dfx ici v VVAV.'/V.'SC) is : "While the Rational organisation rocuses its work
in mobilizing and organizing vets and Gis the particular conditions
that face each chapter will dictate hov; mat chapter applies our nation-
al focus cr.d national program".

WAY.’/RdC (
i,'orthorn Calif.) has concluded that at this time focus

‘.round Ir.do-chir.a was and still is primary* xo this end V7AV//'v50
hcrtnern Calif.) organized mass demonstrations, including the largest
'anti-war" rally in 2-y years ( climaxing in the occupation of the Saigon
sonsulate), ana a series of demonstrations aimed against BIRD AIR, a
•IA cover group used to airlift ammunition into Cambodia. The correctness
f these actions car. best be viewed in light of the current conditions
n Indc-china.

4/30/75
b̂ib

; IW- m P
L'.- v-. V V • i < i niteni^isW
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A source advised on May 16, 1975, that at a recent
meeting of the WAW/WSO, it was announced that the Northern
California sub-region was expelled from the organization and
that the National Office had cut off all relations with the
Northern California chapters. It was also stated that all RU
people have been purged from the Northern California organization.

5/16/75 bZ
b-!j>

On June 12, 1975, a source made available a six page
leaflet entitled "Vietnam Veterans Against the War in a Time
of Struggle - An Open Letter to Anti-Imperialist Forces".
The leaflet is as follows:



!.0 0



AN OPEN LETTER TO ANTI-IMPERIALIST FORCES
TO OUR SISTERS ANT) BROTHERS IN' STRUGGLE,

Ao unusual course of events concerning political struggle is taking place within Vlet-
N am Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier Organization (WAW/VSO) . On April 12, 1975,

at the Southern California Sub-Regional conference, five chapters voted to expel the rest

of the California Regicr.(9 chapters, including the elected Regional Coordinator). The ser-

ious nature of this attack requires us to sake public our position on both this action and

the events that led to it. Our position concerns seme of the dost basic Issues within the

anti-imperialist movement; the role of white people in fighting racism and In building a

multi-national movement; the responsibility of nen to combat sexism; the nature and abuse
of democracy in a mass organization; the role of members of cadre organizations with crass

organizations, as well as the relationship of cadre organizations to mass organizations.
Our present struggle directly involves the Revolutionary Union (RU).

The recent struggle in WAW/WSO has underlined the necessity for a clear analysis and
full presentation of our political situation. This letter is written in the hope that our
friends will cone to understand our current situation and learn from our experience. This
statement is the first step of an ongoing political analysis of our work. It covers the

historical relationship between WAW/WSO and the RU, our primary political differences with
the politics of the RU as they affect WAW/WSO internally, and the democratic process of

WAW/WSO.

In the anti-war movement WAW focused the anger of vets returning from an imperialist
war. The fora of the organization was spontaneous and undefined. Our actions were drama-
tic and significant— from soldiers of the empire throwing back their medals in Washington,
D.C. to forums exposing the role of the military in ViecNaa. We spoke with credibility:
our anti-war views were believable—the vets were the children of the American working
class and knew what the war was about. Masses of American people responded to WAV. We

helped the anti-war movement take a major leap forward. Never before had the veterans of

a war openly supported the ocher side.

The addition of Winter Soldier Organization* to our name in April 1973, showed our dedi-
cation to the struggle against imperialism in all forms—from ending all Imperialist wars,

*The idea from which the name. Winter Soldier Organization, cooes, is a quote from
Thomas Paine --"These are the times that try men's souls. The summer soldier and the

sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he
that stands now deserves the thanks of man and woman." •



t.o smashing racism and sexism, to fighting for the rights of active duty service people
and ell working people. Winter Soldier was equally important in that it recognized the

participation and leadership of non-vcteraos, especially women. Membership was opened
equally to all who agreed with the objectives of the organization. Structurally we kept

redefining and tightening up the organization. Our present objectives and working papers,

while not perfect, do represent many years of struggle to develop a higher level of polit-

ical unity and create a structure which would function on a mass democratic basis.

The Practice of the RU in VVAW-WSO
Almost two years ago, members of the RU began to Join chapters of WAW/WSO, mostly in the

midwest, and members of the Kational Office of WAW/WSO (N.O.) began to develop close ties

with the RU. WAW/WSO was preparing for a major national demonstration in Washington, D.C.

In the spring of 1974, This demonstration was to culminate eight months of work around

our organization's demands.

universal unconditional amnesty
implement the agreements*

ENO ALL AID TO THIEU & LON NOL

SINCLE TYPE DISCHARGE FOR ALL VETS

DECENT BENEFITS FOR ALLVETS •

KICK NIXON OUT

TEE ABOVE WERE THE NATIONAL DfMANDS OF WAW/WSO FOR THE 4TH OF JULY DEMONSTRATION

Ve began to hear of chapters In the East that were being formed by the RD to build for our
demonstration. We were pleased to have the help, but were distressed by a booklet passed
out by the RU at the demonstration titled, "Build the Anti-Imperialist Veterans Movement"
which contained recent articles from various RU newspapers. These articles defined a
political program for WAW/WSO that was foreign to our membership and that had never been
discussed within our organization nationally. We were also distressed that the keynote
•peech, by a member of the N.O,, was not addressed to our primary demands of ending the
war and universal unconditional amnesty, but Instead was limited to the economic problems
of veterans.

Ju6t prior to our national meeting in August, 1974, we received a document from the

N.O. It outlined the future of the organization as being the veterans and Cl wing of a

"United Front Against Imperialism". The document stated that GI's and veterans should be

the primary mass base of WAW/WSO, and that we should focus our work on their specific

•truggles. Very feu of us had any problem in the literal meaning of this concept, as it

was widely true in practice. However, in the context of the politics of the N.O. position

(which virtually ignored work on Indochina and amnesty and reduced the role of women to

what it was before the Winter Soldier days) we found the document intolerable. This doc-

ument from the N.O. led to the present national program of the organization.

At the August, 1974, meeting a "sense of the meeting" vote of agreement was taken In

support of the N.O. paper. This vote was not binding and was to go back to regions for

approval. Nevertheless, the N.O. and our national newspaper "Winter Soldier", as well as

RD publications including "Revolution", put forward an image of the whole organization as

having firmly adopted the N.O.-RU position. (It should be pointed out that this document

of some 25 pages was voted on by Individuals who had it in their possession for only 48

hours and had received little or no input from their chapters of regions on Its content).

*



During the period between the August and December national meetings, new chapters and

regions of WAW/WSO began to crop up ir. areas where WAW/WSO had not been active recently,

but the RU had been. In the same period RU supporters and members joined existing chap-;

ters throughout the country. These new members generally did not help in the existing

work of the chapters, but spent their time arguing the politics of the N.O. document.

The monthly internal newsletter put out by the N.O. began to glorify the work, of the Rti

dominated chapters around purely veteran's issues while underplaying or ignoring the anti-

imperialist work of other chapters.

The National Program • A Step Backward

This leads us to the last national meeting in December, 1974, where, because of the RD's

expansion within WAW/WSO, the N.O. paper was approved by a majority of those present as

a new national program. This came at a time when the heroic battles of the Indochinese
peoples were coming to a peak—at a time when they more Chan ever needed the full support
of the peoples of the world to crush US imperialism at its weakest link. The new program
gave work around Indochina bare lipservice, claiming that issues like support for Vietnam
and Universal Unconditional Amnesty would "unfold" from a "war on the Veterans Administra-
tion" through the demand "Decent Benefits for all Veterans." The RU calls this "anfolding"
--we call it econcmism . Given the history and practice of our organization we found their
concept a step backward in our development.

Ve firmly uphold the ninth objective of WAW/WSO—to smash racism in our society and

ourselves and fully support building international unity. We see the need to build daily
working relations with Third World peoples and organizations around Issues of self-deter-
mination and issues which effect the entire working class. We feel out primary emphasis
should be organizing white working class people around the importance of supporting
struggles of Third world peoples for self-determination while pointing out the fact that

maintaining racism is not in their class Interest. Ve do not see the role of WAW/WSO
moving forward by crying to recruit Third World people under a political program defined
by a predominantly white organization; instead, we must build ties with Third World
struggles through our support and practice.

We feel that the program put forward by the N.O. calls for us to actually put aside

struggles against racism in the US, which they call "the stirring up of racial division,

« plot by the state to divide the working class.” We find the ?.U position on the Boston
busing situation outrageous. We believe that racism is the issue in Boston, not busing.

The place where our differences come clearest concern the question of building WAW/WSO
as a multi-national organization. In December 1976, under the guidance of the RU, it was
decided by a vote that WAW/WSO would "become" a multi-national organization. The way to

do this, according to the program, is by educating black vecs to understand that they
should fight back as veterans and not as black people. We were to put forward truly cultl-
national demands such as "Decent Benefits for all Vets" and to educate Third World vets
that these demands were correct. Ignoring any Issues of self-determination. A report from
one RU-doninated chapter went so far as to say that a weakness in their work at the VA was

the failure to ed>cate black vets to the fact that they had a role to play in fighting im-
perialism. Ie seems to us that a small group of predominantly white men (the N.O. of
WAW/WSO and the RU ) has managed to define political struggle so that the major issue of

racism is shoved aside under the illusion that racism is well taken care of by stressing
"multi-national" organizing. This is grossly inadequate to deal with the material basis
of racism toward all non-white peoples in the US. Never has the RU been able to explain
vhy blacks organizing around their special oppression divides the working class, but or-
ganizing veterans around theirs does not.



.Ve see combating sexism in all forms as an Important- aspect of the anti-imperialist

movement. Women's groups exist within chapters In Northern California. Here sisters

come together to find strength In each other and begin to bring the issue of sexism to

the organization In a way that It can be dealt with both politically and In practice.

Women make up a large number of the membership of WAW/WSO. They are In positions of

leadership within the organization In Northern California because of their practice.
The number of sisters joining WAW/WSO here is on the rise. This can be attributed to

the 6trong antl-laperlalist practice of the organization, as well as the unity of our

women and the willingness of our men to struggle against sexism.

The national program outlines that women relating to vets should be organized around

the oppression that their men feel as veterans. This view continues to propagate the Idea

that a woman is defined In terms of her relationship to a man, and also continues to wel-

cooe women to work on somebody else's struggle, and not those struggles which concern w<xn-

en, or women and men equally. RU cadre working in WAW/WSO have continually attacked
feminism as bourgeois and call for women to drop the Issue of their liberation In favor
of uniting with men to overthrow the state. The N.O. and RU have opposed the rights of

voaen and Third World Cl's to organize caucuses or organizations around their special
oppression. We totally reject this position, and fully support these caucuses. Ve feel

the RU cadre in WAW/WSO have shown through their practice that they are unwilling to

deal with their own racism or sexism and use their politics to avoid the difficult task

of remoulding themselves. Northern California WAW/WSO does not agree that a revolution
will magically remove racism and sexism and we are dedicated to caking these tvo issues

part of our daily struggle.

Northern California WAW/WSO finds the RU's position on gay people politically depraved.
We wholeheartedly reject that gayness comes from bourgeois decadence, and is a desease that
socialism will cure. We welcome all sisters and brothers into our organization and the
overall anti-imperialist struggle regardless of their sexual preferences. We feel that
our present organizational objectives should be expanded to defending the rights of gays
in society and In the military.

The national program puts forward the position that vets oust initially be organized

•round their immediate economic needs, and that "Decent Benefits For All Veterans" is the

primary slogan of eur work at this time. The program states that organizing vets around

better hoce loans is a politically correct way to "unfold" anti-imperialist conscious-

ness froo immediate economic needs. We see this as a major step backward from an 9 year

history that organized thousands of working class people into anti-war and anti-imperialist

consciousness. We believe that vets are rising op, as part of the American working class,

around the conditions of all employed and unemployed workers. We think vets are rising up

because of the continuing wars of aggression by the U.S. around the world. We do see the
Importance of organizing veterans, and all WAW/WSO chapters in Northern California have
ongoing programs around veterans needs and issues. The difference is that we emphasize
organizing vets around their particular knowledge of the workings of imperialism, not just
around their own special economic needs.

Democracy in VVAW'WSO
Here we must point out some things about the structure of WAW/WSO:

- A region is defined as an area where there is one or more chapters;
- Nationally, a chapter must consist of at least five people;
- And, regions have 5 votes each at a national meeting.
his leads us to a situation where a large region like California with over 200 active

members can be continually outvoted by small, one or two chapter regions with one tenth
or less of the membership of California.



The California region, is divided into two sub-regions. According to our structure a *

chapter may expel a member and a sub-region may expel a chapter. But a sub-region may
certainly not expel a chapter of another sub-region or another entire 6ob-region. "All
proposals that change regional policy or deal with matters of similar magnitude (will)
be returned to chapters to weigh their impact and be voted upon at the following regional
conference." (California Working Paper)

At the April 12th Southern California Sob-regional Conference, contrary to both the
regional and national working papers, a proposal was approved to expel all WAW/WSO Denbers
in California who supported the Anti- Imperial 1st Caucus (AlC) .* They interpreted this to

mean all chapters in Northern California and two chapters in the South. The National Office
has supported this illegal expulsion of 200 people by 40 people. Similar acts of expul-
sion are beginning in ocher parts of the country — Ohio, New York, and Missouri. These
actions have been justified by claiming they put "politics in command" — the politics in
COTmand belonging to the RU.

We have found unity with the program passed in December, 1974, in 60 far as recognizing
the need for systemat iz lng our work and outreach. We are Implementing the program where
chapters are able, while continuing to develop our politics from practice and study. Bet-
ween December and May, we have focused our primary work around Indochina, while continuing
our work around veteran and community issues. We think our decision is politically cor-
rect.

Membership in the AlC is varied. In sooe parts of the country, entire chapters belong,
in others only some members participate. The AIC is dedicated to rebuilding the mass char-
acter of our organization, as well as reaffirming our support and work for national lib-
eration struggles both Inside and outside the U.S. We want it clearly understood that we

do not object to working with cadre organizations, not do ve quarrel with their right to

have secret members. It is the practice of the RU cadre and the RU as an organization with
which we have conflict and must criticize.

It is easier co take over an existing organization than to build a new one. WAW/WSO
has a rich and varied history; we have mass support and participation In cur organization,

and we are credible when we speak to Che issues around which we organize. The fora of

WAW/WSO, the name, the reputation, structure, and national newspaper are the important

things to the RU. The content of the organization, its membership and varied political

beliefs and work arc relatively unimportant. Many dedicated and hard working people have

left the organization because of the tactics used by the R’J and N.O. in this struggle.

The RU forces do not seem to give a damn how many people guit or are thrown out because of

their need to control che fora of WAW/WSO and to use its credibility. We estimate that

over 500 people have left or been kicked out since last January. In may areas uhete mem-

bership was in the hundreds, only 5 to 10 people, oostly RU supporters, are left in the

organization. The National Office has said that this is a "good thing as it removes dead

wood and moves the struggle forward." We find it inconceivable that any responsible lead-

ership could find losing half or more of its organization a step forward.

Our struggle is directly tied to the RU calling for a founding Patty Congress this

sumner. Their concept of a "United Front Against Imperialism" is a key element of their

theory. From their point of view, little special interest groups fighting for their own

seeds are seen as the mass support for their party’s line and revolutionary scrategy. It

•The Anti-Imperialist Caucus is the name taken by those members of WAW/WSO opposed
to the politics of the national program.
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ds Important to them to have a vets and Cl organization in their United Front. The RD

would like to announce that WAW/WSO supports their party. The only way this can be done

is if all opposition to their line Is either driven or kicked out prior to or during our

next national meeting in July. Such further expulsions like the one in California would

destroy what currently remains of the mass character of WAW/WSO. What is already true

in many parts of the country would becooe true of the organization as a whole. All the

members of WAW/WSO would have the politics of the RU, and hold dual membership with it or

its affiliate groups (Revolutionary Student BriRade (RSB) , Unempolyed Workers ’ Organizing
Committee (liVOC), or numerous "Workers" newspapers). This dual membership is already com-
mon in chapters across the country where other forces have been driven out.

Where We Are Now
Because we do not support the RU, because we find organizing veterans primarily around

decent benefits to be economist, because we are dedicated to struggling against racism
and sexism, and put forward our support for Indochina In our dally practice, we have beea
expelled from WAW/WSO. We do cot recognize this act. We are members of WAW/WSO who
uphold its objectives. and democratic process. Although there are clearly two political
factions, there is only one WAW/WSO, and we believe that both sides are members of the

sane organization. However, at the Southern California Sub-regional Conference which ex-
pelled us, five members of WAW/WSO (some were also members of the P.U or RSB) were declar-
ed to be the real WAW/WSO in Northern California and have been attempting to organize in

our name and use the WAW/WSO endorsement for actions and demonstrations. This is in vio-
lation or our organization's working paper which sees no need for individuals forming new
chapters in areas where chapters already exist.

We will continue our work, organizing and working with vets and Cl's and all poor and

working people to build an anti-imperialist progressive mass organization. V« Intend to

help rebuild WAW/WSO in areas where it has been destroyed. We will unite with our sis-
ters and brothers all across the country who have left lo frustration because of the tac-
tics of the present struggle. To do this, we fully understand that our unity oust be
built around concrete political prograas, and not Just opposition to the RU. These pro-
grams are being built slowly as we claim no easy answers to the question of how to organ-
ize people in this country.

We do not ask others to take sides in our internal struggle. We ask that you investi-
gate the politics and practice of those who come forward to you as WAW/WSO before unit-
ing with them. We, in Northern California, are resolved to prevent this internal struggle

from obstructing our primary task of combatting racism, sexism, and imperialism.

We would like to hear fron you about this letter (preferably in writing), and will
provide more information if it is requested.

a luta continua* venceremos

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA VVAW'WSO
East Bay (415) 658-7806
San Francisco (4151 922-5940
San Jose (408) 988-4210
Santa Cruz (403) 426-8200
Marin County (415) 454-6761
Mid-Peninsula (415) 322-3182
Fresno (209) 485-9091
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the objectives of vvawwso
1. To demand an immediate cessation of fighting and the withdrawal of all American troops,
planes, and military and economic aid from Southeast Asia.
2 . To demand the Immediate termination of all other operations by the United States
Government, its agencies, and American business Interests that are designed to suppress
the rightful struggles for liberation and self-determination of the Peoples of Africa,
Asia and Latin America. This Includes the maintenance of dictatorial governments, eeoocmlc
domination, and the theft of the nacural resources of other countries. The United States
should make reparations in a program acceptable to the Indochinese for all of the damage
done by the United States.
3. To demand that all active-duty servicemen and woaeo, reservists and national guardsmen

be afforded the same rights that are guaranteed by the United States Constitution and

Bill of Rights chat are presently denied by the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

A. To support all military personnel refusing to se-ve against their conscience in wars
at home and abroad. We demand that Congress enact legislation for the immediate
repatriation of those brothers and sisters who are in prison or in self-exile by reason
of their refusal to serve in the military. It must also involve an end to all repression
and a freeing of all political prisoners.

5. To demand there be no distinctions as to types of discharge and that a single type
discharge be issued, and that this be retroactive. We also demand all veterans receive
all rights and benefits under the VA; and that compensation for disabilities be based
60 lely upon the degree of disability for veterans and their families, without regard
to sex, race, rank or length of service.

6 . To make clear that the United States has never undertaken an extensive, open
investigation of American war crimes in Indochina. In its war in Indochina, the principles
of Kurenberg have been violated. As active-duty and former CIs, we recognize the
responsibility ar.d guilt of the individual soldier to refrain from committing war crimes.
We also recognize that the responsibility and guilt of war crimes committed in the name of

America lies with our policy makers at all levels.

7. Resolved to fight racism, to show Americans that our society is permeated by racism,
which manipulates whites into viewing non-whites as inferior or less than human. This
racism pushes Third World People through inferior schools to inferior jobs and into
combat arms. Thus Third World People are sent off to die in disproportionately high
numbers as we kill Asians indiscriminately. We also demand the US military recognize its

complicity in America’s domestic and international racism.

8. Resolved to fight sexism, to show that sexism plays a major part in promoting war.

We must show Americans our society is permeated by sexism, which forces an inferior

status upon women, reducing them to subservient sexual objects, and which robs both men

and women of their natural growth. This institutionalized sexism channels women into

unfulfilling, lower paying Jobs which are servile in nature and purpose; it exploits their

bodies for sex and profit; and it degrades and dehumanizes then by a double standard of

morality wholly dependent on the myth of male supremacy. This exism is exploited by the

military, officially defining servicewomen as subordinate and thoroughly subjugating

them to servile work and the role of a sexual object. We resolve to fight sexism within

our society, within our own organization and within ourselves.

9 . To support the democratic right of Americans to unionize and strike to protect their

income and safeguard their employment. We consider all legislation designed to suppress

these rights, including mandatory arbitration, to be illegal and not In the interests
of the American working people. We also demand full employment for all Americans,
including free educational and vocational training for all who need or want it. We refuse

to participate in the efforts being made to separate us from other working people, making

veterans enemies by giving us the charade of employment priority. We condemn this as a

method of encouraging enlistment by the false premise of employment after service. We

also condemn the use of active-duty GIs, reservists and national guardsmen as strikebreakers.
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Santa Cruz Chapter Meetings

The Santa Cruz WAW/WSO chapter had eleven meetings
between February 4, 1975 and July 28, 1975.

jPjjjflW 2/21/75 - tn>)

"8/1/75

At the WAW/WSO meeting on February 24, 1975, a discussion
was had regarding committees such as anti-imperialism, legal
defense and propaganda

.

3/11/75 b?-

At the WAW/WSO meeting on March 24, 1975, there was
a political educational on the news of Indo-China.

(4/11/75

At the WAW/WSO meeting on May 19, 1975, there was a

discussion regarding a meeting to be held in Vancouver, B.C.
with two representatives of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of South Vietnam and two members of the Democratic
Republic of North Vietnam.

<o?~

6/2/75 U,13

At the WAW/WSO meeting on July 28, 1975, there was
a discussion on the reconstruction and organization of the
Northern California chapters, (pj

’

8/1/75

Mid-Peninsula Chapter Meetings

At a WAW/WSO Mid-Peninsula chapter meeting on June 16,

1975, there was a discussion of the objectives of the WAW/WSO
for a conference of all members who had split from the RU, which
dominates the WAW/WSO National Office, (pf

JpZ-

At the WAW/WSO meeting on August 12, 1975, there was
a discussion regarding the selection of a coordinating committee
of the chapters of the new organization of the WAW/WSO in
Northern California.

6/23/75

r
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B. WAW/WSO Demonstration

An FBI Agent observed a peaceful demonstration
sponsored by the WAW/WSO at the Leamington Hotel office of
the Bird & Son Company, Oakland, California, on March 29, 1975.
About 300 persons participated in this peaceful demonstration.
The purpose of the demonstration was to protest the Bird Air
Company flying supplies to Cambodia. The Bird Air Company is

under contract to the U. S. Air Force.
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REVOLUTIONARY UNION

The Revolutionary Union (RU) , founded in early
1968 in the San Francisco Bay area, is a militant semi-
covert Marxist-Leninist .revolutionary organization
ideologically oriented towards the People's Republic of
China and the teachings of Chairmanv,,MAO Tse-tung. Its
objectives as set forth in its theoretical publication,
"The Red Papers," and in its monthly newspaper^ "Revolution,"
are the development of a united front against imperialism,
the fostering of revolutionary working class unity, and
leadership in struggle, and the formation of a coirdrrtmist

party based on Marxism-Leninism-MAO Tse-tung thouttht, leading
to the overthrow of the United States Government by force
and violence. Members of the RU have been identified as
collecting weapons while engaging in firearms and guerrilla
warefare training. As of July, 1974, RU national headquarters
was located in Maywood, Illinois.

19
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1
CONFIDENTIAL

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)

The VVAW, formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to
protest U. S. involvement in the war in Southeast Asia
(changed name to WAW/WSO in 1973 to include non-veterans as
members), has sponsored numerous anti-government demonstrations

,

some resulting in violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO)

and some key chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the
militant Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and WAW/WSO
leaders have told members that WAW/WSO is a revolutionary
organization, not "just another group of war veterans." The
current Marxist-Leninist-Maoist oriented NO, which promotes
education of the membership in Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine
and directs the organization into political growth along the
same lines, has at WAW/WSO National Steering Committee Meetings
(NSCM) , in 1974, portrayed WAW/WSO as a mass anti-imperialist
organization and a vanguard of the revolution eventually created
by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the 12/74 NSCM to align
WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization follows a strict
Maoist line designed to bring about violent revolution in
the U. S.

20*
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UNITED STATES GC ' RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM • M
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092) date: 9/23/75

SAC, BUFFALO (100-21623) (RUC)

subject: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
IS
(00: CHICAGO)

Lie.

4/3/75, at Buffalo andRerep of SA __
Albany letter, 7/30/75T

On 8/7/75 re liable) advised the Buffalo
Chapter of captioned organization resigned from the national

^orean^a^^i^bgcause of the internal struggle taking place.
MHPH|H^H|member of the Buffalo Chapter and Regional

bl C-^^oora^iato^ror the New York-Northern New Jersey Region, also
L-|j) resigned leaving no regional office in the Buffalo, New York

area. Several former members of the Buffalo Chapter plan to
remain an active political organization (as yet without a
name) and meet at the storefront at 363 Connecticut Street,
Buffalo, New York. They are undecided on their policy to
follow.

Referenced Albany letter reflects the New York and
Northern New Jersey WAW/WSO Chapters are the only chapters
in the New York-Northern New Jersey Region which have not re-
signed from the national organization. The Oneonta, New York ;

Chapter of WAW/WSO has completely disbanded and its former,
members are no longer functioning either as a group or seeking
other causes in which to join.

I \ A-

/:

In view of the above and the fact that all WAW/WSO
contacts have ceased within the Buffalo Division, Buffalo is

Bureau (RM)
- Albany (100-22519) (RM)

2 - Chicago (100-50772) (RM)
2 - Newark (100-53565) (RM)
2 - New York (100-160644) (RM)
1 - Buffalo

soo -

l'(nj
Jeh

H I y-

5
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BU 100-21623

conducting no further investigation regarding WAW/WSO and is
placing this matter in a RUC status.

Buffa^^g^^^ollow activities of former WAW/WSO
members throughjmHm|^nd the Bureau will be advised of ^
all pertinent inrormat^n developed concerning this new organ-
ization.

- 2 -
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9*05 PM NIJEL 9/18/75 CJC

TO* /DIRECTOR

FROM* SAN FRANCISCO (100-79495) M>)

VISIT OF PRESIDENT FORD TO SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, SEPTEMBER

20 - 22, 1975, INFORMATION CONCERNING.

A SOURCE HAS ADVISED THAT AT A MEETING OF THE~VIETNAM

VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/VINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION <VVAV/WS(/)

Ask*. Dir. — ... ..

Dep.-A . P.-Adm.-,—
Dep-A .D.-Inv
Asst. Dir.:

Admin.
Comp. Syst

Ext Affairs

Files & CojJL —

-

Gen. Inv.

Ident. —
Inspect!;

Intj

rptory

& Eval

Spec.. Inv. —
Training

Legal Coun.

Telephone Km. —
Director Sec*f

Cl

IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT PLANS WERE BEING MADE TO PICKET THE

PRESIDENT DURING HIS VISIT TO STANFORD UNIVERSITY. OTHER UN

NAMED GROUPS WERE TO BE ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE.

A SECOND SOURCE ADVISED THE U.S.-CHINA PEOPLES FRIENDS! IR,

ASSOCIATION (USCPFA) AND OTHER UNAFFILIATED PERSONS WERE AL$0

ENCOURAGED TO DEMONSTRATE AGAINST THE PRESIDENT DURING HIS

VISIT TO STANFORD UNIVERSITY. HOWEVER, SOME CRITICISM WAS

VOICED AGAINST THE LATTER SINCE THE USCPFA IS SUPPOSED TO BE

APOLITICAL.

THE VVAW/WSO WAS FORMED IN 19S7 AS AN ORGANIZATION OF

VIETNAM VETERANS TO PROTEST AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR

IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. CURRENT VVAW/VO OFFICERS HAVE TOLD

O - 73 7/ •?
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PAGE TWO SF ^100-7.9495

MEMBERS THAT THE VVAW/WSO IS A REVOLUTIONARY GROUP.

THE USCPFA, FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE UNITED STATES-CHINA

FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION, WAS FOUND DURING 1971 AT SAN FRAN-

CISCO, CALIF., PRIMARILY AS A FRONT GROUP FOR PRO-CHINESE

COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA.

ADMINISTRATIVE*

SECRET SERVICE, SAN FRANCISCO, AWARE OF

FOREGOING.

SOURCES UTILIZED ARE^|

NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED.
blj)

END
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To: RUEADWW/ The President

RUEBWJA/ Attorney General

I 1 White House Situation Room

I I
Attn:

I I The Vice President

I |
Attn:

|~X Deputy Attorney General
~

X~ Attn: Analysis and Evaluation Unit

V” RUEBWJA/ Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division
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A SOURCE^ MAS ADVISED THAT AT A MEETING OF THE VIETNAM

VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (VVAW/WSO)^

IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT PLANS WERE BEI NG MADE TO PICKET THE

PRESIDENT DURING HIS- VISIT TO STANFORD UNIVERSITY. OTHER UN-

NAMED GROUPS WERE TO BE ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE.

A SECOND SOURCE ADVISED THE U.S.-CHINA PEOPLES FRIENDSHIP

ASSOCIATION (USCPFA) AND OTHER UNAFFILIATED PERSONS WERE ALSO

ENCOURAGED TO DEMONSTRATE AGAINST THE PRESIDENT DURING HIS

VISIT TO STANFORD UNIVERSITY. HOWEVER, SOME CRITICISM WAS

VOICED AGAINST THE LATTER SINCE THE USCPFA IS SUPPOSED TO BE

APOLITICAL.

THE VVAV/WSO WAS FORMED IN 1967 AS AN ORGANIZATION OF

VIETNAM VETERANS TO PROTEST AMERICAN INVOLVEMENT IN THE WAR

IN SOUTHEAST ASIA. CURRENT VVAV/UO OFFICERS HAVE TOLD

\

0CT.8 1975
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MEMBERS THAT IKE VVAW/VSO IS A REVOLUTIONARY GROUP.

THE USCPFA, FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE UNITED STATES- CM J.N

A

FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION, WAS FOUND DURING 1971 AT SAN FRAfi-

CISCO, MaSS^RlKARILY AS A FRONT GROUP FOR PRO-CHINESE

COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA.

fllMUIUMKUUViJ

dlHB SECRET SERVICE, SAN FRANCISCO, AWARE OK

FOREGOING.

END



il3u (Rev. 3-21-73)

Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
9/19/75

Dale .

President Ford reportedly is visiting
San Francisco, California, area 9/20-22/75

Attached reports Vietnam Veterans
Against the War/Winter Solider Organizatio
(WAW/V/SO) making plans to picket the
President during his visit to Sanford
University (SU) . Other unnamed groups to
be encouraged to participate.

U. S. - China Peoples Friendship
Association and other unaffiliated persons
also encouraged to demonstrate against
the President during his visit to SU.

Secret Service, San Francisco,
cognizant. Our San Francisco Office is
being requested to insure local police
are cognizant.

Pertinent data in attached sent by
teletype to Deputy Attorney General,
attention Analysis and Evaluation Unit,
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal
Division, attention Internal Security
and General Crimes Sections, of Department
and Secret Service.

1 - General Investigative Division
1 - External Affairs Division
HEM/j j
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UNITED STATES OVERNMENT

Memorandum
-

DIRECTOR, FBI (10^448092)

SAC, DENVER (100-10467) (C)

date: 10/3/75

subject: QZTTTHAM WFTERAMR- AGAINST TftP.UAg/
WINTER -SOLDIER .ORGANIZATION
IS - VVAW/WSO

Re Denver report of $A
5/27/75 and Chicago airtel to the Bureau,
jcaptioned "WEATHFUG , SPECTAR" .

V

• For information of the Bureau, captioned organi-
ation is no longer active in the State of Colorado, as
substantiated by the

'

Subject Org. nliatlen ^
On 5/17/75 (of unknovm reliability Wl K

o lack of sufficient amount ofj information to eval-
uate) advised that he met on that date an individual that tTIf
he later^Jent^^jc^hrourt^bservajtion of a photograph
as being|H|^||^mHHHH^( Denver file

..Regional. Coordinator for th.gj VVAW/WSO, and that
^^HHytold him that the VVAW/WSO members had broken up
^abour one week prior to this date and some were now with
the Colorado Workers Unity Organization (CWUO) (Bureau
file 100-482632, Denver file 100-12034). \V

r c i
. Q r^anization t^Tv t-,.

\jyyzfd L®1* 8 advised that he had ’Q.
'’YH^^HI^I^HPphonetic ) (believed to be __

/VAW/WSO associate-member) whom
met through VVAW/WSO activities in

Denver dnd that this individual] stated that there are
no activities of the VVAW/WSO in the Denver area at the
present time due to disagreement of local members with the
National Steering Committee policy and Revolutionary Union
interference .

*

c.ol o.

£X'J! o-*U
..^65 /fit)

~ lWW?! ~d/3&

3 OCT I*?*

Bureau (RM)
Denver (1 - 100-10467) (1 - 157-1014)

100-1" 748, Denver Chapter)
100-11738, Boulder Chapter)
1.0(^11728, Colorado Springs Chapter)

Buy U.S. Savings Plan



DN 100-10467

it i \S '

Referenced Chicago airtel to Denver set forth
that the VVAW is all but defunct as an independent organi-
zation and the Revolutionary Union (RU) and Weatherman
are presently making efforts to recruit the remains of
this group. It is believed that this is the case in
Denver in regard to the status of this organization,
although to date, no indications are present that would
indicate that the RU or Weatherman are attempting to
recruit former members and in the case of the RU, as
previously stated herein, it would appear that the Denver
VVAW considers the RU to be interfering in VVAW matters
and wants no dealings with this organization.

Consequently, Denver is conducting no further
investigation concerning this matter but will remain alert
through sources for any new pertinent developments that
might indicate the rejuvenation of this group and/or
suggest possible violations of Federal statutes by the
group or its members.

- 2 *-
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OPTION**. FORM NO. »© .

Jl>UV »9>3 CO'TION
j05A rpMR 1*1 CFRl 101-11.ft \ VV

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT •
Memorandum » -

: DIRECTOR, IBI date: 10/7/75

FROM : LEGAT, TOKYO

subject:, PACIFIC COUNSELING SERVICE (PCS)
IS - RA

/ (Bufile 14-3079)

j)
(TOKfile 100-731) (P)

;

J

(00: San Francisco)

I NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (NLG)
I IS - C

(Bufile 100-7321)
(TOKfile 105-5874) (P)

(00: New York)
-N

"Vietnam veterans against the war/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
IS - RA
(Bufile 100-448092)
(TOKfile 100-1005) (P)

(00: Chicago)

(Bufile 100-481508)
(TOKfile 100-1151)
(00: San Francisco)

(Bufile 14-3079-258)
(TOKfile 100-1394)
(00: Indianapolis)

(p)

(p)

'm.tailed
HEREIN IS

v
..,JoSiFiEl)

UATE-3/^feg BY 5P3 jwjfr

Enclosed for the Bureau and receiving offices are
fourteen copies of an LHM pertaining to captioned matters,
classified "SEQRET."

16 - (Enc. 14)
Foreign Liaison Unit)
Chicago)
Indianapolis)
New York)
San Francisco)

2RDED

= 2 375
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In Reply, Plea— Refer to

File No.

* wa
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 1

WASHINGTON, D.O. 20S35

October 7, 1975

/

PACIFIC COUNSELING SERVICE (PCS)

j

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (NLG);
VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/

WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO) ;

*

\

The following information concerning captioned
matters was furnished by U, S. Naval Investigative Service
Office, Yokosuka, Japan, on September 19, 1975:

The New People's Center (NPC) is headquarters for
PCS, NLG, and WAW/WSO at Yokosuka, Japan. (U)

September 12, 1975,
a "John" and "Nancy" representing "New Asia

News" in Tokyo, one unidentified sailor and seven Japanese
nationals met at the NPC, The purpose of the meeting was

the continued operation of the
[depart Yokosuka to go t^^kinawa

lepart on September 22, 1975, andB|BBwill
October 4, 1975. Due to lack of Funds, rnePac if ic Counseling
Service (one of the main sponsors of NPC) has been unable to
obtain any replacements fol^he Japan projects as activists
leave Japan. (am^^^H^urther explained that the

This document contains neither

iiativuaio luc v » v i

t^nake plans^for(and
w^H^aepart^nHse j

7

l

recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agenoyf
It and its contents are not to he
distributed outside your agenoy.



PACIFIC COUNSELING SERVICE (PCS);
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (NLG)

;

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO) ;

HARRY LEROY FARIES;
NORMAN ALAN EWING

PCS projects in Japan are rated in importance as Okinawa
first

|
Iwakuni second, and Yokosuka last. They hope that

the NPC will continue to operate despite the absence of full-
time activists. To fulfill this, they are looking for a
local sailor to operate the NPC on a part-time basis. "John"
and "Nancy" stated that they would be able to work at the NPC
at least once a week until^thej^ieDaiJ: Tokyo on about November
15, 1975. They added that^HHJ^^Bshould also be able to
work once a week. In additxo^x^^rening the NPC, the
activists hope that it will be possible to publish at least
one issue of their newspaper, "Freedom of the Press," each
month. The activists plan to hold another meeting at NPC on
September 27, 1975, to finalize plans. CSj

The Yokosuka Citizens Group, which shares space at
the NPC, is planning to hold a demonstration in Yokosuka on
October 5, 1975, to protest the second anniversary of the
arrival of the USS "Midway" in Yokosuka. Further details are
unavailable at this time although past demonstrations by this
organization usually consisted of about twenty persons.

Due to extended deployment of the USS "Midway" and
other Yokosuka home-ported ships, there will be very few
visitors to the NPC. This, combined with the lack of PCS
funds, has resulted in the planned transfer of the activis
from Yokosuka to Okinawa for an undetermined length of tim

- 2 -



The PCS, formerly known as the West Coast Coun-
seling Service, was originally manned by anti-war,
anti-military clergymen and their followers with
the intent "to inform GI’s of their righ.ts within
the military regulations and assist them in
obtaining these rights whenever possible." Since
its inception at Monterey, California, in 1969,
the PCS has operated at various times in the
States of Washington and California, with overseas
offices in Japan, Okinawa, the Philippines and
Hong Kong. Currently headquartered in San Francisco,
with offices near many American military instal-
lations, it has directed its activities to counseling
and aiding anti-war and dissident servicemen. The
PCS is now staffed by men and women, including
anti-war activists, ex-GI's, draft resisters, and
clergy.

The WAW was formed in 1967 as an organization of
Vietnam veterans to protest American involvement in
the war in Southeast Asia. Since that time WAW
leaders have told members the WAW is a revolution-
ary group, not "just another group of war veterans,"
Also, the membership has been told the WAW has been
asked to cooperate on an international level with
many organizations, including communist and Maoist
groups. Additionally, it was indicated that "anti-
imperialist groups" consider the WAW a potent
organization of similar stature in the U.S. In
April, 1973, the group changed their name to
WAW/WSO so that non-veterans could become members.
Current WAW/WSO national officers are Marxist-
Leninist oriented and strive to educate their member-
ship in Marxist-Leninist doctrine.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092)

SAC, ST. LOUIS (100-21603) (C)

DATE: 10/10/75

v-
v
\

V O

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST . THE..WAR/WINTER
SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
TS :vr

/ /

Re St . Louis airt
Milwaukee report of SA

reau dated 8/5/75, and
' ated 7/31/75.

tn<L-

Enclosed for the Bureau and Chicago is a revised
characterization of captioned organization in St. Louis,
Missouri

.

Captioned organization is defunct in St. Louis
as set forth in enclosed revised characterization. St. Louis / j
is closing this caSe. In the event the St. Louis Chapter / /
returns to activitA in the future this case will be re-opened V./
and the Bureau Wlll\be advised. 'j

/

i/i/f-r" Si

V-V

- J
.

• J

4/
&

l All

,<£0641
\D6-mio<\-z~4356

A

I

c

p
n

'-Bureau (Enc. 2) (RM)

^ 1-Chicago (100-50772) (Enc. 1) (RM)
^ 1-St. Louis

RJN:dmn
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Saint Louis, Missouri
October 10, 1975

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI BRANCH
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - WAW/WSO
BUREAU FILE 100-455107
ST. LOUIS FILE 100-21603

A source advised that the captioned organization
was formed in June, 1969 as the St. Louis Veterans For
Peace in Vietnam (SLVPV) . It was under partial control
and influence of members of the Communist Party and the
Socialist Workers Party. The organization was dissolved
in January, 1970, but reorganized in October, 1970. Since
that time it has not been significantly influenced by the
aforementioned groups.

A second source advised in 1971 SLVPV affiliated
with and adopted the name of the national organization known
as Vietnam Veterans Against the War (WAW) . "Winter Soldier
Organization" was added to the name of the organization in
1973 upon instructions of the National Office. St, Louis
members attended national WAW meetings and demonstrations
and have participated in guerrilla-type training.

A third source advised in April, 1975, that a
split occurred in the St. Louis Chapter and a splinter
WAW/WSO chapter ms organized with emphasis on veterans
matters. Neither faction of the St. Louis Chapter of WAW/WSO
ppears to support the Maoist line or Revolutionary Union (RU)
hilosophy of the National WAW/WSO.

The second source advised in July, 1975 that the
t. Louis Chapter of WAW/WSO has split into three factions,
inly one of which supports the National WAW/WSO RU Line,
e chapter sold its coffeehouse headquarters at 1023 Allen
enue and is considered defunct.

m ROOM



VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI BRANCH
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - WAW/WSO
BUREAU FILE 100-455107
ST. LOUIS FILE 100-21603

A fourth and fifth source advised in July, 1975
that the St. Louis Chapter of WAW/WSO was ousted from the
National WAW/WSO due to their anti-RU views.

. 7

The WAW, formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to
protest the war in Southeast Asia, changed name to WAW/WSO
in 1973 to include non-veterans as members, has sponsored
numerous anti-government demonstrations, some resulting in
violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO) and some key
chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the RU. At
the WAW/WSO National Steering Committee Meetings (NSCM),
in 1974, WAW/WSO was portrayed as a mass anti- imperialist
organization and vanguard of the revolution eventually
created by the masses. At the December, 1974 NSCM leaders
voted to align WAW/WSO with the RU.

The RU, founded in 1968, is a militant semi-covert
Marxist-Leninist revolutionary organization. Its objectives
are the fostering of revolutionary working class unity through
the formation of a communist party based on Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tse-tung thought, leading to the overthrow of the United States
Government by force and violence. Members of the RU have been identi-
fied engaging in guerrilla warfare training.

The Communist Party of the United States of America
(CPUSA) is part of a world communist revolutionary movement,
dominated by the Soviet Union, whose purpose is to establish a
communist totalitarian dictatorship in the countries of the world.

The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) is a revolutionary,
Trotskyist-Communist organization. Its purpose is the overthrow
of the U. S. Government and the institution of a dictatorship of
the working class and the eventual achievement of a communist
society. It was founded in 1938 and maintains close association
with international Trotskyist organizations as a "sympathizing"
group. While the SWP does not openly advocate violence at the
present time, it believes eventual violence is inevitable and
seeks to precipitate revolution when conditions are ripe so it
can seize control and direct it.

2
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VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI BRANCH
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - WAW/WSO
BUREAU FILE 100-455107
ST. LOUIS FILE 100-21603

Sources

:

tab

first source)
second source)
(third source)
ourth source)
(fifth source)
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1 - Cleveland (100-31431) (RM)
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CG 100-50772

ADMINISTRATIVE

No dissemination of this report is made locally
by the Chicago Office.

Copies of this report have been designated for
those offices covering the territory of current WAW/WSO
regions and chapters as set forth in their July, 1975,
breakdown, located in Section I, Item D, of this report.

Organizations mentioned in this report have been
characterized in the appendix pages where such information
was available to the Chicago Office,

All WAW/WSO National Officers, with the exception
of B. ROMO, are on the ADEX. Los Angeles is Office of Origin
in the case of BARRY LOUIS ROMO and Chicago is unaware of
his ADEX status. To date, Chicago has been unable to verify
the presence of ROMO in Chicago. Los Angeles and the Bureau
will be kept advised in this matter.

C
COVER PAGE
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UN».£D STATES DEPARTMENT OF\JUi»TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy fo:

Wic.
Offie«! Chicago

Fi«M Office Fit* #•. 100-50772 Bw«<™ File 100-448092

T«U: VrETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)

Chaioctcc INTERNAL SECURITY * 9

Report of:

Do»«:

sa|

ACT T91975

Synopiii: WAW/WSO National Headquarters located 827 West Newport
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, Details regarding structure,
regions, chapters, aims and purposes, and officers,
set forth. Estimated membership between 500 and 750,
WAW/WSO publishes "Winter Soldier" newspaper and other
periodicals. As of December, 1974, WAW/WSO National
Office was approximately $25,000 in debt, and as of
March, 1975, WAW/WSO National Office indicated their
financial situation was desperate. Activities of
National Coordinators set out, as well as activity of
WAW/WSO anti-imperialist faction and WAW/WSO connections
with Indochina Peace Campaign, National Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repression, National Council for
Universal and Unconditional Amnesty, Revolutionary
Student Brigade and Revolutionary Union.
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CG 100-50772

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier
Organization (WAW/WSO)

, formed in 1967 by Vietnam
veterans to protest United States involvement in the
war in Southeast Asia (changed name to WAW/WSO in 1973
to include non-veterans as members), has sponsored
numerous anti-government demonstrations, some resulting
in violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO) and some
key chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the
militant Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and
WAW/WSO leaders have told members that WAW/WSO is
a revolutionary organization, not "just another group
of war veterans." The current Marxist-Leninist-Maoist
oriented NO, which promotes education of the membership
in Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine and directs the
organization into political growth along the same lines,
has at WAW/WSO National Steering Committee Meetings
(NSCM)

,
in 1974, portrayed WAW/WSO as a mass anti-

imperialist organization and a vanguard of the revolution
eventually created by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the December, 1974,
NSCM to align WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization
follows a strict Maoist line designed to bring about
violent revolution in the United States.

Characterizations of organizations mentioned in
this report are set out in the Appendix Section of the report
where suitable information was available.

Those items in the report followed by a (C) are
classified "Confidential". The remainder of the report is
not classified.

WAW/WSO National Steering Committee Meetings are
hereafter being referred to as NSCM.

3
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I . ORGANIZATION

A. Incorporation
Li

On October 18, 1973, ^^^JpClerk, Corporation
Division, Secretary of States Office, State of Illinois,
Springfield, Illinois, advised that a search of their records
revealed that on June 18, 1973, Articles of Incorporation,
under the General Not For Profit Corporation Act was filed by

the WAW/WSO. The Board of Directors were listed as SAMUEL
R. SCHORR, BRIAN ADAMS and EDWARD J. DAMATO, all of whom
listed an address of 827 West Newport, Chicago, Illinois.
This is the same address of the WAW/WSO National Headquarters.
The registered agent is listed as SAMUEL R. SCHORR.

B. Location

Current literature of the WAW/WSO indicates their
National Office is located at 827 West Newport Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

C. Structure

On July 25, 1975,
following

made available the
bib



FINAL DRAFT WORKING.P “>ER *
«jr
—

1. A member of VVAW/WSO is a person who works for the local, regional, and na
tional programs of the organisation, works in a chapter, organizing contact, or pro
ject of the organization * and who will agree with the principles of unity. * Chapter*

have the obligation to accept, reject, or expel members.

2. A chapter is a group of members who work together for local, regional, and na-

tional programs of the organization. A chapter is required to contribute $1 per

month for each member to the National Office, and will distribute the national news
paper.

3. The next highest form of organization in VVAW/WSO is the regional level. A
region is composed of at least one active chapter and contact (s) capable of building

a chapter(s). within the regional area. The organization has divided the US into ma
ny areas based on political and geographic factors. Each of these areas is repre-

sented at national meetings' (NIC, NSCM) by regional leadership. Regions meet
periodically (at least every six months) to work collectively for the regional and na-

tional programs, to elect regional leadership, and elect NSCM delegates. Regions

are recognized by the NSC, .

4. The National Interim Committee meets every 2 or 3 months, as required betwee

NSCMs to make decisions within the overall program and policies set by that body

as changing conditions or practice make necessary. Each region has two delegates

to the NIC which are elected at the regional meetings for a term of six months. Vo(

ing is handled the same way as the NSCMs. At least one person on regional leader-

ship must be elected to serve both on the regional and national level (NIC, NSCM).
One of the NIC representatives for the region must be one of the delegates to the

NSCM in order to provide continuity between those bodies.

5. An International Chapter is a chapter outside the continental US; the VVAW/WSC
national office will recognize international chapters with the decision to be ratified

by the NSC.

6. National Steering Committee Meetings are the highest deci6ion-making body in

the organization. Basically, an NSCM may change any policy of the organization,

reshape regions, recognize regional contacts, add or subtract chapters or memberi
or recall national coordinators. The NSCM may make these policy decisions becau;

at this time, it is the most representative body of the organization. The NSCM con

sists of from 5 to 10 delegates from each region, with 2-12 votes per region accord
ing to the following scale:

2 votes / region minimum 71-100 members is 8 votes

11-15 members is 3 votes 1 101-130 members is 9 votes

L6-25 members is 4 votes 131-160 members is 10 votes

26-35 members is 5 votes 161-200 members is 1 1 votes
36-50 members is 6 votes 201 and over members is 12vote«

51-70 members is 7 votes

The workshop agreed that this should be included when the principles of unity

are passed.
5



Each region may hav^^ ^legates to the NSCM; if, accor'’ ng to this voting scale%

the region has more^PL. 5 votes, the region may .aany delegates as votes

up to a limit of ten.

Since the NSCMs are concerned with setting, the basic program and policy of

the organization, they meet only every 6 months. This allows time for the policy

decisions to be tested in practice. The NSCMs also elect National Coordinators for

terms of one year. Three National Coordinators come up for election at each meet-
ing (see the National Office section below for nomination procedures). The N.Q,
is viewed at the NSCMs as a region with 2 votes. Proxy votes will be in writing

on specific issues only.

7. National Office collective members are the national political leadership of

VVAT^/WSO. They are known as "National Coordinators, " because it is their job

to head' up the fight around the many aspects of the vets and GI struggle. This re-

quires making many decisions on a day to day basis concerning VVAW/WSO'fl rela-

tionships with other groups, strategy for our national campaigns and demonstra-
tions, artd policy for the national newspapers. That is why, although there are

many administrative tasks that must be taken up, we clearly place the most empha-
sis on the N.O. 's actively taking part in and guiding the work of VVAW/WSO at all

levels.

Nominations. for national coordinator are taken at one NSCM for vacancies

at the next; these nominations are open up until 60 day6 before election; if they

are not made at the NSCM, they will be announced in the national newsletter. Co-
ordinators may be nominated for re-election; if re-elected they must spend from
2 weeks to a month working in a chapter, contact, or project of the organization.

If a coordinator resigns, the NO will advise chapters through the newsletter that

nominations are open for that spot. Election of coordinators is by majority vote of

the NSC.

- ;!•
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On July 28, 1975, furnished the minutes of
the 15th WAW/WSO NSCM held July 3 - 6, 1975, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, which set forth information that during the
opening speech at the NSCM the National Office proposed
that the "Anti-Imperialist Caucus" or "Faction", had to be
expelled from the WAW/WSO. These minutes stated:

PROPOSAL ON EXPULSION OF THE FACTION :

The first item of business taken up by the plenary
was the expulsion of the faction. The proposal, made by the
National Office, is as follows:

PROPOSAL: 1) That, as a result of splitting and
wrecking tactics, and attempts to subvert the national program
of WAW/WSO, the following chapters and pseudo-chapters are
expelled from WAW/WSO;

Oakland, California
Santa Cruz, California
San Jose, California
San Francisco, California
Marin County, California
Fresno, California
South Bay, California
Santa Barbara, California
Buffalo, New York
St. Louis, Missouri
Dayton, Ohio

7



2) That, because of conscious factionalizing, attacking the organiza-

tion, and iia^ng against the building of a -ete is movement, the fol-

lowing ini als are expelled from VVA and will never be

re-admitted:

Jeanne Friedman (San Jose) Toby Hollander (St. Louis)

Jeanie Dolly (San Francisco) Denny Cummins (St. Louis)

Bob Hood (Oakland) Jane Cummins (St. Louis)

Mike McCain (San Francisco) Gary Staiger (Dayton)

Paul Johnson (San Jose) Mary Jo Cook (Buffalo)

3) That VVAW/WSO regions are responsible for getting rid of chap-

ters or individuals in their regions who, either officially or through

practice, show they are following the line of the so-called "Anti-

Imperialist Caucus;"

4) That individuals (except those listed above) who have been mem*
,
bers or followed the leadership of the "Anti-Imperialist Caucus" may
be re-admitted to VVAW/WSO under the leadership of their regions.

VOTE: This proposal received unanimous acceptance.

In presenting this proposal, the National Office laid out the reasons why cer-

tain chapters and individuals must be expelled by the National Steering Committee,
the highest decision-making body of the organization. The faction, which began as

the "Anti-Imperialist Caucus" at the St. Louis NSCM in December, 1974, has pub-

lically slandered VVAW/WSO, and engaged in splitting and wrecking activities

since the last NSCM, even though there was ample room for struggle inside the

organization. This faction never intended to implement the organization's national

program and obstructed its implementation at every turn. The faction, through

its practice, has shown that it is not a part of VVAW/WSO, though it has been at-

tacking the organization by using the name of the organization. Since, in reality,

the factipn is not part of the organization, the NSC was asked to recognize this

fact and throw out the opportunist elements who have been holding back the work
of building a fighting veterans movement.

Specifically, the proposal states that the listed chapters of VVAW/WSO are
expelled from the organization because of their activity in the faction and their

splitting and wrecking activities. These chapters are not to use the name of the

organization and are no longer considered a part of VVAW/WSO. Though some
of these chapters have previously been dissolved, expelled or have resigned from
the organization through various regional meetings, it was felt that they should be
expelled by the national organization at this meeting.

The proposal also called for the expulsion of 10 individuals who are consider-
ed enemies of VVAW/WSO. These 10 people are expelled for their splitting and
wrecking activities on the national level and are never to be allowed back in the

organization under any circumstances.

Along with the chapters and individuals named above, all chapters and indiv-
iduals who follow the leadership of the faction are no longer to be considered as

8
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part of the organization. However, those individuals who have been a part of the

faction but who are not named specifically above, can come back into VVAW/WSC
under the condition that they honestly want to help build the fighting veteran* mov>
ment. These people will be allowed back into the organization under the leader-
ship of their respective regions on a one-by-one basis.

Other chapters and individuals who have been a part of the faction, either of-

ficially or through their practice, but who are not discussed in this proposal and
who have not resigned from the organization are to be expelled by their region* if

the region* find that necessary. The National Steering Committee is only dealing
with those individuals and chapters who have played a splitting and wrecking role

on the national level and who are obviously consolidated behind the leadership of

the faction.

The National Office has the responsibility for informing other organization*
and individual* of the decision made by the NSC around the faction. A letter will

be sent out to other organizations and it was suggested that an editorial on the *ut

ject appear in the next issue of WINTER SOLDIER.

9
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D, Chapters and Regions

<*nb

During July, 1975, made available the
following WAW/WSO regional arf^cnapter list: ^



CHAPTER LIST - July ' 75

ALASKA /WASHIRf^jN/OREGON

Regional Office

VVAW/WSO
PO Box 411
Tillicum, Washington 98492
(206) 272-4532

Eugene
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 5193
Eugene, Oregon 97405
(503) 485-0280

Seattle

VVA^/WSO
514 1 Ith Street East
Seattle, Washington
(206) 329-2009

Tacoma
VVAW /WSO
PO Box 411

Tillicum, Washington 98492
(206) 272-4532

CALI FORNIA /NEVADA /ARIZONA

Regional Office

Tom Zangrilli

VVAW/WSO
PO Box 24B65
Village Station

Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 629-3914

Long Beach Contact
VVAW/WSO
1865 Temple
Signal Hill, California 90804

(213) 439-2280

Los Angeles
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 24B65
Village Station

Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 629-3914

Qran&WCounty
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 4145
Irvine, California 92664
(714) 645-1443

Salinas Contact

Peter Eisenberg
623 1/2 East Alisal Avenue
Salinas, California 93901

(408) 422-7188

San Bernardino
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 5154
San Bernardino, California 92405

San Diego
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 8036

San Diego, California 92102
(714) 233-9612

San Fernando Valley Contact

Jim Rufer

7839 Chastain
Reseda, California 91335

(213) 342-9472

San Francisco Contact

Dave Ewing
1595 Noe Street #1

San Francisco, California 94131

(415) 282-0318

San Jose
Ron Gracia
830 Gilchrist Walkway #3

San Jose, California 95133

COLORADO/NEW MEXICO/UTAH/
WYOMING

Regional Office

Don Graber
4245 Stuart

Denver, Colorado 80212

11



Salt Lake City
VVAW/WSO ' A
Larry & Karel Pa*_^^

254 East 7th South

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

DELAWARE/EASTERN PA/SOUTHER NJ

Regional Contact/Philadelphia
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 638
Havertown, Pennsylvania 19083

(215) RE9-4144

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA/MARYLAND/
VIRGINIA

NORTHER ILLINOIS/IOWA
<fJL b

Regi<^fl Office /Chicago
VVAW/WSO
827 W. Newport
Chicago, IL 60657

(312) 327-0488

SO. ILLINOIS/MISSOURI/0KLAH03

Regional Office /St« Louis

VVAW/WSO
c/o Rich Bangert
1551 Trampe
St. Louis, Missouri 63138

(314) 741-7837

Regional Offict? ;

VVAW/WSO
52 IB Second Street NE
Washington DC 20002

(202) 543-0817

Baltimore
VVAW/WSO
109 S. Gilmor
Baltimore, Maryland 21223

(301) 947-0418

Highway 13

Highway 13

PO Box 665
Laurel, Maryland 20810

Norman Contact

Steve Boyce
c/o RSB
633 Elm Street

Norman, Oklahoma 73069

(405) 360-0252

OHIO/INDIANA /KENTUCKY/MXCHXC
WESTERN PA/WEST VIRGINIA

Regional Office

Bob Moore
VVAW/WSO
PO Box 19302

Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

(513) 961-6585

Washington PC .

VVAW/WSO
52 IB Second Street NE
Washington, DC 20002

(301) 422-7670

Cincinnati

WAW/WSO
PO Box 19302

Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

(513) 961-6585

FLORIDA/GEORGIA

Regional Coptact/Honie stead
VVAW/WSO
c/o David Gornewicz
11852 SW 185th Terrace
Miami, Florida 33157
(305) 253-1301

Detroit Area
VVAW/WSO " '

3136 East Davison
Detroit, Michigan 48212

(313) 893-0523

Dayton Contact

Ray Blackwell

150 Ridge Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 4540512



Goshen Contact

Art Schmucker ‘

Rt #4, Box 357

Goshen, Indiana 46526
(219) 642-4661

Kent Contact ..

Rob Sadler
1840 Rhodes Rd #563
Kent, Ohio 44240
(216) 678-4233

Pittsburgh Contact
Mike Thewea
5402 Broad Street #15
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206

WISCONSIN/MINNESOTA

Regional Office

VVAW/WSO
2532 N. Holton
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
(414) 264-0882

Milwaukee
VVAW/WSO
2532 N. Holton

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
(414) 264-0882

Oshkosh Contact

Dan Dedering
Rm 1069, N. Scott

University of Oshkosh
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901

(414) 424-2814

NEW ENGLAND

Regional Office /Boston
VVAW/WSO
c/o Jimmy Pettiford

26 Norton
Dorchester, Massachusetts 02125
(617) 265-8703

Amherst
William Stewart
245 Sugarloaf Street
So. Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373

Po rt i' gfcth/Dover
VVAW™
c/o Bob Hassey
223 High Street

Somersworth, New Hampshire 03878
(603) 692-5470

Providence
VVAW/WSO
c/o Providence Workers Committee
PO Box 6711, Charles Street

Providence, Rhode Island 02940

NEW YORK/NORTHERN NEW JERS1

Regional Office

Jim Duffy

VVAW/WSO
41 Union Square West, #311

New York, New York 10003

(212) 255-7012

New York City
VVAW/WSO
41 Union Square West, #311

New York, New York 10003

(212) 255-7012

Northern New Jersey
Rick Fantasia
16 Hillyer Street

Orange, New Jersey 07050

(201) 672-3537

Rochester
Gary Kenyon
202 Emerson
Rochester, New York 14613

(716) 458-5113

Syracuse
VVAW/WSO
c/o Jack Gallagher
102 Bradley Street

Syracuse, New York 13204

(315) 422-5390

Albany Contact
Bob Oeser
13 McPherson Terrace
Albany, New York 12206



PAGE 4

Canton Contact (

Sam Miller

General Delivery

Canton, New York 1 36 17

Ithaca Contact
Middy Streeter

208 Willard Way
Ithaca, .New York 14850
(607) 273-7595

*

IN' \TIONAL CHAPTERS
*

Hawaii
VVAW/WSO
1990 Aamara Place
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782

(808) 456-3894

England
VVAW/WSO
2 Turquand Street

London SE 17

England

Teaneck Contact

Doug Hayes
202 W. Englewood Avenue
Teaneck, New Jersey 07333

TEXAS

Regional Office /Houston
VVAW/WSO •

2912 Wentworth
Houston, Texas 77004

(713) 923-1589

Ft. Worth Contact

David Peacock
511 Blevins

Ft. Worth, Texas 76111

Japan
WAW/WSO - Omega Center
PO Box 447
Okinawa -shi

Okinawa -Ken

VVAW/WSO
PO Box 49

•

Iwakuni-shi
Yamaguchi-Ken
Japan 740

(0827) 22-0238

VVAW/WSO-''
New People's Center
PO Box 26

Yokosuka -shi

Japan
(0468) 25-0157 ' '

NATIONAL OFFICE
VVAW/WSO
827 W. Newport
Chicago, Illinois 60657

(312) 935-2129
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II. AIMS AND PURPOSES

paper:
On May 9, 1975,1
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"STRUGGLE IN WAW/WSO"

(The following is a reprint from the newspaper, SEIZE
THE TIME, an "underground" paper put out from Santa
Barbara, California, For those who have seen the recent
mailing from the "Northern California Anti-Imperialist
Caucus" you will recognize that the NCAIC feels that
this article reflects their primary political differences
with the politics and program of the organization.
To quote the NCAIC, "We feel that this article cor-
rectly reflects what has recently happened in our or-
ganization." This is being reprinted because it is
important for people to understand the politics of the
"anti-imperialist caucus" and because it is important
that these kinds of gross, public distortions of the
struggle within our organization be gotten out to the
membership)

,

A major struggle is shaping up inside the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War/ Winter Soldier Organization (WAW/
WSO) , The lines are being drawn between members and supporters
of the Revolutionary Union (RU) ,

who are in control of the
National Office (NO) and the WAW/WSO newspaper, WINTER
SOLDIER; and the "Anti-Imperialist Minority Focus" (AIMF)
which is strongest in the largest and most active regions:
New York and California, for example. The AIMF is now in
the process of defining itself politically, and the analysis
in this article does not claim in any way to represent the
AIMF or any part of it.
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ay t.luC •' nc the organization with secret. cadre, setting up a number of new
chapters and even regions, and beginning to recruit from the ranks of.VVAW/WSO,
the RU has gained a strong foothold in the organization. Some RU regions, it

should be noted, a:re smaller than a single committee of a single chapter of the

larger regions, but as of now each region carries equal voting strength within the

•organization. The Buffalo Chapter, in a paper entitled "Tell No hies. Claim No

Easy Victories, " has charged the RU with "direct efforts at manipulation within

«h-; organization. A clear example is the formation of new chapters and regions of

VVAW/WSO by the RU. This serves to push a particular line through a mechani-
cal manipulation of "democratic" processes, rather than applying principled poli-

tical struggle and education of the masses. "
.

Communist members of VVAW/WSO have a special responsibility to exam-
ine the line and practice of the RU, both in VVAW/WSO and in the rest of the move-
ment, They must not nee the struggle in VVAW/WSO as isolated from the rest of

the movement:; the RU line ju also being pushed elsewhere. VVAW/WSO members
should talk io other groups -- particularly TW and Womens' -- about their exper-

ience and opinion regarding the RU. ......
,

The most useful and available expression of the RU line and influence in

VVAW/WSO' a re the new National Program and the WINTER SOLDIER paper. .
The

AIMF, o.! other herd, has at (Ids point no clearly consolidated political line.

. ECONOMISE AND VVAV//WSO .. ...

( VVAW/i'vfJO has adoptee a "Vets and Cl base and focus. " The now national

.program defines how work is to be done in this focus. Wc. quote; "Vfc say that (!,.•



’age 2

;ey demand at this time is DECENT BENEFITS FOR ALL VE‘_ . " Most of the

;ix-page program deals with work around this demand. The other demands, re-

'ating to Indochina, Amnesty and a Single type discharge, are seen as more diffi-

cult for veterans to relate to. Movements around these demands are supposed to

.’develop dialectically" or "unfold" from work in this area at a later point.. Quote

(gain from the National Program: "Besides consistency,- it was pointed out earl-

,er that mobilizing vet6 around the key demand of. .'-'Decent Benefits" will lead to re-

ated movements around amnesty and Indochina. -..It has been said by many chapters

hat people, especially vets, do not relate to .the amnesty demand or . the Indochina

demand when first approached. This is very understandable-,, since anti -imperial-

ist consciousness does not come out of the sky. People must be won to it. By ...

Uniting with and leading the struggle around demands that veterans immediately

grasp are in their interests provides the material basis for explaining the other

demands and winning their support of them, not the other way around. This, will

not happen if the fight around the immediate needs is conducted in an economist or

reformist way, never attacking the system or brining out the system's true na-

ture. "
.1

.

.1

Despite the disclaimer tacked onto the end, this stinks of economism. Let's

bee what Lenin sayc on this subject. "The idea preached by our economists, that

the economic struggle is the most widely applicable means of drawing the masses
into the political movement, is co c;:trcmcly harmful and pvtrpmplv reactionary

In it* political significance. "
. . as a matter of fact, it is possible to "raise the

activity of the masses ox workers' only provided this activity is not restricted to

"political agitation on an economic basis'". ". . . Those who. concentrate the atten-

tion, observation, and consciousness of the working class exclusively, or even
mainly, upon itself alone, are not Social Democrats (communists). " WHAT IS

}
,tTO BE DONE •

:

v

The NO and the'RU think that building an anti -imperialist vets movement re-

quires an economic bait. There is a blindness in this, because no-one could ser -

iously argue that moot or even a small minority of the members of VVAW/WSO
are active because of their immediate economic interests. .

One characteristic of economism is a failure to engage in cultural revolution

tackling the cultural forces of imperialism -- sexi6m, self-interest, racism,
individual i am, etc. Perhaps this is why the RU influence seems to many VVAW/

i W'SO members to be devoid of warmth, humanity, and collective development.
•.What Amilcar Cabral said about national liberation and culture applies equally to

.socialist revolution in the oppressor nation: "...it may be sebn that if impcrial-
Jiet domination has the vital need to practice cultural oppression. National Libera-
tion is necessarily an act of culture. On the basis of what has just been said, we
imay consider the National Liberation movement as the organized political expres-
sion of the culture of the. people who are undertaking the struggle. For this ref.flor.,

those who Jv:..! !.'*•.• movement m-.u.l have a clear idea of the value of -the culture in
the framework of the struggle. .

. " , : .



i Two main aspects of ' conomist position in WAV/ are its failure to

deal with sexism and its racist, position towards national movements within the US.

These are explained further below. ...

s
• • :

.

'
i

'
‘

. .

FAILURE TO FIGHT SEXISM .

5„ The seventh objective of VVAW/WSO reads in part as follows: "7. Resolved

to fight sexism, to show that sexism plays a major part in promoting war. We
must show Americans our society is permeated by sexism, which forces an infer-

ior status on women, reducing them to subservient sexual objects, and which robs

both men and women of their natural growth. "

\ j

|
A survey of the last year of WINTER S0LDIER does not turn up a single at-:

tack on sexism. The new national program does, not even mention the word or the

^concept. The March, 1974, centerfold on International Women's Day reflects the

RU line, and is an insult to the womens *. movement and a violation of the 7.th ob-

jective. It again fails to mention the word or concept of sexism. The last wo-

mens’ struggle mentioned in its history, happened in 1909. Again and again it re-

peats that women must unite with men to struggle. But, jt never calls on men to

combat sexism in their own ranks. The fact is that there ie_ a strong and growing

anti-imperialist womens* movement in the US,. Most women in that movement al-

ready understand the need to ally with men in order to defeat US imperialism. What

they need is for the majority male organizations like VVAW/WSO, to actively com-
bat sexism anti to support the.womens' movement so that thf»y can unite: Under

RU influence, however, thin is out of the question. .. .. ..

The position of the NO as expressed in WINTER SOLDIER would make us be-

lieve that it is more important for women to struggle against feminism than for

men to struggle against Sexism. We got news for the NO: it isn't feminism that

.has supported imperialism all these years. If VVAW/WSO is pot anti-sexist, then
.

it is not anti-imperialist.

‘

.r. v
•NATIONAL CHAUVINISM vs INTERNATIONALISM •

:
-

Starting as a pure white group, the RU has attempted to integrate its way to

leadership over not only the white movement hut also over the TW movements.
Whilte they .believe that veterans, for example, should organize independently,
they oppose independent Black or Brown groups. Most recently tho RU line has
been clearly exposed in Boston as the RU takes up the cry against the busing of .

Black school children to segregated white schools — while supporting busing and
integration in principle (?) and attacking nationalism as the main deviation in the

revolutionary movement! Shades of PL 1

<; After six years of existence the RU is still almost totally white, with under-
standably poor relations to most TW organizations in the US.

In VVAW/WSO this has serious implications. If one looks through tho pant
• i>: rnov.Iks C//. Wh-ITER SC) * DJI.'j', m* v . mc} <:>• *.vi’0 ho /.iijivi that BJav;:, Ch'*.'

or Native American liberation movements even exist in the US, much loss that
.they arc actively; supported by some VVAW/V/SO chapters.



In San Jose, California, the VVAW/WSO chapter^ks .,uilt close alliances

with groups in the Chicano movement through work in ^‘Coalition Against Racism, '

Several chapter members are active participants in a large mass group, mostly

Chicano, including some Chicano veterans. There has been no reason to recruit

these vets because it has been clear that their oppression as Chicanos is primary.

When Chicanos move as veterans* they move in national forms, such as GI Forum.

How does the new National Program propose to relate to TW veterans? It

declares that VVAW/WSO, a white organization, shall become multi-national

through a fight for economic issues like better benefits and job3 for all. They pre-

dict that this will “win over” TW veterans to VVAW/WSO. When the NO talks a-,

bout the VA in WINTER SOLDIER, however, they don't deal with the specific con-

ditions of TW veterans (See Sept-Oct 1974 and January 1975 issues). In the Nov-

;
ember, 1974 centerfold on military oppression they say, "The only solution to this

[
problem (racism) is through the understanding that the common enemy of both

j Third World and white GIs has no color at all. US imperialism is the system that

; wc are all struggling against, and it is this common form of oppression that we all

I share that should be the basis for unity. " (emphasis added)

f
'
- ... . .

.

This is clearly incorrect. It shows how economism in the oppressor nation

turns out iv hw national chauvinism. The ruling class of US imperialism has a col-

or -- it's white. White people in the US are an oppressor nation -- El-c'.:, 5r*ov»«

and other peoples are oppressed nations and nationalities. The oppression of white
' and TW GIs are qualitatively different. '•

: .......

For a 99% white organization like VVAW/WSO internationalism must mean
}, opposing imperialism within the borders of the US as well as without. Otherwise
•; "anti -imperialism" is a sham, and otherwise VVAW/WSO cannot expect support or

alliance- much loss reert its from TW communities.

!
BUILDING THE ANTI -IMPERIALIST CAUCUS

The AIMF in VVAW/WSO cannot be a purely "reactionary" force -- reacting

to the RU presence. Hopefully, the RU invasion will serve as a catalyst to the cis

-

ters and brothers in the AIMF to improve their work through a higher degree of or-

;
ganization and ideology. The white revolutionary movement needs the strength and

: clarity which can result if the advanced members of the AIMF develop collectives,
' coordinate their practice and theoretical development, unite with other forces in

the white anti-imperialist movement fighting for socialist revolution, allying clone
ly with TW liberation forces. ....

Though no political line has yet been firmly established, the outlines arc bc-

.
ginning to come clear. While there ia no opposition to building the vets and GI.

movements, the AIMF intends to do so while raising political demands such an sup
port i.f liberation movements, combatting sexism, supporting the Vu-tnainere, etc
It j.s particularlyclear that the AIM if can unite, around the ideas that a v/

• male dominated group they must fight racism and support TW liberation move-
ments, -fight sexism and support the womens* movement to build unity and that the

-—cri-mon PiSyn of the RU must be diecr edited and dumped. 20
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The June - July, 1975 Issue of "Winter Soldier",
which is self-described as a publication of the WAW/WSO,
set forth the following information:

WHAT IS WAW/WSO?

Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier
Organization (WAW/WSO) is an international organization
working to build a fighting movement of veterans and GIs
to struggle against the exploitation and oppression of
US imperialism, both at home and abroad. We are made up of
vets and non-vets, GIs and civilians, men and women.

Veterans and GIs have absolutely no interest in
maintaining the system of imperialism, and have nothing in
common with the handful of rich who own and run it. The only
law this system knows is the law of profit, and the ruling
class will do anything to insure and increase their take.
WAW/WSO knows this only too well from the struggle to put
an end to the war in Indochina, a war that was not fought
for the Indochinese or American people. Millions of poor
and working people were forced or conned into the military
to fight for the profits and domination of the imperialists
over the resources and wealth of Southeast Asia.

GIs rose up and rebelled against being used this
way, and rebelled against the unbearable conditions (harassment,
oppression of national minorities, oppression of women)
that exist in the military. Ac ex-GIs, veterans have found
joblessness, meatmarket VA hospitals, a miniscule GI Bill;
and veterans are pissed about it. Everyday, vets and GIs
are standing up to the Brass and VA bureaucrats, standing up
to the courts and the cops; and fighting for a better life.

WAW/WSO has declared "War on the VA" and is fighting
hard to see that veterans get jobs, health care and education.
We have also taken on the military, organizing ourselves
and other GIs to fight back. But we are clear on one thing:
that as long as the system of imperialism still exists, the
VA can never serve the needs of vets; and as long as the
military is the bludgeon of the ruling class, GIs will never
be fighting in their own interests or in the interests of the
American people.
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WAW/WSO Is a weapon in the hands of veterans and
GIs, a weapon to join with workers, students, women and
oppressed people to defeat the system that lets a band of
thieves steal the wealth of the world. We stand ready to
fight VA cutbacks, fight for GI rights, to fight this system
tooth and nail until it is ground into dust for all time.
We have a common enemy: the ruling class and its system-
imperialism; and the people are getting stronger every day
while this rotten system grows weaker. THE PEOPLE UNITED
WILL NEVER BE DEFEATED! ! JOIN US! ! For more information
contact the local WAW/WSO chapter in your area, regional
office or the National Office at 827 West Newport Street,
Chicago, Illinois, 60657, telephone (312) 935-2129.

On July 28, 1975, furnished the minutes of u-ih
the WAW/WSO 15th NSCM, which set forth the following
information:
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NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR BUILDING A FIGHTING VETERANS MOVEMENT
The major point of discussion which ran throughout the meeting and workshof

is the National Program. As stated in the speech given at the beginning of the

meeting, the major purpose of the NSCM was to broaden and deepen the National

Program -- through summations of work, discussion, etc. All workshops pointec

toward this end and following the completion of workshop reports, the plenary dis

cussed the Draft National Program which had been prepared by the National Of-

fice. This draft program is designed to be printed as a pamphlet, written in a

mass way, and used by chapters as an agitational tool for building the fighting vett

movement. The draft program was discussed in detail, criticized, summed-up
by the delegates to the meeting for the pupose of gaining greater clarity around
what our fighting program is, as well as improving the draft before it is printed.

This original draft will not be sent out to all the chapters. Instead, it was decid-
ed that the National Office will re-write the pamphlet based upon the criticisms
and in-put resulting from the NSCM. This second draft will be mailed out to chap-
ters for further discussion. If there is agreement around the draft, the NO will

go ahead and print it. If there are further criticisms, the program will be final-

ized by the NIC (which was established at this meeting under the new working pap-
er) sometime in the fall. After that, the program will be printed and sent out to

chapters for mass distribution.

The major problem with the first draft program written by the NO - -a problei

which cropped up in discussions throughout the NSCM -- was that it tended to pre-
sent our work in different "compartments. " Our program deals with three major
areas of work: War on the VA, unemployment work, and work around the growing
danger of war. The draft program tended to separate these three areas from one



another^ i. e. -tmentaiizing" them. Thro discussions at the NS&M
and particularly workshops, it became clea^^hat these areas o£ work are
very closely related and not things which can be partitioned off. For instance,
chapters who are doing consistent work around the VA are finding that one of the
major demands of veterans there is the fact that they can't get a job and are hav~
ing to rely more and more on benefits from the VA to survive. They are faced
with the red-tape, harassment and cut-backs at the VA. This is just one example
of how closely linked the campaigns around Decent Benefits and Jobs or Income
are and shows that the fight around both demands can be built simultaneously. Ar.

ther example of the close relationship between our work is talked about in the re-
port from the Student Organizing Workshop. It was brought out in that workshop
that the problems vets going to school face around an inadequate Cl Bill, late

checks, etc. is tied in with the problem of unemployment (i. e. so many vet6 goinj

to school because they can't find a job to survive, so they turn to the GI Bill.

These linki in all areas of our work need to be brought out more clearly in our
national program, as well as in our day-to-day work. When talking about the dan

g er of war, this should be tied to and unfolded from both our VA and unemploymer
work. We can't build a movement to oppose the danger of war in a vacuum. Run-
ning around raising demands of "We Won't Fight Another Rich Man's War" in re T

lation to nothing else will not effectively bring people into struggle; instead, this

demand has to be tied into concrete struggles. In short, the major error in the

draft program was the mechanistic division of our work or the idea that, "This is

our VA work; this is our unemployment work; this is our work around the danger
of war. " If we do our work in this way, we will be making the error of not show-
ing people how all areas of our work are closely linked together and all flow from
the general crisis of the system. We will also be failing to fully build the strug-

gles of vets since vets are waging struggle around the VA just as they are waging
struggle around the lack of jobs. To build a real, fighting veterans movement,
our work must be linked together and tie in all areas of struggle that vets are

moving around.

Another error in the draft program, which has also been a problem in our

mass work, is the failure to thoroughly build upon the core ciousness of vets. Vet-

erans do have a unique experience in having been in an imperialist military and ha'

ing fought in an imperialist war. This common experience needs to be built upon
more consistently. This will help us to better bring vets into struggle, as well as

uniting the various struggles that vets are involved in. This experience was char-

acterized as the "double shaft" idea -- meaning that vets were shafted by the im-
perialist military and made to do the dirty-work of the ruling class; then they re-

turned home and were shafted again by meat-market VA hospitals, massive unem-
ployment, VA cutbacks, red-tape and harassment, and the danger of another war
of aggression. Veterans do have a basic consciousness around this "double shaft"

and as a veterans organization, we should build upon this in our work of uniting

with the struggles of vets. We can also help vets to sum-up their experiences of

having been shafted by the military and then by society, and by doing this, we will

help to broaden their consciousness of the nature of the system as a whole. At
the same time, we should ^ring thi9 consciousness to the struggles we’re involved

in. We have an important role to play in talking about the danger of another war of

aggression because as veterans, we have been used to fight in one of those wars
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already. We have an important role to play in helping to build the struggles of

unemployed workers and at the same time, showing people how joining the mili-

tary is not in their interests and is no solution to being out of work. And we have

an important role to play in building the struggles of veterans at the VA and unen'

ployrnent offices for the reason that we share a common experience, have a com-
mon identity and through this, we can win vets to an understanding of the heed to

fighting back against the "shaft" we're all getting here at home.

The "compartmentalization" of our areas of work, and the failure to fully

build upon the consciousness of vets were the major criticisms of the draft pro-

gram. Many other criticisms and suggestions were raised throughout the meet-
ing and these will be incorporated into the re-writing of the program by the Na-
tional Office. The NSCM saw the development of our program, which can be used

as a mass tool for building struggle, as a real step forward in our work. VVAW/
WSO is our national program and the struggle that went on to sum-up our practice

to broaden and deepen that program was the major focus and strength of the meet
ing.
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On July 28, 1975
the WAW/WSO 15th NSCM, whic sel

kfU>

I furnished the minutes of
'orth the following information
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PRINCIPLES OF UNITY/STATEMENT ON IMPERIALISM:
"'At the lasfc'NSCM, "the organization decided that we should draw up principle

of unity and a definition of imperialism, with the idea that these would replace tl

10 objectives' and 1 hVoid some of the problems with those objectives. The prin'cif

of unity and statement on imperialism were drawn up at a workshop held in April

Since the last NSCM and April' workshop, many chapters, regions and the Nation
Office-have been thinking about these two things and discussing how principles of

unity and 1 a statement on' imperialism could be used by VVAW/WSO. This discus

sion was also held at this meeting. In this discussion it was explained that pro-
grammatic unity 'is the basis of unity for our organization. People learn through
their day-to-day struggle and VVAW/WSO's task is to build the struggle of veter-

ans and GIs. Because of this, we don't need detailed political statements as to v

our membership should agree to, and we don't need to continually re-define our-
selves through written statements. Instead, the organization ie our fighting pro*

gram. The principles of unity and statement on imperialism do not reflect this.

W» have too often turned inward to define VVAW/WSO (through the m&ny discus-
sions around the objectives and the drawing up Of the principles of unity). Initeat

of continuing to do this, we should be tui'ningj
;

tb' <he masses of vets and CIS *Hd'

bringing them into struggle, building those struggles, and winning people to fight-

ing around our national program. Because of this, the following proposal was m«

PROPOSAL: That VVAW/WSO not adopt the Principles of Unity and
Statement on Imperialism. Also, we should do away with the 10

'Objectives.

VOTE: This proposal received utiahimous acceptance.

It was discussed that the "What is VVAW/WSO" should remain in WINTER
SOLDIER as a mass statement of what the organization and our fighting program
is all about. This statement should change, when necessary, to reflect the strug-

gles VVAW/WSO is involved in.
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On July 28,

bfi

• bll)

1 975, furnished the following
pamphlet:



VVAW/, £ POINTING THE WAY FOi ^ >.

-- by the National Office Collective

In April., .the Southern California sub-regional meeting expelled from VVAW/
WSO the chapters in the Northern sub-region,- elected a new regional coordinator,

. recognized new leadership in the North, and set conditions for individuals in the

North to rejoin the organization. The National Collective supports these actions
and urges the rest of the organization to ratify them at the July National Steering
Committee Meeting (NSCM). The expulsion i6 correct, and is absolutely essential
so that VVAW/WSO can continue to grow in the future.

We say "continue to grow" because growth is what's key in our organization

today. Chapters boldly, consistently implementing the program and focus, as de-
cided by the last NSCM, are reaching vets and GIs, and are slowly but concretely
bringing them into VV/.W/WSO. Many of these new members have directly felt at-

tacks by the system, through unemployment, VA maltreatment, police repression,

on-thp-job discrimination or use as scabs against other workers, or simply surviv-

ing under the racism and repression of the military. VVAW/WSO, by going out to

these people, has provided them with a concrete way to organize to fight for what
they need, and learning through practice to fight for what is needed by other people

oppressed by the system. This process of involving the un-involved vets and GIc in

struggle is the primary thing going for us in VVAW/WSO today.

Thors are some chapters which are having real problems with the program
.and focus. Some of these chapters agree with the decision of the organization and

arc trying to implement the program, though they have not yet found the way it can

..beet be done in their communities. Others did not agree with the decision, but be-

cause it was the democratic decision of the organization, have tried to find ways to

implement tl>a
t
program. Many of these chapters are in small or medium-sized

towns, and don't have the targets of work like the VA or unemployment offices at

which to aim their work. As an organization, we need to figure out ways to help

these chapters; we in the National Collective have no instant solutions, but believe

these chapters are an integral part of the organization. It may take time and collec-

tive struggle to work out these problems.

Finally, there
;
are a group of chapters which have consciously tried to subvert

and undermine the implementation of the program and focus of the organization.

These chapters show contempt for the decision of the. organization by their outright

refusal to follow, or even try to follow, what was said by the NSCM; they are not

part of the national: organization-. Northern California, St. Louis, Buffalo and Day-
ton all fall into this category^ These chapters are excluded from VVAW/WSO by

their own words and their own practice. The NSCM needs only to recognize what
is. already fact; these chapters are not part of VVAW/WSO.

Some people, both inside VVAW/WSO and more so outside the organization,

have said that the expulsion by S: them California and the disbanding of the Dayton
chapter by that regional meeting are signs that VVAW/WSO is falling to pieces. We
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say nonsense; so do rs who, through their prac ee the gains which the

program and focus bring to our organization. Instead, these actions mean that the

organization is ridding itself of chapters and people who try to nail our organiza-

tional feet to the ground to prevent us from moving ahead. And the organization is

stronger, is better able to move forward as a result of their removal.

• There have also'been questions about whether the action, particularly in Cal-

ifornia, was "legal." We believe that is the wrong question: the action was right ,

because it served the vast majority of members of WAW/WSO. Even more, it ser-

ved the interests of the masses of vets and GIs who are struggling against their op-

pression. The action by Southern California was also entirely democratic for the

same reason: it carried into practice the decision of the NSCM.

There’s room in our organization for many different ideas. There’s room
for a variety of local projects and support work. There’s room for different ap-

proaches and activities around organizing vets and GIs. We believe that a mass or-

ganization has to be open, and that there must be struggle between political views.

But there is no room at all for people who undermine the basic national program of

the organization and who try to prevent the building of a fighting vets and GI move-
ment.

The expulsion of Northern California is only one step in the continuing pro-

gress of our organization: it must be ratified at the NSCM. Other chapters which
have been saying and doing the same kinds of things as Northern California -- sub-

verting the focus and program -- must be dealt with the same way as the Northern
California chapters. There have been a number of important decisions made in the

last year: base and focus, program. More decisions still need to be made around
strenthening the program, as well as a new working paper, democratizing the organ-
ization further, principles of unity. In each case, the organization will decide on

the basis of what will help us grow and what will help the overall struggle move
forward. —

We have made a number of statements about a few chapters and ex-chapters.
Now to back up these statements. Some of what we are saying many members of

the organization already know. Some of it is in the Southern California statement
about why they expelled the chapters in the North -- all chapters should have receiv-

ed that paper and read it and we will not try to repeat all that is said there. Some
of it is new information. But it adds up to overwhelming reasons why these chap-
ters are not part of the organization.

Almost a year ago, the majority of the leadership in Northern California de-

cided against the base and focus of the organization. Even after the organization

resolved the struggle at the last NSCM, Northern California chapters refused to

implement the focus through the national program. Instead, they claimed they had

tried to implement the focus and program, and that it didn't work (a "discovery"
based on no practice; in one case, a "ew organizing '•ommittee said it had imple-
mented the program but all of three weeks later found it didn't work!) One indica-

tor of these chapters' approach to the focus and program is found in the structure
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they established. Chapte the area work through cha- \r ->mmittees which
. take leadership around areas of work -- political p^Pb>»ers, Indochina, in-

ternal education, etc. No chapter set up a Veterans and/or VA committee; as a

cover-your-ass device, the sub-region concocted one sub-regional committee for

that work -- which is the focus and program of the national organization! Is this

the way to organize vets who are looking for a way to fight back? Certainly not!

When certain members of these chapters who have consistently supported the

focus and program disagreed with what the chapters were doing and saying, they

were physically threatened. One such member was actually put on trial: the San
Francisco chapter "convicted" him of the "crime" of being a secret member of the

RU, based primarily on the fact that he supports the national program of VVAW/
WSO. Not only is this wholly unprincipled struggle, but it is in direct service to

the police who are much interested in allegations of "secret cadre." Even more im-
portantly, these members who supported the decisions made by the rest of the or-
ganization were blocked at every turn from implementing the national program. In

San Jose, two members were going to a community college attended by large num-
bers of vets; the rest of the chapter -- and particularly its leadership -- used a scr-
ies of bureaucratic tricks to prevent these two people from taking the program out

to these vets and bringing them into struggle. In another case, one brother from
Oakland was moving to Salinas, The regional leadership made a decision that this

person could not organize for VVAW /WSO in Salinas; they knew full well that a chap-

ter in Salinas would be built as a result of taking the national program out to the

masses of vets and uniting with their struggles. Regional leadership did everything
they could to prevent this from happening.

While Northern California chapters were paying lip-service to the national

program, and while San Francisco was devoting its energies to witch-hunting trials,

chapters like New York City were out at the VA and unemployment offices, selling

papers, talking to vets, and growing. The members of the chapter did not need a

special Vets/VA committee because the chapter, including the new members, see

this as their primary work. Sure, the chapter worked around May Day and organi-

zed to get people to the massive "Jobp or Income" Rally in Washington, DC on Ap-
ril 26th. These support activities helped the chapter grow, in conjunction with their

principal vets work. They certainly did not waste their time with secret trials;

people who want to work around the national program are exactly the people they

want in their chapter.

Northern California is not alone in refusing to implement the focus and pro-

gram. In Buffalo, New York, after a long period of theoretical discussion, the chap-
ter decided to have nothing to do with the focus or program; instead, they developed

their own program of work. Before that decision was formalized, a leading mem-
ber of the Buffalo chapter, in conversation with the National Collective, told us that

the principled thing for the chapter to do was to leave the organization if it could

no’ work around the national focus and program. We agreed then, and we agree
now. At present, for vets in Buffalo who see the need to build a vets movement,
there is no place to go to build that movement, the Buffalo chapter must get out of

the way so that the work of VVAW /WSO can move ahead in that city.
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plcment
the program, sell the paper, or pay national dues. The Regional Meeting declared
the chapter defunct and recognized an individual who wanted to build a chapter of the

national organization as the new Dayton contact. Was this correct? Of course it

was. Participating in this unanimous decision were two chapters, Detroit and Cin-
cinnati, who have the experience of militant, consistent actions around the organi-
zational program.

' •’The same is true yton, Ohio, where the old cnap. refused toi. in'

In St. Louis, the chapter has consistently opposed the direction of VVAW/WSO
and vocally supported the ’’minority caucus" at the last NSCM. After the meeting,

the chapter refused to move with the rest of the organization in implementing the

program. As a result, after much struggle, Rich Bangert resigned from the chap-
ter in order to build a chapter in St. Louis which would be a real part of the nation-

al organization. Should this new chapter be supported in its day-to-day work at the

VA, work which is bringing vets into struggle? Definitely. While this work is go-

ing on, the only action (so far as ue know) carried out by the old "chapter" has

been a demonstration on Vietnam Vets Day where chapter members dressed up as

a Vietnamese peasant, a worker, and a vet, and stood in front of crosses in order
"to bring home the lessons of the Vietnam era" (their description). Do we have any
use for a so-called "chapter" which masquerades as workers, peasants and vets,

and stands on the steps of a war memorial building ‘holding crosses because (so the

"chapter" said) it’s Easter weekend and the masses of people will relate to the sym-
bolism? Decidedly not! No matter how gratifying this kind of action may be to the

msmbers of the "chapter," it does absolutely-ncthing in the interests of vets and

GIs. On the same day in Boston, 200-225 people held a militant demo around Jobs
or Income, We Won't Fight Your Imperialist Wars and Decent Benefits for All Vets.

Ten vets, most of them contacted off that demo, came to a general meeting. While

St. Louis was crucifying the working class and the Indochinese people, VVAW/WSC
members in Milwaukee were fighting back against the mace of GSA guards while

vets in the VA Hospital there clamored to unite with the chapter. Who is moving
VVAW/WSO and the vets movement forward?

Each of these non-organizational "chapters" was a member of the so-called

"minority caucus" at the last NSCM. The history of that caucus can teach us all some
real lessons important to our future work. The caucus, made up of a number of peo-

ple who disagreed with our focus and program for various reasons, met twice dur-
ing the NSCM. The first such meeting, though not publically announced, was more
or less open, though people attending were sworn to secrecy. The second meeting
admitted only those people who were, at that time, opposed to the national focus.

On the floor of the NSCM,' the caucus stated that il intended "to work in the future by

putting forth anti-imperialist politics in the context of the Vets and Cl focus" (from

tha St. Louis NSCM Minutes). Even then, some of the delegates to that meeting ex-

pressed'concern about the caucus turning into a faction. They knew that the seeds of

? faction which would try to split the organization was already present. This i9 ex-

actly what has happened.
.

• :u: ;

•• •

•Af'that meeting.'in response to the concern' about factionali'zing. Jeanie Dolly

(one of the leaders of the caucus) assured the NSCM that the caucus would remain op-

on and above-board, that the NO would get copies of whatever the caucus was di6cus-
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sing, work reports, etr wu4e the members of the caur ^i ’ lemented the program
to the best of their abiliafc *his has not happened. Instep, che NO was informed,
in a letter from Dolly on March 10th, "You will receive the final drafts of whatever
is coming out, but not the interim letters that produce the final. . . As for summations
of discussions, we will not, as far as I can see, be putting out such things. . . I will

be sending you some of the stuff when it is done. ..." This is a far different posi-

tion than that stated at the NSCM where the NO (and any chapter requesting the in-

formation) would receive "everything" in order to demonstrate that the caucus was
"honest" and "open. "

A later mailing from Dolly consisted of a report drawn up for the March 16th .

Northern California sub-regional meeting. A "Statement from the Northern Cali-

fornia Anti-Imperialist Caucus" (NCAlC) seems to be a statement of unity for the

caucus (copies of this statement are being sent out along with this paper). It says

that caucus meetings will be held once a month and "are open to the membership of

VVAW/WSO in California who wish to attend. " Excellent! But the statement contin-

ues, "The caucus is not open to members of VVAW/WSO who are in the RU or open-

ly support the politics of the Revolutionary Union." Something has happened to the

"open" and "honest" caucus. Since the RU position on base and focus and program
of the organization is the same as the position decided on by VVAW/WSO nationally,

the caucus is apparently closed to anyone who is actually a member of the orgttniza-

tion and is implementing the democratic decisions of the organization. This is no

longer a "caucus, " but a faction working against the organization and certainly work-
ing against a vets and GI movement. There i6 no basis for the NCAIC to even pre-

tend it is part of VVAW/WSO.

The NCAIC statement goes on to say that "The caucus is in contact and com-
munication with many chapters and individuals nationally. We are sharing our prac-
tice and beginning to formulate national programs which reflect OUR politics and

practice to be presented to che national organization at the next NSCM (emphasis
ours). " Despite the professions about openness and honesty, the NO knows nothing

of these communications (all of this was taking place before the Northern California

chapters were expelled from the organization). We already have a national program;
that program is certainly open to criticism, and the next NSCM should see changes
in that program which arise from the practice of chapters. Does outright rejection

of that program, based not on the practice of the faction (since they have none), but

on what they would like to see happen show an interest in moving the organization

forward? No!

A private organizational program, their own leadership, secret meetings, sec-

ret communications networks: all of these things can lead to only one conclusion.

Their purpose i3 to undermine the work of VVAW/WSO. The article in "Seize the

Time" (which was sent out with the Southern California paper), either written by or

in close collaboration with the leadership of the faction advocates organizing against

the majority of the organization. There is none of the openness and honesty, the

setting forth of a concrete position, which is needed for real struggle. This has no

place in a mass organization, and the people involved in it have no place in VVAW/
WSO. As an organization, we must discard this faction, and particularly its mis-
leadership, into the nearest garbage heap where it belongs.
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Within the last month, we have heard from Northern California (not from the

faction leadership) th< chapters are now impleme*' Ag .ie program. Apparent-
ly, people have conven^^tly forgotten their pious proni^cements of how they were
allegedly implementing the program in the past, and have decided to start all over
again. We see this tactic for what it is: a dishonest and shallow attempt to gain
some kind of credibility in the organization. If the leadership were actually imple-
menting the program, honest vets .recruited through that program would soon dispense
with that leadership. But their history tells us that these people will not implement
the program anymore honestly this time than they did before; though snakes can
shed their skin, they are still snakes underneath.

By our organization decision, VVAW/WSOhas a huge task ahead. We’ve seen

that we have the capability and the duty to speak to and for masses of vets who want
to organize against the system. How we can best do that is the question which con-
fronts every member of the organization. Chapters which chase away vets, because
all they have to offer them is study groups (a primary activity in Northern California

and Buffalo) or crucifixions -- but no program for building a vets movement -- these

are chapters we don't want and can't afford. By their practice, they aie holding back

all the rest of us who clearly see our task and are working to accomplish it.

Nor is there a place for chapters who feel their only obligation to the organiza-

tion is to occasionally wear a button and write VVAW/WSO on their stationary.

Chapters which say they have to "do their o.vn thing" are showing their disdain of

the need for discipline and principled unity in a national mass organization. Worse,
they are showing their total contempt for other members of VVAW/WSO, people

who through struggle and practice have taken on the task which the national program
aims at. .

.

. ... Because we have supported the actions in Ohio and Southern California, we've
been accused of heartlessness, harshness, inhumanity. There is a real trap in the

question, "How could people vote out of the organization our 'brothers and sisters'

with whom we have worked for so long?" Amid the moaning and groaning and buck-

ets of crocodile tears, we answer that there arc people more important than our

self-proclaimed brothers and sisters. VVAW/WSO is not designed for the self-grat-

ification or self-cultivation of our members' egos. Instead. our task is to provide

the organizational form lor the vet who is unemployed, who is being strung-out on

the VA methadone program, who is calling for a nurse in a VA hospital only to find

that she was fired ir. the latest round of cutbacks. We have an obligation to the vet who
came home from Vietnam with a drug habit and now sits in isolation in a state prison

looking for help. These, and the hundreds and thousands of other vets and GIs, who
have immediate and painful experience with repression in it3 many forms. We can

involve them in the fight against these immediate targets and against the system
which lies behind them. In fact, that is what is happening in many places around the

country today. If to build that fighting mwement requires the political decision to

throw off the baggage which prevents us from moving faster and in more places, then

that is the only correct decision to make, and wc say, the sooner the better.

BUILD THE FIGHTING VETS ^ GI MOVEMENT!

BUILD VVAW/WSO!
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III. OFFICERS

ra
During the August

,

New York . BRIAN aDAMS, RICH4BD*BSNGERT,
ZASTROW, SAMUEL ^HORR and MSRT^FWTSON
WAW/WSO National Coordinators. It was
BANGERT would leave the National Office
and that ADAMS would leave the National

eld at Buffalo,
EDWARD •USMATO, PETER
were re-elected as
noted, however, that
in October, 1974,
Office in January, 1975,

8/13/74) ^
During the December, 1974 NSCM held at St. Louis,

Missouri, EDWARD DAMATO, WILLIAM*DAVIS and MARLA WATSON
were reflected as WAW/WSO National Coordinators.

1/7/75;
11/27/75;
1/29/75)

/C/V fi / v .f!,.. /> Lj
During'a July 8,‘ 1975V WAW/WSO meeting in New

York City, it was stated that PETER ZASTROW, BAM^tRQMO.
and SAMUEL SCHORR were elected as WAW/WSO National Co-
ordinators during the last NSCM, but that SCHORR would be
leaving the National Office within a few weeks. pS)

La
blj)

7/11/75) La

The minutes of the 15th WAW/WSO NSCM reflected
that the terms of National Coordinators ADAMS, SCHORR
and ZASTROW ended and that ZASTROW and BARRY ROMO were
unanimously elected to one year terms as National Coordinators.

7/28/75)

LX
bll>
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IV. MEMBERSHIP

The estimated membership of the WAW/WSO is probably
between 500 and 750.

1/23/75) ^
V. PUBLICATIONS

The National Office of the WAW/WSO publishes
and distributes the "Winter Soldier" newspaper on a monthly
basis. Periodically they publish a newsletter which contains
general Information regarding their activities on a regional
and national basis. This newsletter is distributed to active
WAW/WSO regions. The WAW/WSO publishes a monthly newsletter
entitled "WAW/WSO GI New9". This newsletter specializes in
matters of GI interest. Also, they publish a newsletter for
prisoners entitled "Inside/Out" that is sent to all WAW/WSO
chapters as an aid for prison support work.

{^2
1/23/75) ^Ij)

furnished WAW/WSO
-, 1975, which indicated that

On April 7, 1975,1
newsletter number 35, March -

it cost approximately $685 to print 14,000 copies of the Lo
March issue of "Winter Soldier" and that because of the lack
of money, the April issue would not be printed, but might &7h
possibly be combined with a May issue.

On July 28, l975,fl|^Bfurnished WAW/WSO news-
letter number 37, June 12, 1975, which set forth the following
information:
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WINTER SOLDIER -- No Color this Month
/

Enclosed with this newsletter is the June/July issue of WS. During the past 4-

5 months, our printing schedule has gotten all jacked out of shape, partly because
of a lack of money and partly because of an extremely busy time in the NO. This

has meant that the last two issues of the paper have been double issues (April/May
and June/July). To get back on schedule, we have printed this most recent issue in

early June, with the next issue going to press in mid-July (after the NSCM). Hope-
fully, after the next issue is printed, we can maintain our schedule of a mid -month
publication date, which will mean that the papers will be getting to chapters at the

first of each month.

It should be obvious to everyone that this month's issue of the paper is black

and white. Several chapters have been saying for some time that the color is not

necessary since it is an added expense and doesn't make any difference in terms of

selling WS. We did not have a poster this monlh, so decided it would be a good time-.

to try a black and white issue. The cost of the paper was considerably cheaper as a

result. Chapters should discuss the question of color on WS so that we can talk a-

•bout this in the WINTER SOLDIER workshop at the national meeting. There are
many things that must be summed up about the newspaper at the NSCM, and color

will be only a small part of the discussion. Hopefully, the papers will reach the

regions prior to the NSCM so that we can have some experience in selling the pap-
er to go into this discussion so as to make a better determination of whether or

not color helps the paper, or whether it is unnecessary.
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bib

On July 28, 1975 made available the minutes
of the 15th NSCM, which set rortl^he following information
in regard to the “Winter Soldier” workshop:
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WINTER SOLDIER WORKSHOP

In summing up WINTER SOLDIER, the workshop felt that the paper has really-

advanced since the last NSCM. It has started to become rooted in the real life

struggles of the masses of vets. In the past, the paper has been characterized
by "anti-imperialism in the sky," standing above or rather outside of the struggles

or the masses of vets, being more oriented towards the "movement" and the in-

ternal life of VVAW/WSO. As reflected in the last WS, when the paper actively

takes up the day-to-day struggles of the people and puts those struggles forward
in a lively way, it is a key tool to building the fighting vets movement.

The workshop summed up that this change was due to the fact that the organi-
zation as a whole is becoming more and more rooted in the struggles of vets.

.
The

best articles in the paper have come from chapters sending in reports of an action

or struggle they are involved in. Even more important, articles that have been
written by chapters on their activities have best provided the basis for good WS
articles. The NO cannot pull good articles from the sky, nor can the NO stay on

top of all struggles that are arising throughout the country. It is vital that chap-
ters and individuals sum up their work and submit articles for the paper. Only
then will the paper reflect what this organization and the masses of vets are doing.

The paper still has some room to improve. There were articles in the last

issue that still were "movement" oriented. One such was the call for the Armed
Forces demos where vets and CIs were called on to join us in OUR demo. It sort



of said; "Her«^ a re -- the movement -- havi iction and you masses ^r*

welcome to corh<SP It did not unite with vets and^Es and show how it was theii

action. Another example was the sum -up of AFD where the struggles going on
the particular bases were submerged. What came out was the old numbers gat
trying to pad the amount of demonstrators as if that was key to the success of t

actions. Basically, it was felt that these errors arose when articles were not
based on summations from the chapters that had built the struggles, and saw tt

organization as more important than the masses.

During the discussion of the paper, an example of an important error in he

people see the paper arose. In the last issue, there was an artiile on "No Dru
in China. " This article was criticized as being "too advanced" and that it was
ting out that we are a "revolutionary vets movement instead of a fighting vets

movement. " The workshop felt that this outlook was indicative of a major erre

that is coming out in our work. That is that we should not bring vets to a hlghe

understanding through positive examples like the Peoples' Republic, that this e

ror saw us confined to militant economic struggles and not taking up questions <

what the future can hold for the masses. This error tailed after the spontaneov

struggle of vets.
.

«

The workshop also talked about some technical aspects of the paper but did

feel that these needed to.be taken up by the rest of the organization. There are

few things that will immensely help in putting out the paper. One is sum-ups ol

actions. Two are photos of actions. Three is crucial -- chapters and regions

must tell the NO BEFORE an issue is put out how many papers it wants. Also,

chapters arc again encouraged to seek out institutional subscriptions for the pa;

This is a good way of financing its production. Individuals, either members or

others, should be encouraged to write the paper, criticizing, praising or whate
so that these can be reprinted. The paper must be seen by the masses of vets i

THEIR paper, not just a rag they get once in awhile at the VA or elsewhere.

We summed up that there has not arisen a need for part of the paper to be i

Spanish, although it may become necessary in the future. None of the delegatee

present reported problems from having the paper entirely in English, and we di

not feci that a section was needed just for the principle of having one.

Plenary Discussion: During the discussion of the workshop report, it was broi

out that only six people attended the WS workshop. This ic because some regioi

did not see the importance of the workshop; two lines came out regarding this q<

tion. On one hand, people said that the newspaper 9hould be a reflection of the

national program and work of the chapters, so the workshop* dealing with sum-
ming up our work and strengthening the program were of primary importance.
The other line stated that WS is one of the most important national tools we hav
for building the- vets movement, and that the low attendance at the workshop re-

flects the fact that chapters have not taken up the newspaper in a living way and
consistently tried to improve WS through criticisms, summations, in-put into tJ

paper, etc. It was generally agreed that the organization as a whole has not ad-

quately taken up the paper as their own and that chapters have been bad at gettir
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page 9

criticisms of the paper into the NO. This must be corrected if the paper is^o be

a really effective tool for building the fighting vets movement; chapters have to

view WS as their newspaper and struggle to make the paper a better reflection of

their struggles.

The discussion on the floor also went into the question of having a Spanish s<

tion in the newspaper. It was generally agreed that we need more investigation

because we don't have enough practice with Spanish-speaking vets to know if the

lack of a Spanish section is i.miting our work. It was sugges ed that chapters do

this investigation by producing bi-lingual leaflets. We will then be in a better po

tion to sum-up whether or not having an all-English paper is holding back our wo
among Spanish-speaking veterans.
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Information recently received from the WAW/WSO
National Office indicated that before a new issue of the
"Winter Soldier" could be printed, the National Office
would have to raise a large amount of money.

8/26/75)
^7D

VI. FINANCES

During the December, 1974 NSCM, SAMUEL SCHORR
gave the National Office report in regard to finances,
stating the National Office was approximately $25,000 in debt.

issued the fo

W
b-7&

/7/75

;

/27/75;
Z29/75)

dvised on April 3, 1975, that the WAW/WSO
owing letter:



$ ,4 ViClIMttlVI V C I A&5HIJms i ini V ?i;
‘

NATIONAL OFFICE
827 West Newport

Chicago, Illinois 60657.
TeU312) 935-2129 March 25, 1975

!i ‘-v'i)

WINTER SCAlEFi ORGANIZAT&J, INC. Ir'

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

The National Office i6 in a desperate financial situation. We have no money.
We feel that it is essential that the organization support itself, and that chapters

support the work of the organization -- both politically and financially. Unfortun-
ately, this state of affairs has not yet developed in VVAW/WSO, though it will be.

crucial to develop this kind of internal funding and self-reliance in the future. Be-
cause we still rely on outside sources for the vast majority of our money, we have

been doing direct-mail fund-raising (i. e. mailing'thousands of letters out to peo-

ple all across the country and asking them to contribute). At this time, we have
a huge mailer ready to go out into the mail, but there is one problem -- we can't

afford to get it printed, pay the postage, etc. If we are unable to get this mailer
out, the day will come (in the very near future) when there will be nowhere nearly

adequate money coming into this c lice. >

The day is rapidly approaching when we will have no money at all coming
in and no methods of getting the money needed to get the new mailer into the mail;

when that happens, we will have no alternative but to 3hut down the National Office.

We feel that the organization has already been set back by the lack of an April

issue of WINTER SOLDIER. The organization needs a number of different pam-
phlets which we are planning to produce, we need buttons, we need the regular

publication of our national newspapers (WS and GI NEWS). The organization al-

so needs a National Office.

At this point, things look bleak as far as the financial status of the NO is

concerned. Because of this, we are asking all chapters to make a special con-

tribution to keeping this office open and producing the things VVAW/WSO needs.

If 50 chapters hold special fund-raising benefits or activities and send $100 (or

more) to the NO, we would have enough money to get the fund-raiser into the

mail and begin operating again at full steam (ie, get the newspaper, go ahead
with the pamphlets, etc). If you can only afford $50, that will help.

We realize that many chapters are having financial problems also, but

these special fund-raisers could be put on by the chapters with the proceeds be-

ing split between the local chapter and the NO. A special fund-raising effort is

essential on the chapter level. Without it, we may go under. Please begin mov-
ing on this problem immediately. If we can be of any assistance (ie, providing

ideas, etc) please let us know; some ideas on fund-raising from the Buffalo chap-

ter are enclosed. We hope to be hearing from all of you in the very near future.

43
In Struggle,
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VII. NATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND CONNECTIONS
WITH OTHER GROUPS

A. WAW/WSO Activities of National Coordinators

On December 16, 1974, EDWARD DAMATO, one of the
VVAW/WSO National Coordinators, spoke at a Chicago chapter
WAW/WSO sponsored demonstration held at the Veterans
Administration Research Hospital, 333 East Huron, Chicago,
Illinois.

12/31/74)

During a March 15 - 16, 1975 WAW/WSO regional
conference held at the State University of New York, Oneonta
Campus, Oneonta, New York, PETER ZASTROW, one of the
WAW/WSO National Coordinators, led discussions on whether
the WAW/WSO should continue as a mass-oriented organization
as opposed to a small cadre of dedicated followers and whether
to allow the National Office to dictate policy to the various
regions and make changes in the wording of their bylaws,

u
3/18/75)

On March 23, 1975, EDWARD DAMATO attended a
WAW/WSO regional meeting in Columbus, Ohio, where it was
mentioned that he had been in Detroit the past two weeks
working with their WAW/WSO chapter. (6^

3/31/75)
{=,2

On April 2, 1975, BRIAN ADAMS^as a representative
of the WAW/WSO National Office, participated in a WAW/WSO
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sponsored demonstration at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

4/3/75)

On May 17, 1975, the WAW/WSO sponsored an Armed
Forces Day demonstration at Ft. Meade, Maryland. WILLIAM
DAVIS and BRIAN ADAMS of the WAW/WSO National Office
participated, with ADAMS, as one of the speakers, stating
that the United States is going to war again and that war
is inevitable in capitalist countries.

5/21/75)

It was learned that during a June 6-8, 1975,
WAW/WSO regional meeting held in Buffalo, New York, PETER
ZASTROW managed to alienate most of those in attendance with
his pro-Revolutionary Union rhetoric and arguments con-
cerning the possible alliance of the WAW/WSO and the
Revolutionary Union.

6/18/75) £)«2.

blh)

B. Anti-Imperialist Faction of WAW/WSO

During the period June 27 - 30, 1975, a national
caucus of the anti-imperialist faction of the WAW/WSO was
held in St. Louis, Missouri. The approximately 67 participants
were representing 25 WAW/WSO chapters that were opposed to
the political line of the national program of the WAW/WSO
and the influence that the Revolutionary Union was exerting
on the WAW/WSO.

The caucus indicated it was their desire to form
a new national organization whose purpose would be to take
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up an armed revolution against the United States which would
be communist supported, but not controlled by the Revolutionary
Union (RU) . This group adopted the temporary name of
National Anti-Imperialist Forces, Also the Northern California,
St. Louis, Missouri and St. Paul, Minnesota chapters indicated
they were not adopting the new name and would continue to
call themselves the WAW/WSO.

A constitution and formal name for the new organ-
ization will be drawn up by the California, St. Louis and
New York chapters and presented for approval to those chapters
present at the June, 1975 caucus. Subsequently, a caucus
will be held to adopt the constitution and name.

_ L,aM 7/75
> bTJ)

C. Activity in Connection With Gary Lawton Defense
Committee

On July 28, 1975j|HHmade available WAW/WSO
newsletter number 37, June 12, 1975, which set forth the
following information in regard to the Gary Lawton Defense
Committee:
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Lawton F reed ?

On May 12th, nearly fi'i

found innocent of the ambus I

fc ears to the day he was arre.J
^ sayings of two Riverside, Calu

I
Gary Lawton was

>rnia policemen. As
soon as the National Office received word of this verdict, we began calling region-
al offices and told them to call chapters. So, hopefully, all chapters were aware
of this victory before now. This is a real victory and one that came as the result

of four years of hard work and struggle. VVAW/WSO played a very important role

in bringing about this victory since the struggle to free Gary Lawton was adopted as

a national project of the organization in 1972. Though the organization's work a-
round Gary's struggle often fell short of what we should have been doing and though
most chapters did not always take up this national project in a consistent way, dur-
ing the last year, VVAW/WSO's Lawton work had improved a great deal as chapters
began taking the struggle out to their communities and linking it up with the hundreds
of other struggles being waged to fight police repression -- making the fight for Gary's
freedom a living thing and something concrete for thousands of people across the

country. It was mass struggle and the building of a movement of people who were
demanding Gary's freedom that brought about the victory in Riverside. Though we
made many mistakes in our Lawton work, we should still feel proud that VVAW/WSO
was a part of making this victory a reality.

For those of you who have been following the smaller details of Lawton's strug-

gle, in 1971, Gary was charged with shooting into an occupied dwelling. This inci-

dent was alleged to have occurred in 1968. The prosecution in the murder case had

been making rumblings about trying Lawton on these charges once the present trial

was completed and a verdict had been decided. A week after the verdict of innocent

was returned in the case of the ambush killings, Lawton was in court again to he^r

the disposition of these 1971 charges for the shooting incident. At that time, another

victory was won when the prosecution stated they had no objections to these charges

being dropped.

FREEDOM FOR ONE IS NOT

FREE US ALL, SAY ON!

A representative of the Riverside Political Prisoners Defense Committee will

be at the next NSCM to sum-up the struggle to free Gary, including the role that

VVAW/WSO has played in this fight. Chapters and regions should also sum up their
work around this national project so that we can better learn from our mistakes and
Successes. Our work around police and political repression is far from over, and
we should take the lessons learned from oiir Lawton work so as to apply them to

continuing work to fight police attacks in our communities.
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D. Activity In Connection with Indochina Peace Campaign

^ idlj)
On July 25, 1975, JJH^Jfurnished the following

letter from the WAW/WSO NationsQOff ice Collective to
Indochina Peace Campaign members:



NATIONAL OFFICE 827 West Newport Chicago, Binote 60657 1*1312)935 2129

. June 3, 1975

Dear IPC Members,

The Vietnamese and Cambodians have won great victories. They have fought

and beaten the strongest military in the world, bringing freedom and independence

to thoir lands, - It was a victory that clearly showed the people of the world that small

nations and a unified people can topple the mightiest of aggressors. The Indochinese

have waged a mighty battle aided by progressive people and organizations throughout

the world. While, the Indochinese must continue to wipe out the remnants of colonial-

ism and imperialism and move forward to socialism, we can rejoice with them iu a

victory that was helped by continuous support of the people of the United States, inch)

ding organizations such as IPC and WAW/WSO.

However, we cannot sit back on our laurels and consider our work done. We are

engaged in a struggle in, the United States aimed ultimately at ending the exploitation

and oppression of the American people. The struggle for freedom in Indochina was
not easy; nor is that struggle easy in the US, But by integrating ourselves in the day
to-day struggles of the American people, constantly summing up our work and being

guided by a correct understanding of the material -world in our battles and by moving
forward, we too will one day celebrate our victory over US imperialism. ^

WAW/WSO was, and is, engaged in such a struggle. The great majority of our
organization stands firmly on the side of the working class and has taken up the task

of organizing veterans and GIs to fight against the exploitation of the system; a fight

that included our support for the people of Indochina in their wars of liberation.

The- Indochina Peace Campaign is engaged in such a struggle also. We read With
great interest the article in the Michigan Free Press about the IPC National Standing
Committee (NSC) meeting, at which you began to earnestly take up the task of summir
U£ .your work with your eyes directed toward the future. The article in the Free Prei
outlined some of the questions that will be discussed internally by your organization.

While we have views on the various questions, we will not put them forward here in

this letter, but will rather direct our attention to the slanders put forward by your
NSC, on the nature' of the struggle in WAW/WSO, as was reported in the Free Press-

The article written by George dePue of the Ann Arbor IPC reeked of contempt
!

-'for the struggle of the Vietnamese and for the role the American people played in

building mass support for their fight for liberation in Indochina. He brazenly put

forward that it was IPC and the congressional strategy that succeeded in ending the

war, rather than the Indochinese people fighting for freedom, along with the support

of the gteat majority of the Americans, among others, who were outraged by the

continuing aggression of the US imperialists. This type of conceit and self-gratifica-

tion is the mark of a pompous movement guru enshrining himself in an ivory tower
away from understanding that it is the masses of people who make history.

A O



W c: r an only guess h-'^^nuch this contempt permeate v±he decisions made at the IPC
NSC meeting in attempt!. expel the NYC-IPC chaptei . the jtistifications of that

'expulsion 1 -- "the apparer. IU 'capture' of the VVAW/WSO .tional office and even the
creation of puppet VVAW/WSO chapters" is a slanderous attack, based on fiction, to
stifle struggle within your organization. VVAW/WSO is a healthy organization, with
many chapters around the country, including the Detroit chapter, actively working to

build a fighting veterans movement. While it is true that some chapters have left our or
ganization, while others are being disbanded , it is the result of a struggle waged in the

organization around how to move the organization forward based on political line. We a?

a stronger organization now than a year ago, when we had more chapters. The reason
this is true is because the organization is looking to the future after summing up our ro!<

in the past and by actively working in the day-to-day struggles of veterans and GIs. Our
Organization is on the threshold of making a major leap in our work. Chapters are firm
ly rooting themselves in the struggles of the working class, particularly veterans, and
pur membership is beginning to reflect a real change, in the make-up of the organization.

Rather than having hindered our work, as the IPC NSC would have you believe, the

members of the Revolutionary Union in our organization have played an active role in

helping sum up our work, aiding in the formulation of our national program and imple-
menting it in order to build a fighting veterans movement. The RU ha6 not ‘captured’

the organization, but instead, plays an important role in its growth and direction. To sa

anything else is to say that the majority of members of VVAW/WSO are stupid and unable

to see the importance of our work in the revolutionary struggle in this country. This is

exactly the lie that is put forward by dePue in the Free Press, (May 21st issue). Wc
hope that other members of the IPC NSC aren't so grossly shallow in their understanding
of VVAW/WSO. The great majority of our membership has a very high regard for the

practice of the Revolutionary Union. What the great majority of our organization has

the utmost disdain for are hippies pontificating from their ragsheets, removed from
inass struggle, such as dePue.

The vicious and reactionary reasons put forward in the Free Press for expelling the

NYC IPC chapter are slanderous and dangerous, and can only serve the interests of our
pnemy. VVAW/WSO cannot be used as a scapegoat by some individuals who are afraid

pi political struggle and afraid to engage in mass work aimed at moving forward our
struggle against imperialism. We feel it important that the membership of the local

IPC chapters understand that these justifications for that expulsion are based on lies.

VVAW/WSO is not a shambles, nor is it an organization led by the nose by the RU. It

i6 a healthy, growing organization engaged in building a fighting movement of veterans
and GIs to struggle against their oppression and to fight in the interests of the working
class.

•

, We hope that the present struggle in the Indochina Peace Campaign can proceed on a

principled, political level, free of slanderous lies, with an eye to the future to bring

forward the lessons of the victories of the Indochinese peoples and to strike blows at

the imperialist system.

In Struggle,

The National Office Collective

VVAW/WSO
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E. Activity in Connection with National Alliance
Against Racist and Political Repression

On January 24, 1975,
letter from the WAW/WSO Nationa

urnished the following
oordinators:



Chicago, Ulinois 60657
; Tel. <312) 935-2129

January 14, 1975

To: The Officers of the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression (NAARPR

From: The National Coordinators of Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier

Organization (VVAW/WSO)

On the evening of June 14th, Gary Lawton was invited to speak at a meeting spon-

sored by the Southern California Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression. He
did not attend. Instead his wife, Chukia Lawton, attended the meeting and handed Angela

t>avis a letter from Gary explaining why he couldn't participate. Since that evening

VVAW/WSO has discussed the letter from Gary and the remarks he made about the Al-

liance and Angela Davis. In various internal documents the National Office of VVAW/WSO
presented the letter from Gary to Angela and commented on the nature of it. These com-
ments raised serious questions about the nature of the NAARPR. The National Office of

VVAW/WSO stands by these remarks and will go into them more deeply in this letter.

In the September issue of WINTER SOLDIER, our national newspaper, we reprinted

Gary's letter with an explanation of why it was written. This explanation pointed out sev-

eral issues raised in Gary's letter concerning the practice of the Alliance in regard to

Gary's case and the case of Ruchell Magee. We stated in that introduction that we felt the

issues raised were of interest to political prisoners around the country and that these
people should be aware of the Alliance’s practice in regard to these two cases.

In October, you, the officers of the Alliance sent an open letter to the chapters of

VVAW/WSO implying that we were playing a role similar to that of the government in

criticizing Angela Davis, the Communist Party USA, (CPUSA) and the NAARPR. We feel

that we should comment on sections of your letter that grossly distort the true nature of

our remarks.

One of the co-signers of the Alliance letter pointed out over the telephone that the

istopree of the material for your letter was a VVAW/WSO publication, a prison newsletter
palled "Inside /Out". This is not true. The quotes from the Alliance letter were taken
trqm an internal document of VVAW/WSO -- this document being the National Office Re-
port to the 13th National Steering Committee Meeting of VVAW/WSO, held in Buffalo,
Ney York in August of 1974. An internal document we might point out, is not a public

document. In spite of this obvious fact the letter written by the Alliance freely quotes it,

thus exposing the real source of your attack on VVAW/WSO. We condemn you for usin^
this internal document, but as a result we feel it necessary to respond to your attack.

.
I

. The only public statements we made about Angela Davis and the Alliance were in c.

letter written by Gary Lawton, with our introduction, printed in the September issue of

WINTER SOLDIER. Apparently, The Alliance and Angela Davis do not care to deal with
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the criticises contained in thu^ tter, because Gary's letter 'MP 3t been responded to.

Instead, you have chosen to deal with our internal documents rather than a public letter.

When the Alliance was first formed in May of 1973 VVAW/WSO members partici-

pated in its first conference. At that time we felt that it was important to do so because

we could see that such an organizational form would be a giant step forward in defending

political prisoners throughout the country. While we had questions about its formation

we believed these to be secondary to the main purpose of uniting many defense committees
and organizations. At that conference one of our members of the National Office, Barry
Romo,., was, elected as, a member of. the Alliance's National Executive Board and he

participated in at least two meetings of that group. The nature of his election was - one

•which w.e, questioned as he was not notified, of either his nomination or election to that

body until the meeting was over. We felt at the time, that this too was questionable, but

were willing to let that stand aside as we felt the Alliance was important. Subsequently,

the National .Office decided that he should no longer be a member of the National Execu-
tive Board;, nor should any member of VVAW/WSO. As a result, at the Second Annual

Conference of. the Alliance, which we attended as observers, "nobody from VVAW/WSO
was,put forward in nomination. This was done because we felt that the Alliance was no

longer working in the best interests of political prisoners. We did not make this de-

cision lightly, but- only after looking at the practice of the Alliance.

. We agree when you say, that it 'is necessary to defend political prisoners. However,
we disagree with the thrust of the work being, done by the Alliance. We firmly believe

that the best defense for political prisoners is to rely on the strength of the people of

this country and to consistently expose and actively organize to fight the imperialist sys-

tem which is the cause of political repression. Nowhere in Alliance literature we have

seen is this system identified. We have received every issue of THE ORGANIZER, the

newsletter, of the Alliance. While the newsletter gives a wide variety of articles on
various political prisoners it also never points out that imperialism must be done away
with in order to free political prisoners. We have searched in vain and could not find

anything resembling this. Will ignoring the causes of political repression help to free

political prisoners ? No!

We. read with interest the speech of Angela Davis at’ the Second Annual Conference.
A$ a co-chairperson of the Alliance, and as a leadirig member of the CPUSA, we be-

lieve that she should have attacked the system, pointing out that imperialism 'is the

reason for political repression. Nowhere did she do this. In fact, her speech began

by.s.tating that Congressman John Conyers of Michigan was "truly representative of the

peoplejs needs and desires. " She further stated that people in the US were coming to

^understand the "crimes of the 'thugs who run our country. " "She stated that they now
believe that Richard Nixon is a liar! What a perfect opportunity to attack the system,
and yet she chose instead' to congratulate a Congressman and : Accuse one man of being

a liar! Because Conyers voted to hold Nixon in' contempt does not rriakis him a "brother"

as she stated. We might point out that George McGovern,- while calling for the with-

drawal of US troops from Vietnam was also one of the major proponents of continuing to

repress, the American Indians at Wounded Knee. Does that" make' Him a' brother ? Was
Richard Nixon, as despicable as he is, the sole culprit for the continued oppression of

the people of the world? Of course not! Then why didn't Davis raise this point -- that

the system is what oppresses all of us? And this was the keynote address of the Second
Annual Conference of the Alliance!

3:'.' i ,
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July 4th demonstration that w^^held in Raleigh, North Carolina. Somewhere between
6 to 8, 000 people attended tJ~| BP monstration. In terms of it it could be summed
up as a highly successful motnn.,ation in the struggle to free pJuLcal prisoners. We
feel, however, that in spite of the work that went into its organizing, the Alliance again

failed to identify the imperialist system as the cause for racist and political repression.

Flowing from that, it failed to show the thousands of people there that it is necessary to

fight imperialism in order to finally free all political prisoners. An example of how
this worked out in practice at the Raleigh demonstration can be cited by the reports

that were in REVOLUTION and THE GUARDIAN. In both papers they reported that

there was "tight discipline" between the police and the demonstration organizers. While

the safety of the demonstrators is very important, it should be clear that the police,

with whom the organizers were very cooperative, are the same people that carry out

the repression of all people. From the reports we have received this was never even
pointed out at the demonstration.

On July 4th, the same day as the Raleigh demonstration, VVAW/WSO held a rally

of about 3, 500 people in Washington DC. This rally in Washington followed three days

of intense struggle and fighting spirit of several hundred people. The main character-
ization of our demonstration was that we went to DC with winnable demands also, and

yet clearly identified the system of imperialism as our enemy. Rather than relying

on bourgeoise legalism, we carried out our demonstration in a revolutionary way. The
demonstration was marked by battles with the police. While battles with police don't

necessarily mean that a demonstration was revolutionary, it clearly showed those who
participated and those who read about it that we were serious about raising our demands
and we were serious in fighting the system that oppresses us ail.

The Raleigh demonstration was called as part of the Alliance's campaign to pin-

point North Carolina as the country's number one disaster area in terms of political

repression. We agree that North Carolina is marked by incredible racial and political

repression. We think the Alliance has clearly listed the many offenses against Black
and other people in that state. But we do not feel that North Carolina should be the

focal point of a National Alliance's work. The uniting factor in the Alliance is to free

all political prisoners and this cannot be done by isolating North Carolina from the rest

of the country. While we can state that the Alliance also documents other cases of pol-

itical repression, we see the thrust of your work directed at one section of the country.

We believe that this is a very serious error. How does this relate to the real oppres-
sive conditions that exist in other parts of the country? What about the repression in

Detroit with the fascist SWAT teams; the recent Operation Zebra in San Francisco;
the continuing repression of the American Indians in the North Central states; the re-

pression in Atlanta, in Dallas, and in Riverside, California? The National Alliance

should see the repression in all sections of the country as equal to that in North Carol-
ina and should put this forward; not isolate the struggle in North Carolina from the

rest of the country.

Before we begin to respond to some of the charges made in your letter concern-
ing the Leavenworth Brothers Offense/Defense Committee, LBODC, and the Riverside

Political Prisoners Defense Committee, RPPDC, there arc several points in your
letter that should be cleared up. The first deals with the point that VVAW/WSO is as-
suming the role of the government by making criticisms of the Alliance. We think this

is pure crap. It is true that in our National Office Report we called the Alliance the
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Alliance. However, we certainly didn't make these statements with the same political

perspective as that of the ( '.ment and we feel it is oppr^^m' * of you’ to attempt Vo
:

make this implication. We wo^d like to briefly comment on^Pe role of a communist
party in.-p7a.ss organizations and not from the government's point of view. ' ;:

..i' -a-
!

;

v' . We Relieve that it is the; duty of a communist party to actively 'build and work in

mass organizations..
.
We..believe that a. ‘brainchild’ of a communist party is not a bad

thing. In fact,, we believe, that a.communist party should initiate maiss organizations

when necessary. That is one of tjjie party's functions., We algo believe that a commun-
ist party should actively put forward an independent line in that mass organisation and
actively participate in the leading of that organization. If, in fact, this is what the

CPUSA ig. doing in the Alliance, then we think that the independent line of the CPUSA is

either bankrupt or it is hiding under a cloak of opportunism. If the CPUSA was putting

forward a Marxist-Leninist line then they "would be calling for the overthrow of the sys-

tem, not congratulating it at every turn, or failing to identify our enemy.

i
• With regard to the charge claiming that we implied. the groups in the Alliance,

were dominated by. the CPUSA, we \yoyld like- to say that nowhere did wc ever say that

the CPUSA dominates any of the independent organizations within the Alliance. We
severely criticize you for implying this in your letter. We have worked with many of

tl/c; organizations that comprise the Alliance and we will continue to db so. Our differ-

ences,lie wrifch the political direction of the Alliance's work, not with the independent

organizations within it . The politics of the Alliance is what is at question here, and
.. specifically the roles of Angela Davis and the CPUSA. Is the Alliance putting forward
a political iine that is iniiiebcol. interests of political prisoners in the United States ?

Is the Alliance actively organizing people to fight the system of imperialism? Is the‘
r

Alliance building the strength pf the mass movement? We believe the answers to these

qvo stiqns are. no! .

‘

' ' • ;
.

• J : :/. '

*• : ... .... ,
,

..."
There .are

- two ideologies: bourgeoise and proletarian. Proletarian ideology 1

should be the guiding political line of the Alliance. In putting forward its political line

dyes the Alliance, attack the system or does it pay lip-service to the real struggled of
‘

tthe ipass movement and in effect, turn that movement over to the liberal politicians

„and the would-be reformers ? We belieye that the Alliance is doing the latter by not

pointing out who the real oppressors are. This is our summation of the Alliance's

work, during the past year and a half.
I- ' -

'

;
”
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The second point in your letter that requires clarity is your comment, "If you

ha.yp criticisms of the CPUSA, take these up with the CPUSA. " Considering that An-
gela^Davis is a member of the Central Committee of the CPUSA and also sighed the

Alliance letter, we believe that she knows better than to agree with this statement in
‘

such an off the cuff way. The fact is that we have, ,in the past', tried to raise specific

criticisms with the CPUSA and we were given the most backhanded responses to the

point of total unresponsiveness. Here we will try to recapitulate that experience.

“ 'ri -•'<• •
. ....

..p.i ,
,I/i

;
October of 1973 three members of VVAW/WSO attended the World Congress of

Peace.jf'orces meeting held in Moscow as part of the American delegation. At'th’at

conference-, one member of the organization was raped. She was treated in the Soviet

;Unioxv,a,g.a rape victim is treated here, in the United States. She was asked if she en-
joyed it and if she encouraged her attacker. As"w'e stated in our letter to'the CPUSA -
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plications it held for the Congress we did our best to assure "that 1 the incident was not pub-
licly disclosed. " Upon rctu? to the United States we wrr 'l*lr"ers to the CPUSA and
the : American Secretary to the*?, orld Peace Council explainin^g^.— t had happened. We'
demanded an apology from the World Peace Council and that the incident be brought to"

the proper Soviet authorities. In addition we asked for a return of her travel expenses.
The letters were very principled and straightforward.

We received a reply from the American Secretary of the World Peace Council who
stated, "I am sure that anyone who was part of the planning and arrangements would
regret, as I do, that such an incident could occur. " There was no apology; there was no

mention whatever of bringing the incident up to the authorities in Moscow, and there was
no concession that any official responsibility was involved in the way the woman was
treated by the Soviet police officials.

'
" As far as the CPUSA was concerned, they did not even answer our November letter.

In December of 1973, at our National Steering Committee Meeting, we voted to censure
the CPUSA and to make public the facts around their lack of concern over the incident.

A copy'of this censure was sent to the CPUSA; ; -Helen Winter, a leading member of the

CPUSA responded on January 29, twenty days after the letter of censure was formally
sent to the CPUSA. -Her reply simply mentioned that the CPUSA was not a responsible

organizing body of the congress in Moscow.. She never brought up the censure resolution

of theVVAW/WSO National Steering Committee; only stating chat she would bring up the

"matter" with Gus Hall. We have never heard from the CPUSA again on this censure.
A national organization sends a letter of censure- to a national" 'communist' organization

and there is no response whatever! ; The CPUSA washed their hands of the entire incident.

This is inexcuseable. We do not believe that the statement in yotir letter, signed by An-
gela Davis, is valid considering the CPUSA's past practice around criticism."

••• 1
1

.
• h • i

We would like to briefly respond to the comments you make in your letter concern-

ing the LBODC. In your letter you state that we'attaok' you because charges of racism
were levelled at members of the LDODC. Members of the LBODC, (who are' also mem-
bers of VVAW/WSO), did report to us that charges of racism were made to them by

people who they felt were extremely close to the CPUSA. Our members on thft.:commit-
tee feel these charges are not justified. This charge 3et up a dynamic "within thi9vLBODC
which resulted in dividing committee members from one another until the •point-.was

reached wherein personal threats on some of our members lives were- made., : ‘We do not

view a ’criticism 1 which result in threats as principled criticism.' Nor do weyiew ‘criti-

cism 1 which effectively held back the work of the committee As constructive.. , If racism
was apparent on the part of certain members of the LBODC, then that should have been

struggled with and raised in’ a principled manner by the people who felt that racist ideas/

actions were present in other committee members. Criticisms which become divisive

can only hold back the struggle and divert the real purpose of the committee -- to free

the Leavenworth Brothers.

Later in your letter, you say that this was goen by National Alliance officers who
have worked with the LBODC, (Carl Braden and Lennox Kinds). The LBODC pointed out

in a letter to you that if this racism was seen, officers of the Alliance did not bring it up

with the committee meinbe-s, (at least .iOf with those me .lberi who were accused of

being ’racist 1

). If 'the leadership of the Alliance did see racism at work within the

LBODC, then we would expect this to be- raised by them on the spot. It is the responsibil-

ity of leadership not to retreat from struggle, and to correct mistaken ideas when and
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where they arise. This was never done. We feel that if the Alliance did have criticisms

concerning racism within^^a LBODC, it would have been f "\more productive and prin-

cipled to raise these criti'«5K with members of the comnflc rather than to wait un-
til you’publish a letter making these charges. To recognize incorrect ideas or practice

and not deal with them until many months later in a public letter is seen by us as being
opportunist. " ' '

In another part of your letter you state, "We are dismayed that you would hamper
this .effort, (to build the Alliance) not only by discouraging a local group from affiliating

with the Alliance (as you say you did with the Leavenworth committee) but also by

issuing this statement. " By this, we assume you are referring to our National Office

Report where we report that VVAW/WSO members on the LBODC opposed the idea of

affiliating with the Alliance. The members who did oppose this affiliation did so on the

grounds that they had honest questions as to the nature of the Alliance, its relationship

to the CPJJSA, and the practice and politics of both organizations. We feel it is a good

thing that questions such as this are raised within a committee such as the LBODC be-

fore a decision to affiliate is made. It just may be that everyone does not agree with

the importance of building the Alliance, in its present form. VVAW/WSO does not see

itself as having a responsibility to build the Alliance, and if our membership has ques-

tions about the nature of the Alliance, then we feel that is a good thing. As you well

know,’ the LBODC did decide to affiliate with the Alliance. We also assume you are

aware that this decision to affiliate was made at a time when two people who had strong

doubts about the affiliation had to leave town. The LBODC members knew that these

people had questions and criticisms, but with no warning, they decided to hold a vote

on the affiliation without having first struggled out the pros and cons of such an affilia-

tion. We see this very undemocratic process oi affiliation as manipulative on the part

of the committee members %vho felt very strongly that the committee should affiliate

with the Alliance. Even if the people who opposed the affiliation had been outvoted and

the affiliation made anyway, we strongly criticize those people in and around the

LBODC who pushed for this vote at a time when other members were absent.

In your letter you almost ignored the major point of the current struggle and that

is the letter written by Gary Lawton to Angela Davis. The major reason we decided

,t.p publish Lawton's letter in WINTER SOLDIER was because this letter raised major
questions concerning the movement to free all political prisoners. Your brief res-

ponce treated Gary's letter as if it were a footnote. You made three statements con-

cerning the letter that were totally misleading and circumventing the issues, raised in

his. letter. You stated in your letter, "Even the letter from Gary Lawton criticizing

Angela was addressed (sic) to her as she spoke in Gary's defense. . .
" The fact is that

you mislead people by saying that she was speaking in Gary's defense, as if that were
the reason for the public meeting called by the Southern California Alliance, where
she spoke. That meeting was called to raise money to send people to the North Carol-
ina demonstration. ' •' ' :

You further state that "Carl Braden also spent several weeks in Riverside this

.

past spring working on Gary's case, and is again in Riverside now as these words are

being written. " It was pointed out to us by the RPPDC that in fact Carl has never .

come to work for Lawton as a representative cf the National Alliance, nor has any Al-

liance money been spent on sending Carl there. While Carl has been in Riverside and

.has helped on the case, it has not been done by the Alliance, but by Carl as a member
of the Southern Institute for Propaganda and Organizing. • •
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The third point you raised concerns Gary's questions about the support Davis has
given to Pvuchell Magee. Yj- ^Kuote from a letter written by' ^Mchell stating that Angela
Davis has given him a lot >ort. We will not go into th>.^^ ents of that letter as
we can produce letters written by Ruchell that give a different perspective. We will not
use Ruchell here to make our points. It should be noted however, that Gary has been in

contact with Ruchell and as a result has questions of Davis to which she has not respond-
ed. .

The above points are all that are briefly discussed in your letter. Gary did not
write his letter just to get his name in WINTER SOLDIER, and he did not write the letter

to the four co-chairpersons of the Alliance; he wrote the letter to Angela Davis because
he wanted her to answer his specific questions. He also wrote the letter to Davis to

tell her in no uncertain terms what he thinks of her role in the struggle to free all politi-

cal prisoners. As we have stated, Davis has refused to respond. Throughout the years
of the Lawton case, Angela Davis, while pretending to help Gary, has never been in per-

sonal contact with him even though the history between the Southern California Alliance

and the RPPDC has been marked by constant duplicity on the part of the SCAARPR.
After Gary's letter was written, Davis found the time to meet with individual members
of VVAW/WSO in southern California. If she could find the time to meet with them,
then why couldn't she find the time to talk to Lawton? Riverside is but a telephone call

away. She has never done this because she doesn't want to. She has used the Alliance

to attempt to give a very incomplete response to Gary's letter under a safe cover as co-

chairperson of the National Alliance.

Enclosed with this letter is a response to your attack on VVAW/WSO written by the

RPPDC. We think that this response outlines the history of the relationship between the

RPPDC and the Alliance, Angela and the CPUSA very well. We believe that it sums up
the role played by these groups and this individual in attempting to undermine the efforts

to free Lawton. Gary is a leading figure in the continuing struggle to free political pris-

oners. To answer his letter in the manner that was done by the leadership of the Alliance

and the CPUSA is an attack on Gary. VVAW/WSO has continually supported Gary and

the efforts to free him from the racist frame-up charges that stem from his work in

organizing the minority community of Riverside against the oppression of the system.
We will continue to support him until he is free. And this support for him will be there

when he is attacked in unprincipled, opportunist methods as used in your letter.

You attacked VVAW/WSO in your letter for criticizing Angela Davis. You state

that she "voices the aspirations of all Black people", and you unblushingly compare her

to Martin Luther King and Malcolm X. You further state that VVAW/WSO attacks her

just as the government does. Angela Davis and the struggle to free her was a struggle

that won over millions of Third World and white people to her defense. Her trial and de-

fense were worthy of mass support; support VVAW/WSO gave throughout the country.

We believed that the struggle to free Angela Davis was a struggle of all progressive

people in the United States. It is for this reason that we single her out. She is a major
figure in the US and because of this, she is responsible to those millions of people who
fought for her freedom.

The hopes and aspirations of all oppressed people are to cast off the burdens of

imperialism. Chairman Mao Tsetung stated, "Countries want freedom, nations want in-

dependence, and people want revolution. " We believe that these are the aspirations of

all oppressed people. We do not believe that the Alliance in its present form is working
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toward this goal. Wo believe that Davis, as a well known figure in the United Slates, and
avco-chairperson of the N.( hits a responsibility tow/ ^^the so aspirations*. We
believe that she is not doing tT IP

Your letter implied that Da.vis has spent almost all of her time. working and organ-
izing, on behalf of political prisoners. We do not believe that time factors are the gauge
of one's political analysis. When she doesn't identify the imperialist system; when she

doesn't actively organize people to fight the system, then she doesn't voice the aspirations

of all Black people as you claim. Instead she voices the- reformist line of the.CPUS A.

For-bnly in overthrowing! the system of imperialism will all Black and oppressed people

be free. When criticism is directed at her it is opportunist to say that it is ,tho
;

work of

the government. By stating that VVAW/WSO plays a role similar to that of the; government
•ytoubarei saying that Davis is above, criticism and, in fact,, she is not. You are ignoring

the.criticisms; being m^.de, negating the very essence of criticism and holding ypursel ves

above, ifet-j Your letter's implication that -VVAW/WSO is an agency of the government is a

slanderous attack. The four, co-chairpersons
.

pf the Alliance are responding to Gary's
letter, in an outright opportunist fashion. You have taken our. organization’s documents,

perverted them y/ith lies and distortions and haye published an attack in a devious apd <15..*

honest way.
. i .
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- On many occasions we have heard Angela Davis and members of the Alliance call

for unity. We agree with this, but We feel that unity must come from principled struggle

around issues arising in the mass movement today. We do not believe that unity i achi --.

by glossing over differences. It is not in the interests of the mass movement to unite will,

opportunists, reformists and others that actually hold back the movement. If a reform!; •.

opportunist line is put forward then that line must be struggled against in order to achhw
principled unity. If that lino is not beaten, down then it must be exposed to the masses of

people who will then decide which line is correct. *

• Once again we state that our differences with the Alliance are with its leadership,

with .its political outlook and with the CPUSA, a, leading force in the Alliance. Our differ-

ences are not with the affiliate organizations and groups in the National Alliance. It is our

hope.,that these organizations and defense committees comprising the Alliance will begin

to .re,- evaluate the political direction of the Alliance in an effort to insure that its work-

serves the ry.al interests of political prisoners throughout the country.

t :

In the Struggle Against Imperialism,

&v^'»ar\/
Brian Adams - National Coordinator

*t<LtYM€M
Ed Damalo - National Cobrdmatdr

) ••5
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‘'BiTtDavis -'National Coordinator ' Sam Schorr - National Coordinator
' "! " *• ••!<!•- v i i -fW el -i

# kitum Q.&,
Marl'd 'Wat son - National Coordinator Pete Zulstrow - National Coordinator

f
' ;« • , •! ... .

"FREEDOM FOR ONE IS NOT ENOUGH, FREE US ALL*,
;

SAY ON!" - GARY- L^W.T.ON

*
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F« Activity in Connection with National Council for
Universal and Unconditional Amnesty

bZ
- bib

On July 28, 1975 ,H|^HHfurnished the minutes of
the 15th NSCM, which set fortt^he following information in
regard to the National Council for Universal and Unconditional
Amnesty:
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PROPOSAL TO RESIGN FROM NCUUA:
VVAVi'/Vv'SO 1ms heon a r.nrf M a.iicr.2 1 Council lor Uaivc; u»u

ditional Amnesty (NC1JUAJ Tor over two years. A member of the National Of-

fice is on the NCUUA steering committee, representing veterans with iess-than-

honorable discharges. NCUUA is a loose grouping of many different types of or-

ganizations, including church groups, peace groups, etc. NCUUA was conceived

as a coalition that could provide unity and cohesiveness around the question of uni-

versal and unconditional amnesty, an d the basis of unity of NCUUA has been in

calling for UUA and an end to the war in Indochina.

VVAW/WSO has been involved in a great deal of struggle in NCUUA since we
first joined. Most of the organizations in NCUUA put forward the line that "wo
have to forgive people who didn't fight in that terrible war in Indochina." VVAW/
WSO and a few other groups in NCUUA have consistently fought for a more poli-

tical perspective on the amnesty issue and have tried to bring out that resistance

to wars of aggression is correct and in the interests of the masses of people.

This has been a long, difficult struggle and VVAW/WSO played a- very progressive

role within NCUUA during the past couple of years.

However, it is now clear that NCUUA (especially its steering committee and.

National Office) is not longer important to the amnesty struggle. Though VVAW/
WSO has fought to show the organizations in NCUUA that universal and uncondition-

al amnesty can only be won through doing consistent miss work around the ques-
tion and building, a movement among the masses of people for UUA, NCUUA has

not taken up this correct position. In fact, there are dishonest people in NC-UUA's
National Office who have tried to obstruct decisions made by the NCUUA steer in,.
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page 26

committee for getting out among the masses of people more consistently. Instead,

the NCUUA NO and groups on the NCUUA steering committee have become totally

reformist and have been putting out the line that we have to rely on Congress for

UUA. Since it is becoming more and more clear that NCUUA is no longer playing

a progressive role in the struggle for universal and unconditional amnesty, the

following proposal was made by the National Office:

PROPOSAL: That VVAW/WSO resign from NCUUA and that the National

Office send out a letter to the organizations in NCUUA explaining our

reasons for this decision.

VOTE: This proposal received unanimous acceptance.

Though VVAW/WSO is no longer a part of NCUUA, this does not mean that the

organization cannot and should not work around amnesty. We should still take up

the struggle for universal and unconditional amnesty, but as a veterans organiza-

tion, we should take this up in the context of building a fighting veterans move-
ment. We still have very good relations with AMEX and other exile groups, and
we will struggle to maintain those relations. However, NCUUA has been no help

in our mass work, and we don't need NCUUA to continue doing work in our com-
munities, and on the national level, for universal and unconditional amnesty.
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G. Activity in Connection with Revolutionary Student
Brigade

On January 18, 1975, WILLIAM DAVIS, PETER ZASTROW,
SAMUEL SCHORR and EDWARD DAMATO, representing the WAW/WSO
National Office, attended a fund-raising affair sponsored
by the Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSB)

.

W
1/23/75) L,7j>

The April 5, 1975 issue of the "Oklahoma Daily",
University of Oklahoma student newspaper, Norman, Oklahoma,
reflected that anti-imperialist activities would be sponsored
there Monday through Saturday by the RSB and Iranian Students
Association. It was further indicated that WILLIAM DAVIS,
a representative of the WAW/WSO, would speak on why the
United States entered the war, the history of the war, and
the possibility of the United States intervention into the
war in the Middle East.

On April 7, 1975, WILLIAM DAVIS, representing the
WAW/WSO, spoke to a group of about 35 people during the anti-
imperialist week sponsored by the University of Oklahoma
RSB and Iranian Students Association, Norman, Oklahoma.
He discussed the history of Vietnam and wars in Southeast
Asia

.

4/17/75)

On April 19, 1975, EDWARD DAMATO, SAMUEL SCHORR
and MARLA WATSON, representing the WAW/WSO, participated
in an RSB sponsored mass demonstration in Chicago.

4/21/75)
I —> x
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H. Activity in Connection with Revolutionary Union

On May 3, 1975, SAMUEL SCHORR, PETER ZASTROW
and MARLA WATSON participated in the annual Revolutionary
Union (RU) sponsored May Day Rally, held on the south
side of Chicago.

5/5/75) bl3

VI I L INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The July, 197f^¥^MyS0 regional and chapter
list, made available by^H^^pduring July, 1975, reflected
their international chapter^as: ^

Hawaii sib

WAW/WSO
1990 Aamara Place
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782
(808) 456-3894

England

WAW/WSO
2 Turquand Street
London SE 17
England

Japan

WAW/WSO - Omega Center
PO Box 447
Okinawa-shi
Okinawa-Ken



!
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WAW/WSO
PO Box 49
Iwakuni-shi
Yamaguchi-Ken
Japan 740
(0827) 22-0238

WAW/WSO
New People's Center
PO Box 26
Yokosuka-shi
Japan
(0468) 25-0157
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Title 50, U.S. Code, Section 781 (Internal Security
Act of 1950) stated that, as a result of evidence adduced
before various committees of tthe Senate and House of
Representatives, Congress found the existence of a world
communist revolutionary movement, whose purpose is to
establish a communist totalitarian dictatorship in the
world’s countries through the medium of a world-wide
communist organization. Communist action organizations in
various countries endeavor to carry out the objectives of
the world communist movement by bringing about the overthrow
of existing governments by any means. The communist
organization in the United States -- the CPUSA -- pursuing
its stated objectives, presents ""a clear and present danger
to the security of the United States.” The Subversive
Activities Control Board, established by Section 791 of the
above Act, found the CPUSA to be a communist action
organization. This finding was upheld by the United States
Supreme Court in June, 1961. The CPUSA has continued to
be an arm of the international communist movement dominated
by the Soviet Union. The CPUSA, in its dependence on the
Soviet Union, has never knowingly adopted a position contrary
to Soviet policy. Its leaders frequently confer with Soviet
leaders to receive guidance and direction on the policies the
CPUSA is to follow. There has been no evidence that the
primary aims of the CPUSA, as they conform to Soviet
objectives, have changed over the years.
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appendix page

Gary Lawton Defense Committee

The Gary Lawton Trial is a project of the
California/Nevada Region WAW/WSO of major proportion.
'"he Los Angeles area WAW/WSO acts as a coordinator of the

tioo&l Organization Project in this regard. The published
literature to the case of GARY LAWTON and ZUREBU GARDNER
i.:; handled by the Lawton, Gardner Offense-Defense Committee,
nost Office Box 244, Riverside. California, which is in

fact, the Riverside Organizing Committee of the WAW/WSO.
The case relates to the murder of two Riverside, California,
policemen for which GARDNER and LAWTON are charged. GARY
' VW fON is a member of the WAW/WSO and has traveled
* •t.:.is.;.vely throughout the United States in the Last
so j,al months on speaking engagements in his defense
while out on parole.
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1

APPENDIX

IRANIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (ISA)

ISA is a pro-Communist organization which supports
the overthrow of the Shah of Iran and is believed to be
sympathetic towards Arab extremist type groups. While the
organization claims to be involved in acts of violence in
countries outside the United States, the ISA within the
United States has not been known to be involved in any acts
of violence to dale. The organization’s propensity for
violence or willingness to assist other Arab extremist
groups in acts of violence has not been determined.
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National Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression

The National Alliance Against Racist and Political
Repression (NAARPR) is a front group of the Communist Party.
USA, a subversive organization that serves as an arm of the
International communist movement dominated by the Soviet
Union. A source advised that it was formed under communist
initiative at a founding conference in Chicago, Illinois,
in May, 1973. It is targeted against the American penal
system and has among its objectives the freeing of all
"political prisoners." The NAARPR is headquartered in New
York, New York, and has branches throughout the United States.
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National Council for Universal
and Unconditional Amnesty (NCUUA)

The minutes of the Steering Committee, NCUUA,
dated June 28, 1973, reflect the purpose of the NCUUA to

be to mobilize the American people to work for a universal
and unconditional amnesty and to educate them concerning
the structures and institutions that created the war in

Southeast Asia. The council is committed to working for

universal and unconditional amnesty for all persons suffer-

ing disabilities because of opposition to United States
involvement in the war in Southeast Asia, to the draft,

and to the military. The council is demanding an immediate
amnesty review for all military resistors including deserters
and draft resistors whether in exile or underground in the

United States, all persons who because of their opposition

to the war and the military have been administratively
punished, convicted by civil or military courts, or are

subject to prosecution and ail veterans with less than
honorable discharges.

7ft
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1 APPENDIX

REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGADE

The Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSB) , formerly
known as the Attica Brigade, is a student-based organization
founded in New York City in the Fall of 1971. The RSB
considers itself to be an anti- imperialist organization
which views United States imperialism as the main enemy of
the people of the world and one of its stated objectives is

to help build a revolutionary student movement and be a part
of the overall revolutionary movement that will ultimately
defeat U.S. imperialism. The RSB favors violent actions to

further its cause and is moving closer in ideology to the
Revolutionary Union (RU) ,

which has significantly infiltrated
the RSB and plays a major role in the RSB policies, decisions,
and activities. As of September, 1974, the RSB is head-
quartered in Chicago, Illinois. The RU is a basic Marxist-
Leninist-Maoist revolutionary organization.
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APPENDIX

REVOLUTIONARY UNION

The Revolutionary Union (RU) , founded in early
1968 in the San Francisco Bay area, is a militant semi-
covert Marxist-Leninist revolutionary organization
ideologically oriented towards the People's Republic of
China and the teachings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung. Its
objectives as set forth in its theoretical publication,
"The Red Papers," and in its monthly newspaper, "Revolution,"
are the development of a united front against imperialism,
the fostering of revolutionary working class unity and
leadership in struggle, and the formation of a communist
party based on Marxism- Leninism-MAO Tse-tung thought,
leading to the overthrow of the United States Government
by force and violence. Members of the RU have been
identified as collecting weapons while engaging in firearms
and guerrilla warfare training. As of July, 1974, RU
national headquarters was located in Maywood, Illinois.
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UNITED STATES n ^kNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092) date: 10/31/75

subject:

SAC, CHICAGO (100-53924) (P)

CHICAGO CHAPTER
. VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR/WINTER SOLDIER
ORGAN I ZATION . (WAW/WSO)
IS
00: CHICAGO

ReCGrpt by S
3/31/75 and CGlet to FBIHQ dated 6/26/75'

tic.

dated

The following is a current analysis of the Chicago
WAW/WSO Chapter:

Re let set forth information the Chicago Chaptfey y^-

during May and June, 1975, maintained no Chicago headquarters
and held its meetings on a bi-weekly basis at 2546 Norm'5

j j
Halsted, Chicago, Illinois. Current membership was est'iWt&fl
at approximately 16 individuals with approximateiy'8- 14 ^
persons normally in attendance at meetings. In addition,
available information indicated the influence and dominance
of the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP) , formerly kiown
as the Revolutionary Union, upon the Chicago Chapter, noting
that two Chicago Chapter members were also members of the RCP
Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee-Veterans (UW0C-V)
Collective, one of the two being the leader of the Chicago^/'
WAW/WSO Chapter

. ^ ^ ^ h
During $uly, 1975, it was asce^l'ulilUlf "that three

additional Chi^feo Chapter members had also become ^n\embers
of the RCP UWOC'-'&Jpollective. «0 NOV 3SO NOV 3

Currently a total of five Chicago—€ha|Tfer members
have definitely been identified as also being members of the
RCP UWOC-V. These individuals comprise the "hard- core”
membership of the Chicago Chapter and direct its activity, thus
indicating the RCP dominance of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter.

C2) - Bufeau
2 - Chicago (1-100-50772)
SPW:meb
U)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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The Chicago Chapter membership currently numbers
approximately 10 individuals as compared to 18 individuals
during March, 1975. The Chapter maintains no headquarters
and meets as a chapter on an infrequent basis. As set
forth above five of the 10 chapter members have been identi-
fied as also being RCP members . The remaining five chapter
members have not been to datejidentified as RCP members,
however, they do participate in RCP activity, such as
demonstrations and fund raising affairs.

From March, 1975, to the present the Chicago
VVAW/WSO Chapter has participated in very minimal activity
as compared to past months.

Recent RCP activity in the Chicago, Illinois,
area indicates the RCP plans to continue to maintain the
name VVAW/WSO as well a> the programs of the WAW/WSO under
RCP direction and dominance.

Based upon the above, it appears at the present
time the Chicago VVAW/WSO Chapter is in effect a front
group for the RCP.

! i s cuxr
Chicago VVAW/WSO -Chapter

.

toward the Chicago Chapter!

furnishing coverage of the
as been targeted

/

bib

I

Chicago is submitting a current report regarding
the Chicago VVAW/WSO Chapter.

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES G MENT

to :

subject:

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI .

SAC, CHICAGO (100-54331) (C)

yuL.

m
date:

SM- WAW/WSO; OL
00: CHICAGO - /i A : K .

// ?'
Remylet to FBIHQ dated 4/9/75.

L^^tial
/

This communicatioi^i^c^ss^ied confi
to protect the identity of L,_2 ^

Relet placed captioned matter in a closed status;
however, a 90 day tickler was set for the purpose of reopening
this matter in an effort to evaluate subject's current
activity with consideration to possible interview of subject.

A thorough review of this mstter reflects no reported
subversive activity on the part of subject since relet, nor
is there any information to date to indicate subject to be
in violation of the concerned Federal statutes.

Chicago is not contemplating interview of subject
at this time since an attempt to interview may possib ly

ize the security and identity
.s a highy valuable source

ip furn i shes pertinent and hiaHY intnrmarjfln Regarding

1/6&- wxofa - if I
Chicago is placing this matter in a closed status*

at this time; however, in the event information is received
at a future date to indicate subject may possibly be in
violation of the concerned Federal statutes, this matter will
be reopened, preliminary inquiry conducted and FBIHQ
appropriately advised.

(
2) - Bureau
T - Chicago
SPW:meb
(3)

CONI
Cl^sil
Exempt
Date of

MTIAL OCT 31 1975

led by 6607
__

from GDS
Declassification Indefinite

c
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MAY 1 « EDITION
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UNITED STATES G NMENT

Memorandum
to : director, FBI date: 10/30/75

FRO C, SAN FRANCISCO (100-69395) (C)

subject:)
'J SM - WAW/WSO

00: SF £ ^ .

V Enclosed for FBIHQ are four copies of an Investigative
Summary. Two copies of an FD 376 are attached.

One copy of the Investigative Summary is being
disseminated to Secret Service, San Francisco.

Subject does not meet the ADEX criteria.

Interview of the Subject is not being recommended
since all Santa Cruz chapter members of the WAW who have been
approached for interview have refused. WAW/WSO policy is to
refuse interview by the FBI.

y/
t

(^/^.Btireau (Enc. \)v (EM)
^^Y-San Francisco

JRO: kah S-l
(3)

^ jfOEC 1 5W6
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

October 30, 1975

Director I" R«ply, Pleo*e Refer io

United States Secret Service F 'le Mo.

Department of the Treasury

RE:

<=-|C
Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Threats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service.

2- Attempts or threats to redress grievances.

3. Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official.

4 . Participation in civil disturbances. anti-U. S. demonstrations or hostile

incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments.

5. Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

6. Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect.

7. gT) Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S-

Photograph has been furnished fx) enclosed is not available.

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)) 2 (RMJ

U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco

Enclosure(s) 2 (RM)
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VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)

The WAW, formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to
protest U. S. involvement in the war in Southeast Asia
(changed name to WAW/WSO in 1973 to include non-veterans as
members), has sponsored numerous anti-government demonstrations,
some resulting in violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO)

and some key chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the
militant Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and WAW/WSO
leaders have told members that WAW/WSO is a revolutionary
organization, not "just another group of war veterans." The
current Marxist-Leninist-Maoist oriented NO, which promotes
education of the membership in Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine
and directs the organization into political growth along the
same lines, has at WAW/WSO National Steering Committee Meetings
(NSCM) , in 1974, portrayed WAW/WSO as a mass anti-imperialist
organization and a vanguard of the revolution eventually created
by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the 12/74 NSCM to align
WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization follows a strict
Maoist line designed to bring about violent revolution in
the U. S.

APPENDIX

2 *



DIRECTOR, FBI 10/30/75

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-69895) (C)

00: SF

Enclosed for FBIHQ are four copies of an Investigative
Summary. Two copies of an FD 376 are attached.

One copy of the Investigative Summary is being
disseminated to Secret Service, San Francisco.

Subject does not meet the ADEX criteria.

Interview of the Subject is not being recommended
since all Santa Cruz chapter members of the WAW who have been
approached for interview have refused. WAW/WSO policy is to
refuse interview by the FBI.

Bureau (Enc. 4)
San Francisco

JROjkah S-l
(3)

(RM)
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Albany
Albuquerque
Alexandria
Anchorage
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbia
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
El Paso
Honolulu

I I
Houston

[ 1
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r~1 Jackson
\ I

Jacksonville
I I
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Milwaukee
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I
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Norfolk
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Singapore
I I Tel Aviv
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VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR

/

WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/VSO)

Retention For appropriate

K~] For information optional I I action Surep, by

I |
The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, conceal all

sources, paraphrase contents.

I 1 Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA —
/ „

dated ^ 1=) ( CL
Re: Rep 9/iyy ^
Closing report has be^n dtss<*Hnat€ro at

FBIHQ. You are reminded that any successor
organisation to WAW/WSO In your area might
properly be the subject of an investigation
according to the Manual of Instructions.
Follow and advise of the name and purpose
of any rant organisation.

/6t> - </</&&-
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To: SAC, Honolulu (100-6941)

From: Director, FBI (100-448092)

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
IS-WAW/WSO

11/18/75

ReBuairtel 11/11/75, captioned "Unsubs (2); Visitors
To The Peoples Republic of China, IS-CH."

1 - Chicago
Enclosure
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Airtel to Honolulu
BS: WAW/WSO
100-448092

By letter dated 11/16/73, Honolulu advised
WAW/WSO was considered a nonexistent organization in
Honolulu. Honolulu vis requested to conduct appropriate
investigation to determine if WAW/WSO is now functioning
in Honolulu. Determine if the group is affiliated with
the National Office (NO) of WAW/WSO in Chicago, Illinois,
or if it is an independent chapter. The NO is strongly
influenced by the Revolutionary Union (RD) . Certain
WAW/WSO chapters are not under the control of the NO,
are not Marxist-Leninist in nature, and do not advocate
violent revolutionary means. These latter chapters are
not proper subjects for FBI investigations and the cases
should be closed.

itter ing coordinated for NIS in
Assistant Supervisor^Agent

oTnptly contact

This
Honolulu by
for Interna
and ascertain if he has any additidnal imormatto
may be of assistance. Submit the results of your
investigation in form suitable for dissemination within
45 days of the receipt of this communication.

ich



Airtel to Honolulu
Re: WAW/WSO
100-448092

NOTE CONTINUED:

GONE IAL
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated,

explain this deletion.

D^Deletions were made pursuant to the exemptions indicated below with no segregable material available for

release to you.

Section 552 Section SS2a

(b)(1) (b)(7)(A) (d)(5)

(b)(2) (b)(7)(B) (j)(2)

(b)(3) Q"{b)(7)(C) (k)(l)

(b)(7)(D) (k)(2)

(b)(7)(E) (k)(3)

(b)(7)(F) (k)(4)

(b)(4) (b)(8) (k)(5)

(b)(5) (b)(9) (k)(6)

(b)(6) (k)(7)

ra^Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to the subject of your request or the subject of your

request is listed in the title only.

Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies)

for review and direct response to you.

Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as

to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).

Page(s) withheld inasmuch as a final release determination has not been made. You will be advised as to the

disposition at a later date.

Pages were not considered for release as they are duplicative of

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s):

EP^The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

/JO ‘ 2.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
X for this page X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX FB1/DOJ
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Date .
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To: SACs: To: Legate:

To: RUEADWW/ Q The President

RUEBWJA/ Attorney General

I I The Vice President

I I
Attn:

I I White House Situation Room

I 1 Attn:

X Deputy Attorney General

n Attn: Analysis and Evalu^ion Unit

RUEBWJA/ Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division

RUEBWJA/ |5§A6sistant Attorney General, Criminal Division

JQ Attn: Internal Security Section Attn: General Crimes Section

RUEABND/ Drug Enforcement Administration

RUEBWJA/ Immigration and Naturalization Service

RUEBWJA/ U. S. Marshal's Service

RUEBDUA/ Deportment of the Air Force (AFOSI)

RUEACS1/ I I Department of the Army

RUEAIIA/ Director, CIA

RUEBJGA/ (Commandant, U. S. Coast Guard

RUEKJCS/ Director, Defense Intelligence Agency

RHEGGTN/ 1 | Energy Research and Development

Administration

RUEOGBA/ Federal Aviation Administration

RUEANAT/ National Aeronautics & Space
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|

[National Security Agency

(DIRNSA/NSOC <AUn: SOO)>

RUEOLKN/ Naval Investigative Service

RUEAUSA/ U. S. Postal Service (if Classified)

RUEHSE/

RUEHOC/

(Use RUEVDFS if Unclassified)

U. S. Secret Service (PID)

I I
Secretary
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AGAINST THE W^g/WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
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THE VV AW WAS FORMED IN 1967 BY VIETNAM VETERANS.

THE NAME OF THIS ORGANIZATION WAS CHANGED TO VVAW/WSO IN

1973, TO INCLUDE NON- VETERANS, IT HAS SPONSORED NUMEROUS

ANTI-GOVERNMENT DEMONSTRATIONS, SOME RESULTING IN VIOLENCE.

RECENTLY, THIS ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN CLOSELY AFFILIATED

WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE

REVOLUTIONARY UNION.

THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY, FOUNDED IN EARLY 1968, IN

THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, IS A MILITANT SEMI-COVERT MARXIST -

LENINIST REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATION IDEOLOGICALLY ORIENTED

TOWARD THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) AND THE TEACHINGS OF

CHAIRMAN MAO TSE-TUNG.



A SOURCE, WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST,

OBTAINED A LEAFLET ON NOVEMBER 20, 1975, WHICH REFLECTS THE

VVAW WILL HOLD A PICKET TYPE DEMONSTRATION AT THE VETERANS

ADMINISTRATION (VA) REGIONAL OFFICE, 342 NORTH WATER STREET,

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, AT 10:30 A.M. ON DECEMBER 1, 1975. IT IS

EXPECTED THAT APPROXIMATELY 15-25 WILL BE PRESENT AT THIS

DEMONSTRATION IN SUPPORT OF A VIETNAM VETERAN WHO IS HAVING

HIS DISABILITY CUT BACK.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION DIRECTOR, GSA SECURITY, MILWAUKEE

POLICE DEPARTMENT AND SECRET SERVICE ADVISED.
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Enclosed to other receiving offices are two (2)
copies of those inserts pertaining to their Division.
Dissemination initially and other appropriate action is being
left to the discretion of each office, subject to the
cautionary provisions noted below. Inserts sent to each
office noted next to copy count.

It is noted that sources orally reported the
information as developed in contacts with Agent personnel
of those offices covering areas in which travel occurred.

IN VIEW OF THE SENSITIVE MATURE OF MUCH OF THIS
INFORMATION, ENCLOSED INSERTS SHOULD BE HANDLED WITH EXTREME
CARE and should not be dISSeMInAteD’outSIde the bureau UNDER
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES 'IN' TRfS TffRMAT;—rrTS

-
O'NLT "F<Kr TNF0MATTT5N

Purposes, any inforMation^utili2ed Should be suitably
PARAPHRASED' TO INSURE PROTECTION OE SOURCES. THERE SHOULD
E~ NO DTREct channel! ^at TON OF INSERTS AS CONSTmjTETT.



October 8, 1975

Apartment )

__ elephone number has been heavily
.ivoivea with the Black LiberatiOTWvrm^teLA) Grand Jury y

investigations and in the defense of PAT SWINTON.
Ip’ll

Associates ofJ^HHand who are members of National
Anti-Imperialist Caucus (NMC), formerly Vietnam Veterans Against
the War/Winter Soldier Organization (VVAW/WSO) and who are
presently involved with White Lightening group are:



This group from White Lightening attended an
invitation only reception for the Cambodian delegation
to the United Nations on September 6, 1975. The reception
was sponsored by groups such as WAW, Revolutionary Union
(RU) , Indochina Peace Campaign, Puerto Rican Socialist
Party, Communist Party U.S.A. (CPUSA) and approximately
15 other leftist organizations. The security at this
function was supplied by the RU.

I

The invitation reads as follows for this
reception (copy attached) :

"The group of Khmer residents in America
(G.K.RAM) formally request your presence to the
reception at 4:00 p.m., Saturday, September 6th,
at the Union Theological Seminary, 606 West
122nd Street, New York, New York. The delegation
of Kampuchea (Cambodia) at the Seventh Special
Session of the United Nations General Assembly
headed by Mr. IENG SARY, Vice Prime Minister,
will be present at the reception.

"G. K. RAM
P. 0. Box 5857
Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017
Telephone Numbers: 297-6606
and 677-2509"

As part of the delegation, SARY had with him two
Generals in the Cambodian military, one of whom is responsible
for the military strategy for the seizure of Phenom Phen.
SARY was responsible for the strategy behind the "Mayaguez"
incident.

The purpose of this reception was for the Cambodian /

delegation to thank the American Left groups which supported ~|7C

tl^^^ibodian strup^^^^panis^th^l^^^imperialis tic forces. \

^^^H^^HI^H|PHI^HBV s tated
pTar^toescort the Cambodian aelegationto the ghetto and slum
areas of New York City in order to show them (and then discuss)
the obvious failings of the capitalistic ^system. This was

bli>

bit
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done already by these persons with the North Vietnamese delegation
when they visited with these movement people in New York.

The Cambodian delegation showed a film of their
reconstruction of Cambodia since the takeover. It is the
first time it has been shown in the United States and the
only copy of this film is in the hands of this Cambodian
delegation. .

^escribed above as a member of White
Lightening

,

resides in the Bronx and is presently engaged
in the school busing issue in Bensonhurst, New York. She
and several others have been going through the community
trying to gain support for a counterdemonstration against

(

the groups opposing busing.who works for White Lightning and also
the Irish Republican Clubs, has just returned from San , -

Francisco. rj/C

HHV andSBBwtthin the bib
months intend to embark on a cross-country trip visiting
other left groups including V.'SO chapters putting forth a
new line concerning narcotics and drugs within the left
movement and within Third World communities. They hope
to show a connection between drug trafficking in the
ghetto area and U.S. imperialistic tactics. /

an old WAW/WSO member and is I

also active and familiar with PFOC people in the New York '

area. He is definitely concerned with reestablishing the
WAW/WSO which is now called NAIC (National Anti-Imperialist
Caucus) by the New York area people as a valuable nationwide
organization. He attended the national conference in
St. Louis of this newly formed organization. When I say
newly formed organization I mean the organization which
exists as a result of the split among the WAW/WSO chapters.
The organization over the past year or so has been
infiltrated by the RU people, including the national
headquarters in Chicago. The RU people have found that
rather than beginning from scratch in the .formation of

bib

bit
3
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an organization nationwide sympathetic to their line, it
would be easier to establish themselves within an active
organization, stack the membership with members sympathetic
to their line, eventually get elected to directive positions
and then reorganize that organization along their
ideological lines. This has been done with great effect
within the old WAW/WSO organization. The RU people
have not only infiltrated the hierarchy of the particular
chapters around the country, but also have taken control
of the national headquarters office of the WAW/WSO in
Chicago. Some chapters, however, have avoided allowing the
RU to gain control in particular chapters, i.e. St. Louis,
Buffalo, New York, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
and most of the California chapters. These chapters have
found it necessary to surrender the title WAW/WSO to the
RU people and consequently are attempting to find a new
title for the organization overall. Local chapters are
now operating under the title NAIC with the exception of
the Bay Area chapters which are operating under the title
of WSO only.

Again
in the New York

is active with the NAIC chapter
e attended the National Anti -Imoerialisti

Caucus in St. Louis and here in conjunction with chapter
members of those chapters that refuse to adhere to the RU
line, planned genera^^^^n^v regarding the reorganization
of the old WAW/WSO.|BBHH|s tated that certain observers
from the PFOC were i^Wenaance at the St. Louis conference
and in an attempt to establish a new focus these people
discussed many issues laid out in the We
doctrine Prairie Fire. An indication of
in participating in the anti-imperialist e
new organization is his willingness to travel to different

the country to meet with other chapter members

.

fmost recent trips have included the visit to
.outs' for the National Anti- Imperialist Caucus and a

Bay Area chapters in late Spring, 1975. At this
stayed with members of the East Bay Chapter in

the FaTrTTevT commune at 1811 Fairview in Berkeley. At this

orts

political
interest

of the

visi
time
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Sources made contact withi^m^^nd
.

former Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier
Organization (WAW/WSO) associates. These names of
possible contacts that area previously obtained through
National C^ar^i^House o^VS^^^th^San Francisco Bay

e a TronflHmBa n d So u r c

e

that^|H|^pLnvo^re^^S Foo^coopera^nr^Col lecti ve
reporte^^ funded in some part Federally under Model
Cities Program. Names of 43 Collective members obtained
and furnished Salt Lake City office.



WAW/WSO

ormerly resided in a commune
aul, with 10 other people, but have

Street. A woraai^v the name of
telephone 225^^HBstated that

are the "heavies" in AW/WSO in the
Peapolis area and thus they are the ones to

be contacted re the organization’s activities in this area.

Within the last two or three weeks there has been
a considerable split in the WAW/WSO (NAIC) and presently
it is a defunct organization. Many people have become
discouraged because no concensus or definite political

Twin Qity to work on his own
rather than work with the NAIC people.

According tol

reorganization effort witnin
are sure there will be an organization
sure what name they will fall under,
involved with this organization,
most of her energies to the AIM.|
in the San Francisco area working—on tl

Solidarity Committee is
San Francisco number 2851

it was decided to have a
le next several weeks . They

are not
fwill be
'ecting

stated a "heavy"
Native American
telephone 707-8741

m

who attended the NAIC conference in
St. Louis, stated that the new organization will try to
organize around the political line espoused at the conference
(i.e an anti-imperialist platform based on "Prairie Fire"
the political statement of the Weather Underground Organization
(W.U.O.)).
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7:55PM NITEL ^VEMBER 21, 1975 DDS^>

TO:

irf' -

sEirn'FtDIRECTOR (100-448092)

CHICAGO (100-50772)

FROM: MILWAUKEE (100-15674) <P)

Vietnam veterans against the war/winter soldier organization,

(VVAV/WStf), IS - VVAW/ WSO, 00: CHICAGO.

THE VVAW WAS FORMED IN 1967 BY VIETNAM VETERANS.

THIl NAME OF THIS ORGANIZATION WAS CHANGED TO VVAW/WSO IN

C'
1

.Vi '? ^

E t.
—

i
.

•

iTi *C-

Lai* 'in' •>

Pina. £ k'val. —
S>v. lnv.

Ccan. —
v 1 -;•» ;»• >re Rm. —

: SecV

1973, TO INCLUDE NON-VETERANS , IT HAS SPONSORED NUMEROUS

ANTI-GOVERNMENT DEMONSTRATIONS, SOME RESULTING IN VIOLENCE.

RECENTLY, THIS ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN CLOSELY AFFILIATED

WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE

REVOLUTIONARY UNION.

THE REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY, FOUNDED IN EARLY 1968, IN

THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, IS A MILITANT SEMI-COVERT MARX 1ST

-

LENINIST REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATION IDEOLOGICALLY ORIENTED

TOWARD THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) AND THE TEACHINGS OF

CHAIRMAN MAO TSE-TUNG.

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO MI 100-15 674

A SOURCE, WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST,

OBTAINED A LEAFLET ON NOVEMBER 20, 1975, WHICH REFLECTS THE

VVAW WILL HOLD A PICKET TYPE DEMONSTRATION AT THE VETERANS

ADMINISTRATION (VA) REGIONAL OFFICE, 342 NORTH WATER STREET,

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, AT 10:30 A.M. ON DECEMBER 1, 1975. IT IS

EXPECTED THAT APPROXIMATELY 15-25 WILL BE PRESENT AT THIS

DEMONSTRATION IN SUPPORT OF A VIETNAM VETERAN WHO IS HAVING

HIS DISABILITY CUT BACK.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION DIRECTOR, GSA SECURITY, MILWAUKEE

POLICE DEPARTMENT AND SECRET SERVICE ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS|

L2
bib

MILWAUKEE WILL FOLLOW AND REPORT ONLY

IF DISTURBANCE OR ARRESTS OCCUR.
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Will conduct appropriate investigation to obtain
identities of individua^^h^nii^ruesday night meetings in
Pearl City at home ofS^^H^^JPhnd determine if possible
WAW chapter or membersexisOnBawaii

»
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JNITED STATES C^SRNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR. FBI

Ms
FKOrf'*/? LEGAT, TOKYO

\|'w
subject: PACIFIC COUNSELING SERVICE (PCS)

IS - RA
(Bufile: 14-3079)
(TOKfile; 100-731) (P)
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

NATIONAL, LAWYERS GUILD (NLG)
IS - C
(Bufile: 100-7321)
(TOKfile: 105-5S74) (P)
(00: NEW YORK)

date: 11/25/75

%

$
VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST...THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (VVAW/WSO)
IS - RA
(Bufile: 100-448092)
(TOKfile: ICO- 1005) (P)
(00: CHICAGO)

(Bufile: 100-4G8194

)

. (TOKfile: 100-813)
4TJC- (00: CHARLOTTE)

(Bufile: 100-48150S)
(TOKfile: 100-1151)
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

(P)

(P)

7 ,U..* y--'
ih

• P.D

(Subjects continued on page 2)

rcau (Encs. 23)
(Foi-eign Liaison Ur, j,'.t>)

(Charlotte)
(Chi cago)
( IndianapoJ is)
(Mi Iwaukoe)
(Now York

)

(Phoenix)
(San l’raneiseo)
kyo

(j

as ' '*• '

....

,
1

1

" r *

. t •
• 1

I ,.,!*•
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.* -* •»
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y lAJ. T./rA-S-f BoKt/i K <windy at: the Pit) rill Sn’iufrs PL’n
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Subjects continued:

aka

iy' (Bufile: 100-482034)
(TOKfile: 100-1387) (RUC)
(00: PHOENIX)

aka

{/ (Bufile: 100-482627)
(TOKfile: 100-1390) (P)

(00: MILWAUKEE)

(Bufile: 14-3079-258)
(TOKfile: 100-1394)
(00: INDIANAPOLIS)

(P)

(TOKfile: 100-1397) (RUC)
(00: PHOENIX)

Enclosed for the Bureau and receiving offices
are 23 copies of a letterhead memorandum (LIIM)

,
pertaining

to captioned matters.

-2-



[n Reply, Please Refer u>

File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT 01 1ST ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tokyo, Japan

November 25, 1975

PACIFIC COUNSELING SERVICE (PCS);
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (NLG)

;

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/

Me.

U. S.
Yokosuka,

On November 24, 1975,
Naval Investigative Service Office
Japan, furnished the following information concerning
the current location of activists representing PCS, NLG,
and VVAW/IVSO in Japan:

±nc

At the present time, PCS, NLG, and VVAW/WSO
rate the following locations in importance as pertains
to their anti-U. S. military activity: Okinawa, #1;
Iwakuni, "2; and Yokosuka, #3.

As of November 24, 1975,
is the only activist on Okinawa.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

100' Ljl/IOfZ-

' T :
. T (' '?*!«**



OPCA-20 (12-3-96)

\

xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOIPA

DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where indicated,

explain this deletion.

Deletions were made pursuant to the exemptions indicated below with no segregable material available for

release to you.

Section SS2 Section 552a

(b)(1) (b)(7)(A) (d)(5)

(b)(2) (b)(7)(B) (j)(2)

n (b)(3) (b)(7)(C) (h)(1)

(b)(7)(D) (h)(2)

(b)(7)(E) O (h)(3)

D (b)(7)(F) (h)(4)

n (b)(4) (b)(8) (h)(5)

(b)(5) (b)(9) (h)(6)

(b)(6) (h)(7)

D Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to the subject of your request or the subject of your

request is listed in the title only.

Documents originated with another Government agency(ies). These documents were referred to that agency(ies)

for review and direct response to you.

Pages contain information furnished by another Government agency(ies). You will be advised by the FBI as

to the releasability of this information following our consultation with the other agency(ies).

Page(s) withheld inasmuch as a final release determination has not been made. You will be advised as to the

disposition at a later date.

Pages were not considered for release as they are duplicative of

} Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): (///_&>') J/'7 99 *1 ( U. 5.2)><?. 5.J). N.
1

/.

')

The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
X for this page X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXX
xxxxxx
xxxxxx FBI/DOJ



The PCS, formerly known as the West Coast Coun-
seling Service, was originally manned by anti-war,
anti-military clergymen and their followers with
the intent "to inform GI’s of their rights within
the military regulations and assist them in
obtaining these rights whenever possible." Since
its inception at Monterey, California, in 1969,
the PCS has operated at various times in the
States of Washington and California, with overseas
offices in Japan, Okinawa, the Philippines and
Hong Kong. Currently headquartered in San Francisco,-
with offices near many American military instal-
lations, it has directed its activities to counseling
and aiding anti-war and dissident servicemen. The
PCS is now staffed by men and women, including
anti-war activists, ex-GI's, draft resistors, and
clergy.

The WAW was formed in 1S67 as an organization of
Vietnam veterans to protest American involvement in
the war in Southeast Asia. Since that time -VVAW
leaders have told members the WAV is a revolution-
ary group, not "just another group of war veterans."
Also, the membership has been told the WAW has been
asked to cooperate on an international level with
many organizations, including communist and Maoist
groups. Additionally, it was indicated that "anti-
imperialist groups" consider the WAW a potent
organization of similar stature in the U.S. In
April, 1973, the group changed their name to
WAVT/VrSO so that non-veterans could become members.

• Current VVAW/WSO national officers are Marx is t~

Leninist oriented and strive to educate their member-
ship in Marxist-Lcninist doctrine.

-3 *-
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UNITED STATES «.WERNMENTUimtu OiAlLO yjk LP

Memorandaum
TO

FRO,

TOR, FBI (100-448092) date: 12/11/75

AC, CINCINNATI (100-18902) (. B )

SUBJECTTj^jgrp^j^j VETERANS against
.
the .WAR/WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION

\
nv (WAW/WSO)

IS
(00:CG)

Re Cl airtels dated 5/29/75 and 6/5/75.

The attention of the Bureau is directed to the
fact that the Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter
Soldier Organization (WAW/wso) in Columbus, Ohio has
ceased to exist.

Referenced communication dated May 29, 1975,
reported the Columbus, Ohio Chapter, WAW/WSO, voted
unanimously to withdraw from the WAW/WSO.

Investigation at Columbus, Ohio subsequent to
May, 1975, determined the group vacated its office
space and telephone service was discontinued prior to
August 1, 1975. No activity on the part of captioned
group has come to the attention of the Cincinnati Office
since that date.

On November 24, 1975, ^Secretary,
Office of Student Programs and Development, Ohio State
University (OSU), Columbus, Ohio, advised the WAW/WSO
has not filed as a studen^oroanization at OSU for the
school year, 1975-1976.^H^(ptated she has received
information that the WAW/WSO, Columbus, Ohio, had

|

disbanded in the spring, 1975, and did not reorganize in
the fall. 1975.

REC-69 |60'W%O<fZ - HBto?
Accordingly, the case is being placed in ancRUCj

stilus in the Cincinnati Office as it relates to the Coluirbu^^-^

/^•Bureau
2~>Chicago (100—50772)
2-Cincinnati

(1 - 100-18902)
(1 - 100-19743)

DEC 15 1975

EMN:pl
( 6 )

(/

\S\M Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

K



Cl 100-18902

Ohio area* Activities of the captioned group in the
Cincinnati Division will continue to be reported in
Cincinnati file 100-19743, covering the Cincinnati, Ohio
area.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
JULY |*73 COITION
G5A FPMR <41 CFRJ 101-11.6

UNITED STATES Gcj^tNMENT

Memorandum
4

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44.8092)

SAC, NEWARK (100-53565) (RUC)

date: 12/11/75

y

VIET. NAM VETERANS AGAINST _

THE,. WAR-WINTER" SOLDIER' ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO)
IS

Re: Newark letter and LHM date
New York report of SA1

A canvass of Newark sources familiar with
extremist activities in the State of New Jersey, during
the months of November and December, 1975 » reflected no
activity regarding captioned organization.

Contact with local police departments since
June, "'975, failed to reveal any activity regarding the
WAW/WSO

.

In view of the above and the fact that all WAW/WSO
meetings are held in New York City, Newark is placing captioned"
matter In an RUC status. Newark will reopen investigation
should conditions warrant.

Mld'ltO

(Jp-Bureau
2-Chicago (100-50772)
2-New York (100-160644)
1-Newark
JET/cap
(7)

/ 4

o

Uv/<(C>

Buy U.S. Savings BonJJltegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



FD-263 (Rev. 1-7-72)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION£h
REPORTING OrPtCE

Chicago
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

Chicago

IN VESTI6ATIVK PCftlOO

CHICAGO CHAPTER,
.VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE
WAR/WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO)

1C 1 5 1975 3/31/75 - 12/9/75
REPORT MADE QV

CHARACTER OF CASE

TV**D

.(J
REFERENCES ; Chicago report of SA

3/31/75.

2 Chicago letter to FBIHQ dated 10/31/75.

dated

- p -

LEADS

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS . Will continue to follow and report
the activities of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED
CON VIC.

APPROVED ‘f
SPECIAL AGENT

IN CHARGE

CAGE MAS BEENI

PENDING OVER ONE YE AR »« Quo
PENOINO PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS »!! I INO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

eo»H»«Aoei

Gs- Bureau (100-448092) (RM)
1 - U.S. Secret Service, Chicago

(via courier)
2 - Chicago (100-53924)

1 - 100-50772 (WAW/WSO)

D< sssmlnotion Record of Attached Report

Agency





CG 100-53924

Name
Chicago
File Bureau File Status

100-53526 100-475818 Open
100-53545 100-477098 Open
100-55591 100-482131 Open
100-54198 100-481325 Open
100-55593 None

assigned
Open

100-55276 100-482073 Open
100-54479 100-482099 Open
100-54401 100-480149 Closed
100-51935 100-473817 Open
100-54654 100-481314 Closed

The following is a current analysis of the
Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter:

A total of five WAW/WSO Chapter affiliates were
identified during July, 1975, as also being members of the
former RU Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee—Veterans
Collective, thus indicating the RCP-USA influence and
dominance upon the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter. The Chicago
Chapter membership affiliation currently numbers approxi-
mately ten individuals. This Chapter currently maintains
no permanent headquarters and apparently holds meetings on
an infrequent basis. The activities sponsored by this
Chapter have been minimal in recent months; however, it is
to be noted this Chapter does participate in RCP-USA and
RSB activities (set forth in details of this report).
Recent RCP-USA activity in Chicago, Illinois, tends to
indicate the programs of WAW/WSO may continue to exist
under the direction and dominance of RCP-USA.

Based on the above, it appears the Chicago
WAW/WSO Chapter in effect is functioning as an RCP-USA
front group.

C
COVER PAGE



CG 100-53924

INFORMANTS

Source Location

100-53924-261

100-53924-276, 289, 317

Thi^jjenort^s classified confidential to protect the
identity o f

1

1 1 e unautlior i zed disclosure of which
could possil^^nim^an adverse effect on the internal security
of the U.S. and jeopardize t!ie identity of this source.

D*
COVER PAGE
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OFFICE 0> THE D. AECTOR

VWtED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON,. D.C. Z053S

:Jc.» - •
'

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220 RE:

Dear Sir:

In Reply, Pieose Refer »o

File No. 100-53924

CHICAGO CHAPTER, VIETNAM
VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Throats or actions against persons protected by Secret Service.

2. Attempts or threats to redress grievances.

o Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official.

I- Participation in civil disturbances. anti-U. S. demonstrations or hostile

incidents against foreign diplomatic establishments.

A. _j Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

fi. "‘j Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect.

7. Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed
s

s is not available.

Very truly yours.

Clarence M. Kelley

Director

CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL ATTACHED

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(sl)

U. S. Secret Service

'hiclosure(s)



FO-JOt IRw. 3-1-59)

Copy (O:

Report of:

Oat*:

Field Office File #:

THU:

Character:

Synopeif:

A

UNlTi^STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUs£bE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONi iun

1 - U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

WlO
Office; Chicago

8«te«u File «. 100-448092

CHICAGO CHAPTER,
VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO)

100-53924

INTERNAL SECURITY

Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter presently maintains no
permanent headquarters. Chapter association and
affiliation with Revolutionary Communist Party-USA,
formerly known as the Revolutionary Union; and
Revolutionary Student Brigade set forth.

- P -

Sources whose identifies are con-
cealed herein have furnished
reliable information in the past,
except where otherwise noted.

Tbi. document nxrtaina obiIw lecouuucndation. nor cendu.ion* of the FBI. It i> the property of the FBI and u loaned to your agency; it and it* content*
are not to be diatributed outride your agency.
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DETAILS:

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War (WAW)

,

formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to protest
U.S. involvement in the war in Southeast Asia
(changed name to Vietnam Veterans Against the
War/Winter Soldier Organization (WAW/WSO) in
1973 in include non-veterans as members) ,

has
sponsored numerous anti-Government demonstrations,
some resulting in violence. The WAW/WSO
National Office (NO) and some key chapters are
infiltrated and influenced by the militant
Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and
WAW/WSO leaders have told members that
WAW/WSO is a revolutionary organization, not
"just another group of war veterans." The
current Marxlst-Leninist-Maoist oriented NO,
which promotes education of the membership in
Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine and directs
the organization into political growth along
the same lines, has at WAW/WSO National
Steering Committee meetings, in 1974, portrayed
WAW/WSO as a mass anti-imperialist organization
and a vanguard of the revolution eventually
created by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the December,
1974, National Steering Committee meeting to
align WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization
follows a strict Maoist line designed to bring
about violent revolution in the United States.

Characterizations of organizations mentioned in
this report are set forth in the Appendix Section.

Those items in this report followed by the letter
”C" are classified "confidential." The remainder of this
report is not classified.
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I . ORGANIZATION

A. Location

The Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter maintains no head-
quarters, and Chapter records and materials are currently ^*7C-
being
leader,
ChicagOj.Illinois

The Chicago Chapter presently maintains no per-
manent headquarters and conducts its meetings every other
week at 2546 North Hals ted Street, Chicago.
Records continue to be maintained a

Chicago, Illinois.

6/5/75)

The Chicago Chapter no longer conducts meetings
at 2546 North Halsted, Chicago, Illinois.

/ 19/75)

On September 7, 1975, the Chicago Chapter was
scheduled to hold a meeting at the Revolutionary Communist
Party-USA (RCP-USA) Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee
Office, 9206 South Commercial, Chicago, Illinois.

9/8/75)

The RCP-USA evolved during early
October, 1975, from the Revolutionary Union
(RU)

,
which has been dissolved.

10/75)

hlb

3
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II. AIMS AND PURPOSES

The aims and purposes of the Chicago WAW/WSO
Chapter are identical to those expressed by the WAW/WSO
National Office, Chicago, Illinois, in its official
publication, the ’•Veteran," formerly known as the "Winter
Soldier," dated June-July, 1975:

WHAT IS WAW/WSO?

Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier
Organization (WAW/WSO) is an international organization
working to build a fighting movement of veterans and GIs
to struggle against the exploitation and oppression of U.S.
imperialism, both st home and abroad. We are made up of
vets and non-vets, GIs and civilians, men and women.

" Veterans and GIs have absolutely no interest in
maintaining the system of imperialism, and have nothing in
common with the handful of rich who own and run it. The
only law this system knows is the law of profit, and the
ruling class will do anything to insure and increase their
take. WAW/WSO knows this only too well from the struggle
to put an end to the war in Indochina, a war that was not
fought for the Indochinese or American people. Millions of

poor and working people were forced or conned into the
military to fight for the profits and domination of the
imperialists over the resources and wealth of Southeast Asia.

" GIs rose up and rebelled against being used this
way, and rebelled against the unbearable conditions
(harassment, oppression of national minorities, oppression
of women) that exist in the military. As ex-GIs, veterans
have found joblessness, meatmarket VA hospitals, a miniscule
GI Bill; and veterans are pissed about it. Everyday, vets
and GIs are standing up to the Brass and VA bureaucrats,
standing up to the courts and the cops; and fighting for a
better life.

4
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” WAW/WSO has declared ,fWar on the VA" and Is
fighting hard to see that veterans get jobs, health care
and education. We have also taken on the military,
organizing ourselves and other GIs to fight back. But we
are clear on one thing: that as long as the system of
imperialism still exists, the VA can never serve the needs
of vets; and as long as the military is the bludgeon of the
ruling class, GIs will never be fighting in their own
interests or in the interests of the American people.

M WAW/WSO is a weapon in the hands of veterans and
GIs, a weapon to join with workers, students, women and
oppressed people to defeat the system that lets a band of
thieves steal the wealth of the world. We stand ready to
fight VA cutbacks, fight for GI rights, to fight this
system tooth and nail until it is ground into dust for all
time. We have a common enemy: the ruling calss and its
system—imperialism; and the people are getting stronger
every day while this rotten system grows weaker. THE
PEOPLE UNITED WILL NEVER BE DEFEATED! ! JOIN US!! For more
information contact the local WAW/WSO chapter in your area,
regional office of the National Office at 827 West Newport
Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60657, telephone (312) 935-2129.

"

leader of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter.

Ill , OFFICERS

ontinues as the apparent

6/75)
yii>

IV, AFFILIATES OF THE CHICAGO WAW/WSO CHAPTER

At various times during the period April, 1975,
through September, 1975, the following individuals have
exhibited an association with the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
through their activities:

5
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4/14/75) <=>^-

11/17/75)

V. ASSOCIATION WITH THE FORMER RU
UNEMPLOYED WORKERS ORGANIZING
COMMITTEE-VETERANS (UWOC-V)
COLLECTIVE •

The RU UWOC-V Collective existed until September,
1975, when the RU changed its name to the RCP-USA.

i?~7C

O^March 1975,lHH|^^HH|^^|0and S~Jj>

JjBwere identified as also being members of the
RU UWOC-V Collective, Chicago, Illinois. psl

|3/24/75)

The Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter is apparently
becoming more and more influenced by the RU.

5/16/75)

b*?

inb

The majority of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
affiliates have apparently aligned themselves with the
policies of RU.

5/27/75)

6
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On July 14, 1975, at a meeting of the RU UWOC-V
Collective, the following individuals were introduced as
also being members of the UWOC-V Collective:

It appears the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter is ^>2
currently being controlled by the RU. ^“?1>

8/8/75)
|

VI . ACTIVITIES

On March 31, 1975, the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
sponsored a demonstration in conjunction with the RU and
Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSB) at the Veterans
Administration (VA) Facility, Damen and Taylor Streets,
Chicago, Illinois. Approximately 30 individuals attended
this demonstration. During the course of this demonstration,
eight individuals attempted to enter the VA building, at
which time they were maced by VA security guards. No injury
resulted to the demonstrators, VA security guards, or
officers of the Chicago Police Department who were on the
scene during the course of the demonstration.

3/31/75)

On April 1, 1975, the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
held a meeting with approximately 16 individuals in

l h
attendance. The majority of the discussion at this meeting
dealt with the forthcoming WAW/WSO National Interim Steer-
ing Committee meeting.

,

4/3/75)
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On April 10, 1975, the RSB sponsored a protest
against the Naval Reserved Officers Training Corps (ROTC)
at Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois. During the
course of th^^rotes^^^ individuals were arrested, l=n<£_
includlngflJHjjH^^^lf previously identified as an bits
affiliate o^th^!hicag^rVAW/WSO Chapter.

4/10/75) ^2

On April 12, 1975, the RSB held a fund-raising
party at Chicago, Illinois. During the course of this
affair, 11 affiliates of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter were
observed in attendance. The total attendance at this affair
was estimated to be approximately 40 individuals.

4/14/75)

On April 15, 1975, the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
held a meeting at Chicago, Illinois, with 14 individuals
in attendance.

4/16/75)

On April 19, 1975, the RU front group known as
the "May Day Committee" held a fund-raising party at
Chicago, Illinois, with 71 persons in attendance. Of the
total attendance, seven affiliates of the Chicago WAW/WSO
Chapter were observed in attendance.

4/21/75)

On April 19, 1975, Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Chicago, Illinois, observed
a demonstration at Chicago, Illinois, sponsored by the RSB.
Also participating in this demonstration were affiliates
of the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter and the RU. No incidents
or arrests resulted during this demonstration.

On April 22, 1975, the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
held a meeting at Chicago, Illinois, with 11 individuals in

8
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attendance.
JplT)

4/25/75)

On April 25, 1975, Special Agents of the FBI,
Chicago, Illinois, observed a demonstration at the Illinois
Department of Labor, 540 West Randolph Street, Chicago,
Illinois, sponsored by the RU front group "Unemployed
Workers Organizing Commi£££^^^^^^£££^D^^^j>ersons^ere
in attendance, includin

d

lur=*
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5/1/75) L-Z-

On May 12, 1975, the RU and the RSB held a fund-
raising dance at Chicago, Illinois, with the theme "End
Police Repression," with approximately 56 individuals in
attendance. Of the 56 individuals in attendance, eight
individuals were identified as being affiliated with the
Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter.

5/13/75)

be
^ll>

On May 28, 1975, Special Agents of the FBI,
Chicago, Illinois, observed a demonstration sponsored by
the RU at the Illinois Department of Labor, Chicago,
H-llnois, with approximatelyl7individuals in attendance. blC

ind V^^HlM^H^fcwere observed in attendance.

On June 3, 1975, the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter
held a meeting at Chicago, Illinois, with ten individuals
in attendance. Discussion at this meeting concerned the
"fight against the VA" and "end police repression."

6/4/75)

On June 28, 1975, the WAW/WSO held a fund-raising
party at 937 West Sunnyside, Chicago, Illinois, with
approximately 80 persons in attendance. b~7 6

7/2/75)

On July 11, 1975, the RU UWOC-V Collective held a
meeting at Chicago, Illinois, with ten individuals in
attendance. Of the ten individuals in attendance,
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the following Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter affiliates were in
attendance

:

l

Jaflb

The topic of discussion of this meeting mainly
concerned the formation of the RCP-USA. (JZ)

7/14/75)

meetii
On July 18, 1975, RU UWOC-V Collectivehelda

at Chicago, Illinois, during which

^^^^H^ereobserved in attendance.^
individuals attended this meeting, ai

in part on veterans’ matters. CG)

liscussion centered

7/21/75)

During the period August 12-14, 1975, individuals
associated with the RU leafletted at the U.S. Pos^^^^^,
^^^^^nd Harrison Streets, Chicago, Illinois. b7(L-
Pl^^|was one of four individuals participatingu^nis
function.

8/25/75)

Current discussions indicate that RU has members klh
in various organizations to furnish political guidance and ^ ^
direction. The WAW/WSO was one of the organizations
mentioned as also having RU members. /

1
9/2/75) /

On September 22, 1975, a Special Agent of the
FBI, Chicago, Illinois, observed a demonstration sponsored

11
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by the Chicago WAW/WSO Chapter at the VA Facility, Damen
and Taylor Streets, Chicago, Illinois. Ten individuals
were observed participating in this demonstrated, which
resulted in no incidents or arrests.

On September 23, 1975, a Special Agent of the FBI,
Chicago, Illinois, observed 39 individuals participating
in RU leafletting at the Chicago Civic Center. Seven
WAW/WSO affiliates were observed in attendance.

On October 16, 1975, the RCP held a program and
dinner at 8521 South Commercial, Chicago, Illinois, cele-
brating the formation of the RCP. The following individuals
were identified as part of the 125 persons in attendance:

On November 16, 1975, the U.S.-China Peoples
Friendship Association held a IK^-Chin^Friendshi
program at Chicago, Illlnois.^Hmmi^UBFand

'

"
|were observed in attenaanc^itthis affair.

J>7C
{?7J>

11/17/75)
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*

REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGADE

The Revolutionary Student Brigade (RSB) , formerly
known as the Attica Brigade, is a student-based organization
founded in New York City in the Fall of 1971. The RSB
considers itself to be an anti-imperialist organization
which views United States imperialism as the main enemy of
the people of the world and one of its stated objectives is
to help build a revolutionary student movement and be a part
of the overall revolutionary movement that will ultimately
defeat U.S. imperialism. The RSB favors violent actions to
further its cause and is moving closer in ideology to the
Revolutionary Union (RU) , which has significantly infiltrated
the RSB and plays a major role in the RSB policies, decisions,
and activities. As of September, 1974, the RSB is head-
quartered in Chicago, Illinois. The RU is a basic Marxist-
Leninist-Maoist revolutionary organization.

13
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APPENDIX

REVOLUTIONARY UNION

The Revolutionary Union (RU) , founded in early
1968 in the San Francisco Bay area, is a Militant semi-
covert Marxist-Leninist revolutionary organization
ideologically oriented towards the People's Republic of
China and the teachings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung. Its
objectives as set forth in its theoretical publication,
"The Red Papers," and in its monthly newspaper, "Revolution,"
are the development of a united front against imperialism,
the fostering of revolutionary working class unity and
leadership in struggle, and the formation of a communist
party based on Marxism-Lenin ism-MAO Tse-tung thought,
leading to the overthrow of the United States Government
by force and violence. Members of the RU have been
identified as collecting weapons while engaging in firearms
and guerrilla warfare training. As of July, 1974, RU
national headquarters was located in Maywood, Illinois.

14
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UNITED STATES' CHINA PEOPLES
FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATIONfUSCPFA)

The United States-China Peoples Friendship
Association (USCPFA), formerly known as the United States-
China Friendship Association, was founded during 1971 at
San Francisco, California, primarily as a front group for
pro-Chinese communist propaganda and a recruitment field
for the Revolutionary Union (RU), a basic Marxist-Leninist-
Maoist revolutionary organization. The USCPFA was
previously comprised of loosely knit autonomous chapters
and was instrumental in arranging delegations for travel to
the Peoples Republic of China (PRC).

The emergence of a national USCPFA organization
followed a "National Founding Convention” held at Los
Angeles, California, during the Fall of 1974. A statement
of principles was adopted with the publicly stated aim of
the USCPFA ”to build active and lasting friendship based
on mutual understanding between the people of the United
States and the people of China,” No formal headquarters
has been established; however, a 16-member National Steering
Committee, of whom approximately one- half are also RU
members, is responsible for all policy matters concerning
the USCPFA and publication of the organization’s magazine
"New China," with offices at 4! Union Square West, New York,
New York. The national organization has now assumed
responsibility for maintaining relationships with the
appropriate PRC agencies regarding future travel delegations
to the PRC. Some chapters of the USCPFA have been identified
as being completely controlled or dominated by the RU.
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Investigation conducted since last report reveals
that WAW/WSO chapters in Athens, Dayton and Columbus, Ohio
have ceased to function and are dissolved. The Cincinnati
Chapter remains only slightly active, the members meeting
only sporadically and infrequently. As the members of

the four chapters have previously been identified, further
investigation of this organization is not warranted at
this time.

Contact will be maintained with informants and
established sources for information indicating a reactivation
of this organization and if so investigation will be
reinstituted.

- 2



FD-376 (Rev. UV‘J-73>
OFFICE OF THE DIB CTOS

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF fUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S3S

December 15 , 1975

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

RE: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE
WAR/WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual or organization believed

to be covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning protective

responsibilities, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Threats or actions against, persons protected by Secret Service.

2. Attempts or threats to redress grievances.

3. Threatening or abusive statement about U. S. or foreign official.

4 . Participation in civil disturbances, anti-U- S. demonstrations or hostile

incidents against foreign diplomatic -establishments.

5. Illegal bombing, bomb-making or other terrorist activity.

6. Defector from U. S. or indicates desire to defect.

7- QD Potentially dangerous because of background, emotional instability or

activity in groups engaged in activities inimical to U. S.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed ^ is not available.

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)) (1)

u. S. Secret Service , Cincinnati, Ohio

Enclosure(s)



In Reply, Pleat* Refer to

fife No.

UNlft) STATES DEPARTMENT OF j^^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati , Ohio
December 15# 1975

INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIET ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO
INTERNAL SECURITY

This investigation is based on information which
indicates that the Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter
Soldier Organization (WAW/WSC) (see appendix) is engaged
in activities which could involve violations of Title 18,
U. S. Code, Sections 2383 (Rebellion or Insurrection),
2384 (Seditious Conspiracy), 2385 (Advocating Overthrow
of the Government), (Sedition) and 793 (Espionage).

On February 1, 1975, a demonstration to protest
unemployment was sponsored in part by the Cincinnati
Chapter of the WAW/WSO.

During the period February 10, 1975 until
August 18, 1975, the Cincinnati Chapter of the WAW/WSO
had a total of 19 meetings, which were attended by as

few as four members and as many as ten.

The Dayton, Columbus and Cincinnati chapters of

the WAW/WSO were represented at the Regional Conference

held in Akron, Ohio, February 8-9, 1975.
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RE: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
(WAW/WSO)

On March 15, 1975, the Cincinnati Chapter of the
WAW/WSO sponsored a demonstration at the Veterans
Administration Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio.

At the Regional WAW/WSO Conference held at Columbus,
Ohio, on March 23, 1975, the Cincinnati, Columbus and
Dayton Chapters of the WAW/WSO were represented.

The Cincinnati Chapter of the WAW/WSO participated
in a Revolutionary Union (RU) {see appendix) sponsored
May Day, which was held in Cincinnati, Ohio, on May 3, 1975.

On May 16, 1975, the Cincinnati Chapter of the
WAW/WSO sponsored a demonstration which was in support
of the U. S. Ship Mayaguez being seized.

On May 31, 1975, the Cincinnati Chapter of the
WAW/WSO participated in a WAW/WSO Regional Conference
heJd in Detroit, Michigan.

On June 11, 1975, an educational forum was sponsored
by the Cincinnati Chapter of the WAW/WSO.

During the period January 22, 1975 until March 7,

1975, the Dayton Chapter of the WAW/WSO has held seven
meetings. On January 25, 1975, an anti-war social gathering
was held by the Dayton Chapter of the WAW/WSO.

On January 27, 1975, a demonstration was sponsored
in part by the Dayton Chapter of the WAW/WSO.

On March 7, 1975, the Dayton Chapter of the
WAW/WSO voted to disband.



APPENDIX

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER
SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/rtSO)

The WAV/, formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to

protest U. S. Involvement in the war in Southeast Asia (changed
name to WAW/WSO in 1973 to include non-veterans as members),
has sponsored numerous anti-government demonstrations, some
resulting in violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO)

and some key chapters are infiltrated and Influenced by the
militant Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and WAW/WSO
leaders have told members that WAW/WSO is a revolutionary
organization, not "just another group of war veterans." The
current Marxlst-Leninist-Maoist oriented NO, which promotes
education of the membership in Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine
and directs the organization into political growth along the
same lines, has at WAW/WSO National Steering Committee
Meetings (NSCM), in 197*1 portrayed WAW/WSO as a mass anti-
imperialist organization and a vanguard of the revolution
eventually created by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the 12/7*« NSCM to align
WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization follows a strict
Maoist line designated to bring about violent revolution
in the U.S.

- <3 -



REVOLUTIONARY UNION

The Revolutionary Union (RU) , founded in early
1968 in the San Francisco Bay area, is a militant semi-
covert Marxist-Leninist revolutionary organization

,

ideologically oriented towards the People’s Republic of
China and the teachings of Chairman *1.A0 Tse-tung. Its
objectives as set forth in its theoretical publication,
"The Red Papers,” and in its monthly newspaper, "Revolution",
arc the development of a united front against imperialism,
the fostering of revolutionary working class unity and
leadership in struggle, and the formation of a communist
party based on Marxisra-Leninism-*!AO Tse-tung thought,
leading to the overthrow of the United States Government
by force and violence. Members of the RV have been iden-
tified as collecting weapons v/hile engaging in firearms
and guerrilla warfare training. As of July, 1974, RU
national headquarters was located in Maywood, Illinois.
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SAC, Boston 12/19/75

Director, FBI (100-3-1)

COJ&UNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA)
IS

X

Reurlet dated 8/4/75 captioned
Case Load.”

’Use of Personnel/

In referenced letter you sot out a list of
organizations under investigation by your office. In
particular on page 4 of referenced letter you listed the
following organizations which you believed required
additional Informant coverage.

^ Socialist Workers Party
Communist Party, USA
Young Socialist Alliance
Weatherman
Spartacist League
Revolutionary Union
Young Workers Liberation League
National Caucus of Labor Committees
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
Spartacist Youth League
Workers Action .Movement
Revolutionary Student Brigade
October League
Party for Workers Power
Prairie Fire Organizing Committee
Red Book

EPG : dew
( 10) SEE NOTE PAGE TTO

7a

a
a

*5. V
7a

6

1 - Socialist Workers Party (100-16) 1 - Weatherman (176-1524)
1 - Yeung Socialist Alliance (100-427220)
1 - Spartacist League (1 00-441750) 1 - Red Book (157-10305)
I - Revolutionary Union (105-104360) 1 - October League
1 - Young Workers Liberation League (100-455711)

4 JL - National Caucus ox Labor Committees (100-457751)
Vietnam Veterans Against the War (1 00-445002)

^—"1 - Spartacist Youth League (100-460300)
1

-
' Workers Action Aoveaent (100-470720)

1 - Revolutionary Student Brigade (100—171207)
rkers. Power (100-472621)

Prairie Fire Grc
•

•
i

’W 4 frm • - „ * . — * <—, __ J -
*

1 M Partv for Workers
ill Prairie Fire Organizing Coami itee (100-481005)
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Letter to' Boston
Re: Communist Party, USA (CfSJSA)
100-3-1

You are requested to specifically advise FBI
Headquarters as to the adequacy of your existing
coverage of each of the above listed organizations. In
tho event you deem your coverage inadequate, you are also
to advise what action you are taking to Increase your
Informant coverage to a satisfactory level.

* Your response concerning adequacy and/or plans
of coverage should be under the Individual organizational
caption.

NOTE :

Pursuant to guidelines implemented under the
Use of Personncfl/Jase Load project, Boston furnished a
breakdown of its study on various phases of its
investigative activity against subversive organizations.
As part of it*? breakdown, Boston listed a total of 16
such organizations in which itwas felt additional informant
coverage was needed. That office is being requested to
advise the Bureau of its progress in increasing informant
coverage and its future plans along these lines.

- 2 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
JOLT 1 973 COITION
G,A rPMR 141 CFRI 101.11.8

.1 \

UNITED STATES G iMENT

TO
f'

fc,
I rV

i>

i Memorandum

W)M :

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092)

SAC, BOSTON (100-42739)

subject: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST
THE WAR/ WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
IS

Re Bureau letter to Boston, 12/19/75, captioned
"COMMUNIST PARTY, USA (CPUSA), INTERNAL SECURITY."

ReBulet noted that Boston had indicated in its
letter of 8/4/75, captioned "USE OF PERSONNEL/CASE LOAD"
that WAW required additional informant coverage in the
Boston territory.

At the present timeflHH^HH who is a regional
contact for WAW/WSO, is furnishing information concerning
activities of the organization within the territory covered
by the Boston office. Every indication from this source is

that the organization is a small and inactive satellite of
the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP), without whose support
WAW would probably cease to exist.

«’

Jhas estimated total membership of
WAW/WSO in the six New England states as not more than
ten people. Further, WAW/WSO has had but one public
demonstration in the Boston territory during the past year.
This demonstration which took place in Boston, Mass., on
11/11/75, was participated in by a total of four persons.

In the light of the above, Boston now believes
that additional informant coverage of WAW/WSO in the
Boston area is not required. Boston will continue to follow

w
b7b

*6* - yytofz

2-Bureau (RM)
1-Boston
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the organization through coverage provided by
and upon noting an upsurge in membership and/or" activity,
will consider developing additional coverage at that time.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Director, FBI (100-448092) date: 1/9/76

pro!

subj:

V)‘A

u

SAC, Milwaukee (100-15674) (P)

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE
WW™TEOQn5rER0U(3mT2a«I<)N
IS - WAW/WSO

~ *~

W-
0

00: Chicago

On 1/6/76, the December - January issue of "The Veteran"
was reviewed and it was determined that captioned organization
held a National Interim Committee (NIC) meeting in Detroit,
Michigan, recently. In an article in their paper regarding
the NIC meeting, it is stated that the name of the organiza-
tion has again been changed, this time back to the original
Vietnam Veterans Against the War (WAW). The Milwaukee
Division mil leave it to the office of origin (Chicago)
to change the name for investigative purposes. -

*

The same article states that the "NIC enthusiastically
decided to hold a national demonstration in Philadelphia f"

on 7/4/76." I

Another article in the same paper, entitled "Unite For
Bicentennial Action," indicates the WAW "will also be
planning other actions around specific demands of vets
for the days before July 4th, and hope that other groups
will also plan actions on those days."

It would appear that WAW mil plan for a large mass action
on July 4th, based on their past experience gained through
their 7/4/74, mass demonstration in Washington, D. C.

^Bureau (PM)
^-Chicago (100-50772)(RM)
2-Milwaukee
MJH:mhb
( 6 )

Rtc -&/%> - H 31
*•**!

*0 * 0-110
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Airtel

To: SACS, Chicago (100-50772)
Boston (100-42739)
Los Angeles (100-77703)
Milwaukee (100-15674)
New York (100-160644)

^ ^ladelphia (100-51647)

From: Director, (100-448092) ^

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
IS-WAW/WSO

ReMIlet 1/9/76. i/IS
A*

1/20/76

Referenced communication indicated that the December-
January issue of "The Veteran" publication of captioned
organization, reported that the National Interim Committee of
VVAW recently decided to hold a national demonstration in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on 7/4/76. This same publication
indicated WAW was "planning other actions around specific
demands of vets for the days before 7/4."

Milwaukee, insure that Chicago Office has all infor-
_mation contained in the above articles, including any details
^not provided in referenced Milwaukee letter. Chicago should
immediately make efforts to determine the details of the
national action planned by WAW for 7/4/76 and any details of
actions planned prior to that date. Information obtained,
including all the details appearing in "The Veteran" articles,
should be submitted promptly by Chicago to the Bureau and

--Philadelphia in form suitable for dissemination.

A»»oc. Di«. „—

~

D*p. AO Ad«*. _

0«p. A0 l*v. —
Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syil. —
Exl. AHaiis

File* i Com. _
G«r*. lev. .

.

Idoni.

lmp«ct<of* ... .

Intel I
.

—
Laboratory

Recipients should be alert for information concerning
the plans of WAW in connection with the Bicentennial.
Positive information should be expeditiously furnished the
Bureau and appropriate offices in form suitable for
dissemination.

HPB : bmf
(17)

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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Airtel to Chicago, Boston, Los Angoles
,
Milwaukee, New York

and Philadelphia
Re: Vietnam Veterans Against the War/

Winter Soldier Organization (WAW/WSO)
100-448092

NOTE;

By letter dated 1/9/76, the Milwaukee Office
furnished a brief summary of information derived from a
WAW publication which concerned WAV,*8 Bicentennial
plans. It is considered necessary to obtain more
information about these plats and to promptly disseminate
this information to appropriate authorities. Chicago is
office of origin in this investigation and provides
coverage of the National Office of WAW.

WAW, formed in 1967 to protest U.S. involvement
in the war in Southeast Asia, has undergone several internal
changes ft is slowly diminishing in membership and activities.
Currently, the National Office represents the residue of
an organization which they describe as revolutionary in
nature, not "just another group of war veterans." Since
12/74, it has been closely aligned with the Revolutionary
Communist Party (RCP)

,
(formerly the Revolutionary Union)

,

which follows a strict Maoist line to bring about a
violent revolution in the U.S. The Bureau is currently
investigating a limited number of WAW chapters. The
investigations include only those chapters which are
aligned with the WAW National Office, and therefore,
controlled by RCP thought and policy. The instructions
set forth in this airtel are being given to the offices
which are known to have active WAW chapters controlled
by the National Office.

- 2 -
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C-te: 12/30/75

(Typ-* plaintext or code*

(Priority)
I

SUBJECT

DI5SCTOR, :'dZ (100-443092)

sac, boston ( 100-42729 ) (p)

^PlBT5a>i V3TSIU-KS AGAINST TH3 WAR/
WIMTSa 2OLD I£a ORGANIZATION f^YAU/'ffM
IA ^
{00: Chicago)

gr.y
a Meeting of the VVA'v/R'SO

,
hold at Boston, Mass., 1 2/20/7 5.

At the ?..eet.i no there was a discussion about plans for the '

!

VVAW/'i.’SO rubbers to attend the Bi-Centennial Celebrati.cn..
i

ShjjadeApMa, Pennsylvania, 7/4/76. Informant stated thaf:
J

plans '..’ere toexnc msoe for son-e type or action to be tahe/
j

by the WS-M/'.-fSC *.t Philadelphia during 7, 76. / j

A > !

Source was unable to determine the exact typej "

of action planned., and informed that further plans will be i

discussed at subsequent meetings. "
j

The above i.s sent to alert the Bureau and interested '

offices of the V v’A'P/'vSO olans.
j

LSAD
.' r

, ISFTOtfTON ^CCjttAIXS) /Jh

- ^ y J

.

(si

*6*2htoN

v/rftfJ-
AT BOSTON MASS, t-A-1 1 / ^

Maintain contact with source to learn what type i

of action is planned ah the 3i-Centennial Celebration in
|

Philadelphia, and will alert interested offices at the* tiu-e. ;

/P- Bureau REC 8 /M-SSr09.2. ~UVyiJ
W- Chicago (.100-507 7 2) (ttli)

*^4*

2 - Philadelphia (100-32640) (mi) 4 JAN g .
g^stor
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UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT

Memorandum.
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092) datb: 1/5/76

HONOLULU (100-6941) (RUC)

subject: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/ Li
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO) rj

IS - WAW/WSO

Re Bureau airtel to Honolulu dated Ii/18/75,
captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an
LHM captioned WAW/WSO. One copy is being enclosed for
Chicago for information.

The letter and LHM are classified ConWoential to
protect sensitive sources.

The sources referred to in the LHM are identified
as follows:

SOURCE

hi

blD

LOCATION

100-6941-35

100-6967-131

100-6941-60

*&-5$

CONFIDENTIAL

100-6967-144 (iTLnit
hb -

Classified by| 119 ^ ^
Exempt from GUS, Category 2 * v —
Date of Declafsta£fication Indefinite a

Bureau (Enc. 5%$^*
Chicago (Enc. I) (Info)

x ,

1 - Honolulu
* JEMjkap
M (*>

J^6
S S

- J-

if/ ul<i
/- • - W fW'>l J*-' ’ 1

f

" - r
/” •r.Kv;,., v

n Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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As indicated in the enclosed LHM, chapter lists
of the WAW/WSO have, since at least 1973, mentioned a
Hawaii Chapter under the International Section. Initial

ipter was given as Liberated Barracks (LB), C/0

Honolulu files and sources disclose that she has
been associated with anti-military and "GI coffee house"
type causes since she was a high school student in Honolulu
in 1969. She has been connected with the LB group since its
founding in 1971.

The LB organization has become inactive in Hawaii;
however, during the years 1971 to 1973, it was very active
in anti-war demonstrations and so-called "GI issues" such as
an end to the draft. These demonstrations centered around
various military bases near Honolulu, Hawaii.

Along with
and one long associated with
issues" was active in LB.
100-461181 and HNfile 100-

nc

BUfile
k]<L.

The Honolulu investigation regarding LB was closed
in 1973, when the Bureau advised in a communication dated
3/26/73, of the Bureau's long-standing policy of not conducting
investigations of military personnel or civilian employees
of the Department of the Defense engaged in activities relating
to military-oriented revolutionary and extremist organizations,
many of which are referred to as T,GI coffee houses." Since LB
appeared to be in this category, the letter directed Honolulu
to discontinue investigation.



HN 100-6941

This letter also noted that the Naval Investigative
Service (NIS) advised the Bureau that they were conducting
no investigation of LB as they considered it to be strictly
anti-war, anti-military, and as such, no real threat to the
Navy or security of the United States*

Investigation by Honolulu regarding
«?as discontinued in October, 1974, when it was determined

that he did not meet revised ADEX criteria and had not engaged
in violent or revolutionary- type activity.

Honolulu files indicate that in May, 1974, the
National Staff, WAW/WSO, considered the Hawaii Chapter to
be defunct. However, subsequent chapter listings continue
to carry one for Hawaii under the lists International Section,
albeit the street name is spelled incorrectly. There is no
indication in Honolulu files that any representative from the
Hawaii Chapter attended the WAW/WSO National Steering Committee
meeting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1974.

As pointed out in the LHM,l^^^H^HPand|
[ the moving forces behind LB, continue the pattern oJ

ilvity they have followed since 1971. During 1975, they Lnc
have involved themselves in the Variable Re- enlistment Bonus
(VRB) issue. During this period the name LB was dropped and
the terra WAW/WSO appeared on leaflets distributed by the VRB l

although the telephone number for LB was given as that of
WAW/WSO. The number is listed to

The source referred to in the LHM as providing NIS
with information regarding VRB meetings and the j>resence-_there

sra]

outlined in Honolulu teletype to the Bureau dated
11/4/75, captioned "UNSUBS (Z)?l VISITORS TO THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA."

On 11/10/75, NIS also advised that|_
referred to in the LHM as a U. S. Naw enlistee
the VRB movement, is alst
the Pearl Harbor Naval Ba^ ...
is allegedly the source of statements regarding revolution anc
the fact, "People must get hurt," which are mentioned in
referenced Bureau airtel.

oirnitiiti

- 3 -
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Activity of the WAW/WSO chapter in Hawaii, in
1975, has., been limited to so-called "GI issues" and has
centered on the VRB group. VRB demonstrations have been
peaceful. TheJawaU. Chaotei^ontinues to operate through
the efforts ofHH and it has in the past under
the name LB. AvanaDle aac^troni Honolulu sources and NIS
indicates that the activity is centered on resolving the VRB
issue in U.S. courts, although the group's meetings also are
concerned with various social and political issues unrelated
to the VRB. None of the activity in which literature attributed
to the WAW/WSO has been distributed has been violent.

^c_

As mentioned previously, the National Staff of
WAW/WSO considered the Hawaii^Chaoter defunct in 1974 and
NIS sources have reported thaflHjHvhas referred to herself
as a past member of WAW or ha^oeen unclear in her affiliation
with WAW. No information has been reported bearing on a
close connection between the National Office of WAW/WSO and
the Hawaii Chapter.

Honolulu has not developed information to indicate
that the current activity of WAW/WSO in Hawaii has been
violent or has advocated violent revohi^^nary |^^^^^The

/ -i/v
Chapter is essentially the efforts of||^H^and|^m^Bas ^
has been the case for the past three- uj^i^Te years^^TCere is
no indication that they have, in the past, engaged in violent
activity or advocated revolution.

Accordingly, UACB, Honolulu is closing its investiga-
tion of the captioned group as it does not appear to advocate
Marxism-Leninism and is apparently acting in a legitimate
protest capacity, i.e., the VRB movement involving U.S. Naval
personnel in quest of bonus money from the Navy through action
in U.S. Federal court.



HN 100-6941

NONSYMBOL SOURCE ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

SOURCE LOCATION

Hawaiian Telephone
Honolulu, Hawaii

mpany ±nb

- 5*-



support tor a soldier conlmed at bcnorie
by speaking to gatherings at the University of Hawaii and
distributing a newspaper captioned, "Liberated BarracksJ^^^

4>7C

confidential

Classified by 119
Exempt from GDSfi~Category 2
Date of DeclassiEication Indefinite

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)

*̂=nb
On May 24, 1974J(|^d^padvised that a current

analysis of WAW/WSO regions by the organization’s National
Staff contained the comment that the WAW/WSO office maintained
in Kailua, Hawaii, was for all practical purposes considered
defunct.

On October 9, 1974, a representative of the Naval
Investigative Service (NIS), Kaneone Marine Corps Air Station,
Kaneohe, Hawaii, advised that two individuals were noted
passing out a newsletter outside the main gate of the Air
Station. The newsletter, captioned, "GI News," stated it
was a publication of the WAW/WSO. l,2_

yib
On April 7, 1975, ^^^^|advised that a list of

the chapters of the WAW/WS(^contained the following under
the description "International Chapters:" Liberated Barracks,
525 North Kalaheo Avenue, Kailua, Hawaii, 96734, telephone
261-4855 or 262-5764.

On June 5, 1975, a representative of NIS, Pearl
Harbor Naval Base (PHNB), Honolulu, Hawaii, advised that on
May 27, 1975, individuals, presumed to be civilians, handed
out leaflets on the Naval Base which exorted sailors to join
together under the sponsorship of WAW/WSO to press for court
action to reinstate the Variable Re-enlistment Bonus (VRB).
The leaflet carried the telephone number 261-4855. This number
was assigned to the residence at 525 North Kalaheo Avenue,
Kailua, Hawaii. This residence and telephone number had
>reviously been determined to be those utilized bv LB.

in the
le vvaw/WSO was described

support group working with VRB.

Variable Re-enlistment Bonus (VRB) group in
Hawaii is comprised primarily of U.S. Naval enlisted
men assigned to the Pearl Harbor Naval Base, Honolulu,
Hawaii, who are attempting through the U.S. courts
to have the U.S. Navy pay re-enlistment bonuses to
military personnel. u,-Z.

mmrnrnm bnJ>
During July, 1975,BH^^^^dvised that the July, 1975

list of chapters of the WAW/WSO organization contained the
following entry under International Chapters: WAW/WSO, 1990
Asmara Place, Pearl City, Hawaii, 96782, telephone 456-3894.





VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)

unseaworthiness of the submarine "USS Haddock" was the
subject of a demonstration by two civilian groups claiming
to represent 30 U.S. Navy enlisted men. The group
distributed leaflets at the main gate to PHNB. The leaf-
lets referred to the "USS Haddock" as a death trap. The
organizations making the charges were described in the
article as the WAW and the WSO.

On November 3, 1975, a representative of the NIS,
PHNB, Honolulu, Hawaii, advised that a demonstration regarding
alleged unsafe conditions aboard the submarine "USS Haddock"
occurred on October 30, 1975, outside the Base's main gate.
Three individuals, two females and one male, passed out leaf-
lets referring to the alleged unsafe conditions aboard the
submarine.

The NIS representative also advised that it was
learned from a NIS source, not further identified, that members
of the crew of the "USS Haddock" had requested the assistance
of the VRB group for the demonstration conducted on October 30,
1975.

NIS also reported that one of the females involved
in the leaf letting was also one of the participants in leaf-
letting by the VRB in July, 1975, at PHNB. Vehicles utilized
by the three individuals passing out leaflets were determined
to be registered to U.S. Naval personnel assigned to PHNB.

The leaflets read in part, "..if you support our
fight against unsafe working conditions, have a similar problem
yourself, or just want more information, contact WAW/WSO,
telephone 456-3894..."

The demonstration was peaceful and without incident.
Also participating and holding a picket-type sign, were nine
individuals identified as members of the crew of the "USS Haddock."

On November 24, 1975, a Special Agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Honolulu, Hawaii, utilizing a suitable
pretext, telephonically contacted the 456-3894 number, mentioned
above, as listed to the WAW/WSO, 1990 Asmara Place, Pearl
City, Hawaii. A female, who identified herself as“

*=nc_
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APPENDIX

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER
SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (WAW/WSO)
INTERNAL SECURITY

The WAW, formed in 1967 by Vietnam veterans to
protest U.S. involvement in the war in Southeast Asia (changed
name to WAW/WSO in 1973 to include non-veterans as members),
has sponsored numerous anti-government demonstrations, some
resulting in violence. The WAW/WSO National Office (NO)
and some key chapters are infiltrated and influenced by the
militant Revolutionary Union (RU) organization, and WAW/WSO
leaders have told members that WAW/WSO is a revolutionary
organization, not "just another group of war veterans." The
current Marxist-Leninist-Maoist oriented NO, which promotes
education of the membership in Marxist-Leninist-Maoist doctrine
and directs the organization into political growth along the
same lines, has at WAW/WSO National Steering Committee
Meetings (NSCM), in 1974, portrayed WAW/WSO as a mass anti-
imperialist organization and a vanguard of the revolution
eventually created by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the 12/74 NSCM to align
WAW/WSO with the RU, which organization follows a strict
Maoist line designed to bring about violent revolution in the
U.S.

- 5* -
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UNITED STATES GO ^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO
j

'

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-448092)

: ADIC, LOS ANGELES (100-77703) (P)

date: x/8/76

V^X-;4
subject: VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/ -f~.

WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION ...... ^
IS - WAW/WSE> ,

00: Chicago
,

. J , a. \Jm ~\MVk r>

.... W\
Re Bureau teletype to

San Francisco 11/7/75, captioned

to SA

hicago and \ \ \ T:

3M-WAW/WS0”.\\ V
ba.s^i b V\~

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and for ^ t

Chicago, St. Louis and San Francisco, appropriate copies of
a confidential LHM dated and captioned as this communication.

Confidential classification assigned to LHM
to make more secure a Bureau source of
continuing value.MM
Source One is who furnished information

on 11/6 , 10 , 19/75 and 12/31/75.
\

j

Vx5"lc-
. ,

®scMS5:y yv

< ?TT\
.

!->

//'# 'indefinite
'

,/ Stc-S3 /<0-W2O92- ,f£2£
- Bureau (Enc. $j(RM) l" ir "

2 - Chicago (100-50772) (Enc. 2)(RM) ^
1 - San Francisco (100-71012) (Enc. 1)(RM) 22 JAN ,r>J

1 - St. Louis (Enc. 1)(RM)
2 - Los^j^^^^^^

^

JT1
.

, yf* ff7 , 'ftfdZ.,
ft (L-’" *i' ,

r *~ / Hrapw*'

22 JAN 16
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UNIT 1-f ^TATJ-S DEPARTMENT Or .1U ^pK

FEDERAL RUltEAU OK INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
January 8, 1976

VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION

IS - WAW/vJS©

On November 6, 1975, Source One reported that the
Vietnam Veterans Against the War/Winter Soldier Organization
(WAW/WSO), a characterization of which is attached in
appendix hereto, planned a regional conference of the
organization at San Jose, California, either on the weekend
of November 8 - 9j 1975, or November 15 - 16, 1975* Source was,
subsequently, able to state that this regional conference
v;ould be held at Santa Cruz, California, during the weekend
of November 15 - l6, 1975.

According to Source One, on November 19, 1975, the
following was the scheduled agenda for the aforementioned
regional conference on Saturday, November 15, 1975, and
Sunday, November 16., 1975:

i

--—--1209' ~~~~

'

1 .

-•j) Ey ^ / O cr' - -.1 -
^

nzzz-ivtT

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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VIKTHAM VSTKRAUS AGAHIST THE WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATION
IS - VVAW/WSP

According to source, the Saturday session of the
conference was held at the University of California, Santa
Crus, California - College V. The Sunday, November lo, 1975,
session was held in the downtown section of Santa Cruz,
California, at a place identified by source as the Veterans
Cooperative located in the Veterans of Foreign Wars Building.
Source summarized the sessions as attended by approximately
forty people. './The major directing force of the conference
appeared to be- Jeanne'lFreidman of the San Francisco area.
Other conference members who participated to a notice.

degree were identified by source as Joann^Nelson,
Californ ia : Earl/Ferguson cf San Jose,
phonetic) of BeTk^oy, California and a

Santa Cruz
Bob^L'rowIer
believed by
AddItIona
of

source to be Dave/Pollack of St. Louis,
a .Tame and invr-n /l ast name unknown)

,

Santa Cruz,
partic ipants at the confe renee

.

alifornia

:

person
,

Missouri. =*1C-
residence

California, were

It was source’s observation that the conference was
not well organized and was concerned mainly with the security
of the organization and whether the group representing the
WA17/WS0 view was one step away from mass and cadre work
and whether the organization could continue to function
effectively.

Source further informed that a national clearing
house for the WAW/WSO was suggested as being furthered as a
result of the regional conference held previously in St. Louis,
Missouri, and that this national clearing house would attempt
to publish a monthly newsletter and attempt to effect good
communication between various chapters. Source One noted

- that items on the agenda eventually switched to a general
discussion on how to finance the various plans and desires of
the WAW/WSO and that no fixed responsibility or plan evolved
from any of the items in discussion.

On December ?>1> 1975? Source One was able to provide
a xerox copy of the November 19 - l6, 1979 » meetings of the
regional conference of the YJSO/RAIC held at Santa Cruz,
California. A xerox cony of this material as provided by
source is affixed hereto. Source noted that this information



VIETITAM VETEKAIIS AGAINST THS WAR/
WINTER SOLDIER ORGANIZATIOW
IS - WAV'/l.'S?

summarized the general topics of discussion as outlined on
the conference agenda.

Source specifically noted that in these meetings
that it is indicated as of December 1*1, 1975* that it was con-
templated that at a regional conference of the organization
scheduled for January 3 > 1975 * at San Jose, California, that
there was only one major topic of discussion, namely "should
the WSO continue as an organisation".
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work around FVS, STD ana the war served if.'.racdiatc’Tfceds of the people. We
analyzed our various areas oi work, end round that all were, to some decree
involved in working class organizing in cur communities. We discussed pro-
gram in terms of an overall direction rather than a specific campaign. We •

were unclear os to the validity of a purely educational style oi work until
it was pointed out that organizing was possible around cut-backs in social
services, tying in the demands for military cut-backs with these demands. V.

lacked consensus about the precise definition of program but agreed general
that we should have an anti-militarism program and an intermedia- tc form.

There was floor discussion cn the proposals for the rest of Saturday
afternoon. There was a lack of clarity on what an intermediate form meant,
on having study as part of the program, and on whs t the onti-miliarism loci:

meant in terms of all our work-was it to be broadly or narrowly defined.
No resolution was reached.
SUNDAY :

Women's Caucus : followed by a report from that caucus:
First,' a criticism that people were not confronting others directly wit

political differences; that our emphasis in struggle should be for unity,
that our criticisms should be directed to the party responsible.

Second, a proposal that we consider and unite around a 4 point program

c

community work, solidarity work, a mass campaign around the military budget
and general study (net specifically Marxist- LeninJst study) . That we drop
the previously planned workshops and move into small discussion groups to
struggle around this program, and to specifically work on plans for the
anti-militarism campaign. With the addition that amnesty work be coneipcro
also a s part of the anti-militarism campaign, this was adopted.

Report from Group 1: The first p^rt of the discussion centered around
whether to add amnesty or GI work ..*> choices for possible mass campaigns.
After some discussion, it became clear that amnesty and GI work would not c

good issues for a mass campaign in every chapter, but that a "Serve The Fee
pie, Not the . Pentagon" campaign could be applied in every chapter. V.'c were
in favor of the women's caucus proposal with the addition that we should
encourage chapters to do amnesty work.

VJe then foucssed on how to put together the mass campaign. V/e recog-
nized that we needed to do research on the military and social services
budgets before we could put out effective propaganda. VJe also thought that
linking up with our working with other organizations that are doing the
same things would help get the work done, but that we were able to develop
our own forms of organization to implement the mass campaign where necessor.
We also felt that a regional organizing committee was necessary to consol-
idate and collect materials. Some possible organizing slogans were mention
"No More Vie^nams", "Cut Military Spending, Not Social Services", "dobs
Not Bombs", "No More Wars for Profit".

We then discussed amnesty. Vince and East Bay agreed to concretize
ideas on how to work on amnesty. A couple of sources of information:
the old vvaw/wso position paper, and the Oct-IIov of AMEX-Canada (7p).

Then v/e discussed the developing of a contact list similar to that
of the Puerto Rican Solidarity Coma::. The PRSC memo on their organizing
methods should be obtained and studied, os it contains good, concrete
organizing suggestions chat could help us in our work.

recog-
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Report from Group 2: agreed with group 1, and added that constituencies
could be social service recipients , unemployed , social workers, and stud-
ents. Saw the need for region-wide investigation. Possible issues: Puert
Rican (Operation Springboard

) , the B-l bonder, nuclear disarmament, pre-
paration for war, and runaway shops. Two possible ways to develop amnesty
work arc UUA pamphlets, and in support for IICUUA.
Report f'ror.'. Group 3: recommends one campaign, and adds slogans: "cut
Warfare, Not Welfare' "Cut Military Spending, Restore Social Services",

, Health Care, Not Warfare , Recommends working"No More Wars For Profit"
for public jobs and training, and ending aid to military regimes. Proposed
that we develop definite membership criteria ana become more mass in cur
organizing. Also that the RSC plus chapters in the north take responsibilit,
for developing common propaganda.
Following these reports, the women's caucus proposal for a mass anti-
nilitarism campaign, and the 4-point program were adopted unanimously by
chapter vote.

There was then discussion of implementation, and both Regional coordina-
tion and chapter autonomy.

Form: This discussioi centered around the concept of intermediate form
fa* the organization. There was initial confusion around the concept in
terms of membership requirements, study, relationship to mass organizations
and internal discipline. The question of membership requirements wr.s

resolved in that membership requirements do not change but we have a de
facto limitation on recruitment in terms of the lc-vel of chapter discussion,
that would preclude effective mass input. What is necessary is that we

'

join and create mass forms that will allow us to selectively develop member-
ship. Study must be developed on a regional basis, with regional coordina-
tion, with H-L study encouraged but not required. It was put forward that
intermediate form in terms of mass struggles means organizational leudarshi;
of mass struggles (SCEF or a council of shop stewards). We are not present,
a mass form, and should recognize that we are moving ir. an intermediate
direction, although not yet there. Several chapters felt that the only
reason vie vie re no longer mass in character was because we lacked program,
and that v;e would regain that character through our new program. It was
also seen that our new program., with 4 areas, and including study, was not
a mass program, and reflected a higher level of unity. The mass campaigns
would certainly be of that character. The intermediate form would also

relationship of solidarity work to the chapters, as there was
confusion about this. It was also emphasized that there is a

organizational form, and that the

no; S. Barb.- 3 Yes;

clarify the
some existing
difference between consciousness and
primary thing was consciousness.

Vote on intermediate fora; of organization: E3- 5
SF- 3 yes, 1 no, 1 abs.; SC-4y yes, is no; SJ- 4 yes, 1
abs

. ; MP- 5 yes. Total — 23^ yes, 7f no, 2 abs.
Sqxism Objective: The discussion was around the concepts of sexism

and male supremacy; the distinction between the two was made to differenti-
ate between institutions and modes of behavior (sexism), and the ideology
that sustains the institutions and behavior (male supremacy). A pari
was drawn between racism and white supremacy. It was also stressed *

vie always fall short o* consisen<-oi.

no; SB- 4 yes, i
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IIo other objectivesin our objectives, and we should see this as a goal,
were put forward for adoption.

The San Jose proposal for sexism objective: chapter vote: 20 yes,
1 no, 1 abs

.

Proposal on abolition of sub-regional coordinators: SF- 4 yes, 1 no;
SJ- 2} yes, 2£ no; SC- 5 no; IIP— 5 abs. Total- 6| yes, 13a no, 5 abs.
Defeated, and goes bade to chapters. • .

Announcements: Denise from S3 is taking car to
end David so far. Jill from SF is possible sta
Barbara' from SC has Oleinev/a C-I slide show. SF
slide show. •

HT conference, with Janelie
ff member for FT locally,
has Vietnam Liberate or

Next Regional Conf. March 20 - 21 SF
For next NSC ana "Women's Caucus, see below.
Criticism-Self criticism :

More information and preparation should have been done in advance, but feel
that program is a step forward; positive crifc for for women's caucus; for
logistics, and for southern Calix attendance; for childcare in general,
adding that non-members should have been recruited for it, so that all
could attend critical discussions; and negative crit for NSC for not clcarl.
defining program proposal in a cla re r way so that anti-militarism work was
one part of it, not ell of it, which was confusing on Saturday. General
feeling that women's caucus resolved and unified with their proposal.

END OF MINUTES
*****->:-*##*#«***^*-}:-»-»***-»****-x-**********-::-****7{-**Jt-%**i««-***-)t^v:-«-**^***->f*-:f**

To: all chapters 14 December 1975

The planned NSC meeting yesterday did not happen because only SF a

As many of you may know, the organisation has been disiSJ showed up
grating since the Regional Conference. MP has formally dissolve
of the members living too for apart from each other to work in
way; EB is functioning only by committees, not as a chapter; SC
in attendance; SJ has been unable to pi;
Barbara have been making progress.

The Next RSC is on
There will be only one
ation, and if not, how

n out some work.
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is way

Both SF and
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down

Santa

Saturday, January 3rd, at
topic to discuss - should wo
are we to dissolve, where do
of contact do we want to .set

i .n. in San
continue as

we recommend
working, and wh&t kind of contact do we want to .set up. if we a
tinuc, we must analyze what is happening and why, and how to cha
current situation. \!c hope every chapter can attend.

The women from MP want to keep having the women's caucus nee
The next one is Saturday, January 10th, in Mt. View, at 337 Thom
Carole's house - 964-7105. Please let her know if your chapter
ing or not, by the week in advance.
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in struggle and solidarity.
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VIETNAM VETERANS AGAINST THE WAR/WINTER

SOLDIER ORGANIZATION (VVAW/WSO)

The r«. fprotest U.S. involvement
to include non-veterans as members),

name to WAW/WSO ml«
JwwnSeS? demonstrations, some

'as sponsored numerous .ntr-go^r,^
offlce (NO)

rcsw.ltj.ng m violence.
. /

. d an d influenced by the
and some hey chapters are_in f iltr

_aanization, and VVAW/WSO
militant Revolutionary n

VVAV.’/WSO is a revolutionary
leaders have told members that / vmr veterans." The
organization, not

oi<5t Oriented NO, which promotes
cu rren t Marxi st-Len in 1 s t

_Len inis

t

-Mao i s t doctrine
education of the members P

political growth along the
and directs the^“^^5 Storing Committee
same lines, ha., at vwrt/

, WAW/WSO as a mass anti-

imperial isl^organization* and
a vanguard of the revolution

eventually created by the masses.

WAW/WSO leaders voted at the 12/74 ^SCM^to^al ign

Stlin^dosigned/tf^nri^i'v^ent revolution in the

u.s.
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